walk the Hill

10:30 a.m.
Sunday, May 14, 2017
Memorial Stadium
Lawrence, Kansas
Welcome

The event is steeped in tradition. An exuberant procession of graduates marches through the Memorial Campanile, down the Hill, and into Memorial Stadium, where the chancellor confers degrees on a new class of Jayhawks.

We are excited you will be a part of Commencement 2017 — taking your place in KU’s history as you take the first steps into your future.

This is your moment, graduates. Congratulations!
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ORDER OF EXERCISES

PROCESSIONAL MUSIC Elizabeth Egbert Berghout, University Carillonneur

PROCESSIONAL LAUNCH KU Herald Trumpets

PROCESSIONAL
The University Commencement Band,
Paul W. Popiel, Director of Bands

Brighton Beach, William P. Latham
Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar
English Folk Song Suite, Ralph Vaughan Williams
Procession of the Nobles, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
America, the Beautiful, Samuel A. Ward
The Wizard of Oz, arr. Jim Barnes
The Stars and Stripes Forever, John Philip Sousa
Washington Post March, Sousa
High School Cadets, Sousa
March and Procession of Bacchus, Leo Delibes
KU Fight Songs, various
Home on the Range, arr. Barnes
Jayhawk Fantasy, Warren Barker

PRESIDING Ruth Ann Atchley, University Marshal

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

WELCOME Bernadette Gray-Little, Chancellor of the University

GREETINGS Zoe Newton, Chair, Kansas Board of Regents

PRESENTATION OF THE RECIPIENTS OF THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Tammara L. Durham, Vice Provost for Student Affairs, Lawrence Campus
Michael J. Werle, Dean of Postdoctoral Affairs and Graduate Studies, KU Medical Center

GREETINGS Scott Seyfarth, National Chair, KU Alumni Association

PRESENTATION AND HOODING OF HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
Neeli Bendapudi, Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor, Lawrence Campus

REMARKS
William McNulty, Doctor of Humane Letters

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES Deans of the Schools

FAREWELL AND CONFERRAL OF DEGREES Bernadette Gray-Little, Chancellor of the University

Crimson and the Blue, arr. Barnes
The Rock Chalk Chant
I'm a Jayhawk

RECESSIONAL National Emblem March, E.E. Bagley

POST-RECESSIONAL MUSIC Elizabeth Egbert Berghout, University Carillonneur
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION

THE MARSHALS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Ruth Ann Atchley
Paul Atchley
J. Megan Greene
Thomas W. Volek
Lisa Ellen Wolf-Wendel

ASSOCIATE MARSHALS
Kathleen McCluskey-Fawcett
Dorthy Pennington
Marlesa Roney
John L. Rury

FACULTY MARSHALS
Kathleen McCluskey-Fawcett
Dorthy Pennington
Marlesa Roney
John L. Rury

CHANCELLOR’S MARSHALS
Joseph Harrington
Pamela Keller

PROCESSION MARSHALS
John S. Augusto
Mark R. Best
Bridger A. Bradley
DeAngela Burns-Wallace
Sarah Crawford-Parker
Edward Healy
Karen Heintzen
Heidi Hulse
Stanford L. Loeb
Brian McDow
Diane Mielke
Jim Mielke
Jason P. O’Connor
Diana Robertson
Michael Wade Smith
April Strange
Kelli Thomas
Shu Tosaka
Katie Treadwell
Jane Tuttle
Jennifer Wamelink
Lance Watson
Nathan Wood

THE MARSHALS OF THE UNIVERSITY

THE FACULTIES OF THE SCHOOLS

THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
The School of Law
The School of Pharmacy
The School of Engineering
The College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
The School of Medicine
The School of Education
The School of Business
The William Allen White School of Journalism & Mass Communications
The School of Architecture, Design & Planning
The School of Social Welfare
The School of Health Professions
The School of Nursing
The School of Music

THE DEANS OF THE UNIVERSITY

THE VICE PROVOST FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
Lawrence Campus

THE VICE CHANCELLOR OF STUDENT SERVICES
KU Medical Center

THE NATIONAL CHAIR OF THE KU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR
KU Medical Center

THE PROVOST AND EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR
Lawrence Campus

THE HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

THE CHAIR OF THE KANSAS BOARD OF REGENTS

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC REGALIA

At Commencement, faculty and graduating students wear traditional academic regalia to signify the degree-granting university and the wearer's level of achievement.

At KU, bachelor’s degree candidates wear traditional mortarboards with colored tassels and gowns with pointed sleeves.

Master’s degree candidates wear mortarboards with black tassels, gowns with square-cut sleeves, and draped hoods.

Doctoral candidates wear tams with short black tassels, gowns with bell-shaped sleeves, and draped hoods with a velvet edging.

University marshals and the chancellor wear distinctive regalia designed specially for KU. Honorary degree recipients wear the doctoral gown and hoods lined in white (Arts and Letters), purple (Laws), or gold (Science).

The tassels for bachelor’s degree candidates, the lining of the hoods for master’s degree candidates, and the velvet edging on the hoods for doctoral candidates are in colors that signify the wearer’s discipline.

Architecture, Design & Planning: light purple
Business: light brown
Education: light blue
Engineering: orange
Journalism & Mass Communications: crimson
Health Professions: salmon
Law: purple
Liberal Arts & Sciences: white
Medicine: green
Music: pink
Nursing: apricot
Pharmacy: olive green
Social Welfare: citron
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD): dark blue
BANNERS

School banners and class banners are a tradition stretching almost as far back as the university itself.

University Archives preserves class banners going back to 1873. Visit jayhawks.com/classbanners.

Senior class representatives Victor Alberto Lopez Nikolskiy and Alyssa Ruehl will carry the Class of 2017 banner ahead of the degree candidates.

The faculty of each school selects graduates who carry the school banner at the head of its section in the procession.

CEREMONIAL MACE AND COLLAR

Every year, the mace and collar — objects symbolizing authority and honor — are used in the Commencement ceremony.

KU’s mace and collar were created by Carlyle H. Smith (pictured), a professor of silversmithing, and first introduced at Commencement in 1964. The chancellor wears the silver collar bearing the university seal, and the university marshal carries the mace, carved from a stair railing of old Fraser Hall.
HONORARY DEGREE

KU awards honorary degrees to individuals who have made notable contributions to the sciences, arts, laws, or humanities.

The 2017 honorary degree recipient is KU alumnus William McNulty.

Our honorees change the way we see the world.

WILLIAM MCNULTY

William McNulty, a former U.S. Marine and Iraqi war veteran, co-founded Team Rubicon, a nonprofit that recruits military veterans to provide disaster relief and humanitarian aid around the world.

McNulty created Team Rubicon after organizing a team of military veterans to help with disaster response to the 2010 Haiti earthquake. In Haiti, McNulty recognized that veterans are uniquely equipped to provide emergency support and that his team could mobilize more quickly than large aid organizations.

Team Rubicon also offers a model for natural disaster relief and veteran reintegration. Today, the organization has 35,000 volunteers, 75 percent of whom are military veterans. McNulty also recently founded Team Rubicon Global, which provides relief services to 12 countries around the world.

McNulty holds a bachelor’s degree in economics and communication studies from the University of Kansas and a master’s degree in government from Johns Hopkins University.
An auspicious moment set in turbulent times.

The state of Kansas was just five years old and the Civil War had finally come to an end. Lawrence still bore the scars of William Quantrill’s 1863 raid, which left the city in ashes and killed nearly 200.

As the citizens of Lawrence rebuilt their community, they also determined to establish a university on the hill. In 1866, the University of Kansas welcomed its first students to Mount Oread.

Now, KU is the state’s flagship university, a national public research institution with a global reach.

Today, as we celebrate the achievements of our graduates, we also celebrate more than a century and a half of Jayhawk tradition, history, and accomplishments.

December 1872
Fraser Hall dedicated
The “new building” is completed. It will later be known as University Hall and, eventually, Fraser Hall.

April 1873
Presidential KU
Ulysses S. Grant is the first sitting president to visit.
Flora Richardson is KU’s first female graduate — and the first class valedictorian — among the four members of the Class of 1873.
July 1874
The chancellor who wasn’t
Chancellor-elect S.H. Carpenter, a University of Wisconsin professor, arrives in Lawrence during a summer heat wave and grasshopper infestation — and takes the next train back to Madison.
HONORS PROGRAM

SCHOLARS

University Honors Program
Lauren E. Adamson
William C. Admussen
Daiane Ilana Aizen Grill
Carrie Joan Albers
José Alberto Aldana Herbas
Deanna Lucille Ambrose
Daniel Ryan Anderson
Jia S. Anderson
Cameron Lovelle Arnold
Alexandra V. Arvanitakis
Anirudh Ashok Kumar
Suhaib A. Bajwa
Harrison Dean Baker
Lilimary Villanueva Bangoy
Hannah Evelyn Bannister
Logan Bannister
Alexander G. Barbour
Timothy Alan Barclay Jr.
Jayme Leigh Bartz
Eric Daniel Becker
Mitchell Deen Roeder Beller
Ansley Bender
Rachel Marie Benefiel
Victor Luiz Berger Pereira Da Silva
Clara Jeanne Bernauer
Ellen C. Bertels
Amit Bhatla
Elliot Glenn Bicker
Samuel Christopher Bihuniak
Emily Binshtok
Christopher Birzer
Tyler Jerrad Blake
Sebastian John Blitt
Mackenzie Lane Bloom
Erie Marie Bonifield
Helen Louise Bontrager
Crystal LaShell Bradshaw
Claire Branstetter
BreShawna Kagen Briggs
Adrian Brothers
Allison Ann Buehler
Jesse Samuel Windsor Burbank
Katelin Nicole Burke
Cassandra Elyse Caedo
Victoria Rose Calderón
Austin William Canady
Laura E. Carlson
Brandon Caudell
Mohana Chakrabarti
Paige Madison Chase
Scott Mackenzie Chason
Connor J. Chestnut
Michael Choi
Cody Lee Christensen
Daniel S. Cirotsky
Cedric Lemanuel Clark II
Abigail Lynn Clem
Centennial Paige Clogston
Matthew Clough
Emily Margaret Colebank
Dante Colombo
Katherine Ellen Conard
Kelsey Barris Consolver
Catheryn Jean Cooper
Olivia Maureen Coulson
Akira Camille Cowden
Jonathan David Crane
Andrew William Crist
Jonathan Michael Crookham
Nathaniel K. Crosser
Selena Raquel Cruz
Caitlin Culhane
Alexander P. Dang
Saran Davaajargal
Maria C. Davies
Aaron Davis
Anna Marie Dietz
Aidan Aleksei Dmitriev
Brett Dylan Doze
Brittany Anne Dozier
Melanie Philomena D’Souza
Sam Reed Eastes
Megan E. Elder
Andrei D. Elliott
William Peter Englander
Audrey Evans
Kathryn Everett
Mohammad Isvyogi Fathah
Abigail Elizabeth Fields
Sophia Marie Fortmeyer
Janelle Marie Fox
Megan Elaine Fox
Lindsey Renee Freihoff
Jared D. Friesen
Rylee C. Fuerst
Casey Jean Gamble
Nathaniel Wallace Garlow
Erih Elizabeth Gartland
Lauren Elisabeth Gomez
Elizabeth Louise Grube
William Wesley Gunderson
Arjan Gupta
Juliana Yajing Hacker
Colleen M. Hagan
Rachel Elizabeth Hagan
Amber Halliburton
Miranda Marie Hanchett
John Michael Handley
Samantha Jean Harms
Matthew Hartenstein
Vann Craig Hassell
Logan Marie Hassig
Nicholas Hay
Andréus Sebastian Hernandez Guerra
Anna Patricia Herrick
Jordan Danielle Hildenbrand
Cody ArWayne Hill
Margaret Marie Hornick
Connor L. Hosty
Caroline Emma Huff
Shekupa Anjum Huma
Elizabeth Meghan Hupp
Katherine Anne Hybl
Brianna Christine Jackson
Elizabeth Christine James
Rachel Erin Janssen
Kristen Nicole Jennings
Brendan William Jester
Faith Marie Johnson
Mackenzie Michelle Johnson
Allyson Sara Leu Jones
Alex P. Kaoechele
Margaret Christine Kaemmerer
Molly Kaup
Mason Douglas Keller
John Eric Kelley
Jake M. Kennedy
Aadil Jamal Khan
Yee Ming Khaw
Steve Kim
Mackenzie L. Klaver
Annellise Marie Kolar
Tomara Yevgenyevna Konstantinova
Sara Kuckelman
Rebecca Joann Kurtz
Mark Rodney LaFollette
Isabela E. Lago
Vikram S. Lakhanpal
Erin Leigh Langian
Riel Aurelia Latimer
Jackson Adams Laughlin
Anh Nhat Le
Matthew Russell Leonard
Andi M. Leuszler
Madeline Katherine Level
Elizabeth Marie Lewis
Siyin Li
Tessa Lieber
Alaina Elizabeth Linafelter
Benjamin Taylor Linnan
Olivia P. Loney
Victor Alberto Lopez Nikolskiy
Jose Carlos Renato Lopez Ninantay
Anna Yulian Lynn
Gabriel Aaron Magnuson
Calder Harrison Malin
Paige E. Matheny
Mara Louise McAllister
Lauren Michele McCarthy
Brian T. McClannahan
Kai McClure
Devon Claire McGowan
Emily F. McGowan
John Angus Cordell McIntosh
Patrick I. McNamie
Laura A. Metz
Devin Ardean Mitchell
Parakh Mody
Marshall Stewart Monrad
Grace O. Morgan
Edward Francis Moore
Thomas Liam Murphy
Kolbe James Murray
Sean Patrick Murray
Ellen B. Nasseri
Michelle Newcome
Tessa Pei Ying Ng
Hung Tuan Nguyen
Tho Thanh Nguyen
Trang Thuy Thi Nguyen
Matthew Kai Jing Ong
Carmen Isabel Ortiz
James Barlow Paisley
Sanajay Vijay Parashar
Vivek Naimish Patel
Amy Elizabeth Peacock
Shiva S. Pedram
Carissa S. Pei
James Pettay
Reece J. Petty
Matthew Martin Pfannenstiel
Daniel Quoc Bao Pham
Grace Phillips
Rachel Delaney Phillips
Savannah Marie Pine
Reid Michael Poling
Sara Elizabeth Prendergast
Mason J. Proctor
Anastasia Marie Quigley

10
March 1878
Marvin Grove
On Arbor Day, students and faculty plant 300 trees on the slope of Mount Oread. The area will be called Marvin Grove, after Chancellor James Marvin, who inspired the beautification project.

March 1879
President Hayes visits
President Rutherford B. Hayes addresses faculty and students, but shortens his remarks after being winded by the climb to the top floor of University Hall.

March 1880
First medical course
At a meeting that could be considered the birth of the KU Medical Center, KU faculty vote to establish a preparatory or first-year medical course. In September, the first six students begin classes.
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREE

Architecture
Ahmad Albadawi, BA
Eliot Niemi Alpert, BA
Christina Marie Base, BA
Courtney Louise Baumann, BA
John Brenton, BA
Heather Renea Briggs, BA
Margaret Campbell, BA
Kenna Atencio Davis, BA
Kelli R. Dillion, BA*
Christopher W. Dixon, BA
H. Calista Gorrell, BA
Maxwell Bryan Irby, BA
Shan Li, BA
Jesuha Antonio Monarres, BA
Michael John Munson, BA
Laura Elizabeth Nelson, BA*
Xiaofan Nie, BA
Carrie Rebecca Rohlman, BA
Reece M. Simpson, BA
Xingzhe Tao, BA*

Design
Chelsea R. Anderson, BFA
Katllyn L. Ballard, BFA
Kevin Andrew Baynham, BFA
Brittney T. Beckham, BFA
Laura Christine Blake, BFA
Kevin Dean Bower, BFA
Amy Brown, BFA
Drew M. Buffkin, BFA
Grace Cantril, BFA
Kayla A. Carroll, BFA
Jacob Hendsbee Carter, BFA
Ryan Andrew Chapman, BFA
Alexander William Connor, BFA
Jacob Ryan Crawford, BFA
John W. Dillingham, BFA*
Alison Daniele Dover, BFA
Kylie Dressman, BFA
Kristin Victoria Enyart, BFA
Rachel Ann Estes, BFA
John Robinson Figgs-Hoard, BFA
Katherine Fleming, BFA
Anna-Therese Marie Fowler, BFA
Cameron Ryan Gallet, BFA
Erica Rashelle Gammill, BFA
Henna Margit Gaus, BFA*
Ella R. Gore, BFA
Blake J. Gover, BFA
Savanah Glover, BFA
Alexander James Guinn, BFA
Janae Christine Hall, BFA
Jacob M. Hankwitz, BFA
Nicollette Kaylene Haskell, BFA
Haylee Renee Hedge, BFA
Christian Heisler-Cruz, BFA
Brenton E. HilBIG, BFA
Zachary Hill, BFA
Sarah M. Hinman, BFA
Ingera Elizabeth Hixon, BFA
Demore Raquel Hoffman-Batey, BFA
Gabrielle Marie Javier, BFA
Tyler Jon Jones, BFA
Elizabeth Patricia Knochelmann, BFA
Cesar Leyva, BFA*
Benjamin Andrew Lipowitz, BFA
Jillian Amanda May, BFA*
Thomas Kenyon McGillicuddy, BFA
Devon Claire McGowan, BFA
Michelle Alicia Merino, BFA
Kaflin Kelly Obermeyer, BFA*
Mitchell Carl Powell, BFA
Elizabeth M. Ready, BFA
Kelly Anna Reeve, BFA
Mohammad Daniel Rezalekhallgh, BFA
Brooks T. Rhinesmith, BFA
Rhiannon R. Rosas, BFA
Kirsten Rose Selstad, BFA
Hope Elizabeth Simmons, BFA*
Navedee Singh, BFA
Logan Edward Sloan, BFA
Danielle Elaine Snell, BFA
Megan Snelten, BFA
Mary Elizabeth Snizek, BFA
Annica Lynn Snyder, BFA
Katelyn M. Stewart, BFA
Jillian Malia Stiverson, BFA
Nicole Marie Strubing Cartes, BFA
Alex Christina Tatro, BFA
Mackenzie Lin Toner, BFA
Kylie Michelle Vandeven, BFA

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Mahesh Daas

Banner Carrier
Janae Christine Hall

School Marshals
Tim Hossler
Hugo Sheward

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Jonathan Michael Crookham
Kristin Victoria Enyart
Janae Christine Hall
Chloe Hosid
Devon Claire McGowan
Nicole Marie Strubing Cartes
Culin Arthur Thompson

With Distinction
Chelsea R. Anderson
Kenna Atencio Davis
Luke Hao Feng
Alexander James Guinn
Ingera Elizabeth Hixon
Michelle Elizabeth Newcome
John Francis Schwartz
Angela D. Seaba
Hope Elizabeth Simmons
Emily Renee Stockwell

April 1887
The Notorious CMW
Carrie Morehouse Watson begins her 34-year reign as head librarian, notorious for her steely gaze, yet beloved by many students. Watson Library now bears her name.

May 1886
Rock Chalk Chant
The Science Club adopts a cheer — suggested by chemistry professor E.H.S. Bailey — which will evolve into the beloved Rock Chalk Chant.

October 1891
Just crimson
Inspired by Harvard, the athletic board chooses crimson as the football team’s official color.
May 1893
Panorama debut
Lewis Lindsay Dyche’s panorama of North American mammals debuts as the centerpiece of the Kansas pavilion at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Jia S. Anderson  
Hannah Evelyn Bannister  
Samuel Christopher Bihuniak  
BreShawna Kagen Briggs  
Allison Ann Buehler  
Dante Colombo  
Shannon Irene Daze  
Erin Elizabeth Gartland  
Trent Alexander Horton  
Elizabeth Meghan Hupp  
Sean M. Kuehl  
Anna Marie Langhorst  
Matthew Russell Leonard  
Rachel Nowak  
Matthew Kai Jing Ong  
Ving Pan  
Paige A. Selman  
Ruo Yang  
Emma Lee Zink

With Distinction
Jose Alberto Aldana Herbas  
Mitchell J. Arends  
Kelby Nathan Bahr  
Mitchell Deen Roeder Beller  
Sloan A. Bengston  
Sebastian John Blitt  
Jacob Daniel Block  
Benjamin James Burch  
Shelby J. Clothier  
Michael Alan Colteryahn  
Andrew Gordon Craig  
Jack Cameron Curtis  
Nicole Chandler Danisi  
John G. Davidson III  
David Todd Dicus  
Brock Gerrad Drogoch  
Megan Elizabeth Farrell  
Morgan Rayne Fuller  
Elizabeth Helena Gray  
Nicholas Hay  
Tyler Hess  
Kyle M. Hunter  
M. Naba Husain  
Morgan H. Hyden  
James Jefferis  
Parker B. Johnson  
Brandon James Juracek  
Megan Simon Kelly  
Hunter T. Kennon  
Megan Elizabeth Kirby  
Adam J. Klecan  
Eva Jean Kough  
Alexander Robert Langdon  
Anh Nhat Le  
Siyin Li  
Tessa Lieber  
Olivia P. Loney  
Klein James Miltenberger  
Nicholas Jaffer Mohajir  
Marshall Stewart Monrad  
Edward Francis Moore  
Joseph B. Morrow  
Sean Patrick Murray  
Tessa Pei Ying Ng  
Cole Orrick  
James Pettay  
Joshua Thomas Poindexter  
Nicholas E. Porter  
Garrett Michael Raible  
Tyler C. Rosene  
Hui Shao  
Stephanie Nicole Smitka  
Sara Catherine Summers  
Ian Tanaka  
Kyle W. Taylor  
Abigail Mae Thomas  
Clay William Thomas  
Jay Robert Turnipseed  
Christopher Scott Tuttle  
Emma S. Wetzler  
Natalie L. Winterman

Departmental Honors
Jia S. Anderson  
Hannah Evelyn Bannister  
Mitchell Deen Roeder Beller  
Samuel Christopher Bihuniak  
Sebastian John Blitt  
BreShawna Kagen Briggs  
Riley B. Brown  
Allison Ann Buehler  
Brian P. Carmody  
Shelby J. Clothier  
Andrew Gordon Craig  
Emily Scout Distefano  
Megan E. Elder  
Jane Clare Evan  
Taylor Kaye Flory  
Andrea Jessica Fogarty  
Casey Jean Gembart  
Erin Elizabeth Gartland  
Caroline Briley Gish  
Anna Patricia Herrick  
Meredith Christine Hess  
Pallavi Ravi Hosakere  
Elizabeth Meghan Hupp  
M. Naba Husain  
Mackenzie Johnson  
Parker B. Johnson  
Margaret Christine Kaemmerer  
Sean Matthew Kane  
Megan Simon Kelly  
Evan Jean Kough  
Sean M. Kuehl  
Anh Nhat Le  
Tessa Lieber  
Benjamin Taylor Linnan  
Olivia P. Loney  
Nicholas Jaffer Mohajir  
Marshall Stewart Monrad  
Jacob Murphy Morris  
Kolbe James Murray

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREE

Accounting
Colleen Alexandra Ahrens, BSB  
Ahmed Mohammed Alagha, BSB  
Kenneth M. Altendorfer, BSB*  
Thomas Bruecker Anderson, BSB  
Nikolas Taff Andrews, BSB  
Elisabeth Michelle Angel, BSB  
Mitchell J. Arends, BSB*  
Shaina Bachelani, BSB*  
Ian Z. Baker, BSB*  
Maxwell Brian Bagby, BSB  
Lilimay Villanueva Bangoy, BSB  
Stephen T. Becker, BSB*  
Mitchell Deen Roeder Beller, BSB  
Sloan A. Bengston, BSB  
Zac Joseph Benzkofer, BSB  
Adam Everett Bevil, BSB*  
Dominick Bickus, BSB*  
Lin Bie, BSB  
Grant P. Bigham, BSB  
Samuel Christopher Bihuniak, BSB  
Kenzie Rose Billings, BSB*  
Patrick Lewis Blackburn, BSB  
Sebastian John Blitt, BSB  
Jacob Daniel Block, BSB*  
Evan M. Bloom, BSB  
Parada Boonchit, BSB*  
Nitchada Boonsiri, BSB  
Jeffery Bowen II, BSB*  
Alexander Brennan, BSB  
Turner Brooks, BSB*  
Stephen H. Brophy, BSB*  
Allison Ann Buehler, BSB  
Gary Eugene Bush II, BSB*  
Allyssa Marie Castilleja, BSB  
Mark Wilson Chedrick, BSB*  
Bryce Christensen, BSB  
Abby E. Cinotto, BSB  
Chase J. Clancy, BSB*  
John Matthew Clark, BSB*  
Gabrielle Marie Clynch, BSB  
Mary L. Coady, BSB  
Andrew Whitnney Collins, BSB  
Catherine Kelsey Corteze, BSB  
Grace Katherine Cram, BSB  
Natalie A. Curran, BSB  
Nicolette Chandler Danisi, BSB*  
Shannon Irene Daze, BSB*
Emily Scout Distefano, BSB*
Stephanie Doleshal, BSB
Megan E. Elder, BSB*
Courtney E. Feemster, BSB*
James Hampton, BSB*
Chase Mitchelson Hanna, BSB
Raven Simone’ Haynes-Foster, BSB
Bryce D. Hickson, BSB*
Alexander D. Hoskovec, BSB*
Jenelle Nekole Huffman, BSB
Katherine M. Hyde, BSB
Tyler John Irwin, BSB
Lex Timothy Jones, BSB
William Luke Kevan, BSB*
Jae Min Kim, BSB*
Martin A. Klenda, BSB*
Kelsey Lea Kreutzer, BSB
Tim Kuhn, BSB*
Olivia R. Male, BSB
Jack H. Martin, BSB
Michael Christopher McGowan, BSB*
Marcus W. McNeace, BSB*
Dajon Aubreon Medlock, BSB
Todd Anthony Middleton, BSB*
Turner Davis Miller, BSB
Elizabeth Belle Mitchell, BSB
Joshua Phillip Mitchell, BSB*
Abigail Louise Moore, BSB*
Cole Orrick, BSB*
Samuel Gylling Owsley, BSB
Vitalia N. Pierson, BSB
Danielle George Pistotnik, BSB
Shelby Lynn Plank, BSB
Tucker Cole Porter, BSB*
Christopher J. Pyle, BSB
Peter Lawrence Rebori, BSB*
Trey L. Redfern, BSB*
Nathaniel Weber Rosenak, BSB*
Taylor P. Ross, BSB*
Maegan Russell, BSB
Austin J. Scherzer, BSB
Lillian Raye Seib, BSB
Samantha Rae Sharp, BSB
Jay Kevin Shoemate, BSB
Zauri Phirtskhalashvili, BSB*
Vitalia N. Pierson, BSB
Danielle George Pistotnik, BSB
Shelby Lynn Plank, BSB
Tucker Cole Porter, BSB*
Christopher J. Pyle, BSB
Peter Lawrence Rebori, BSB*
Trey L. Redfern, BSB*
Nathaniel Weber Rosenak, BSB*
Taylor P. Ross, BSB*
Maegan Russell, BSB
Austin J. Scherzer, BSB
Lillian Raye Seib, BSB
Samantha Rae Sharp, BSB
Jay Kevin Shoemate, BSB
Zachery Christopher Toner, BSB
Jay Robert Turmpiece, BSB
Jordan Neil Uebelein, BSB
John Athan Ventas, BSB
Zachary John Belinn Yunk, BSB
Michael Leandro Zunica, BSB*
Business Analytics
Colleen Alexandra Ahrens, BSB
Alec Jeffery Auten, BSB
Ryan Nicholas Barr, BSB
Riley B. Brown, BSB
William James Fuhrman, BSB
Sean Matthew Kane, BSB
Aakash Karia, BSB
Erich J. Lanz, BSB
Anh Nhat Le, BSB
Colin Panowitz, BSB
Christopher Scott Tuttle, BSB
Alexander William Welking, BSB
Finance
Nicholas D. Accuro, BSB
Steven Quentin Callahan Aker, BSB*
Stephonn Onterrio Alcorn, BSB
Jose Alberto Aldana Herbas, BSB
Yousef N A Gh R Alshammari, BSB*
Jia S. Anderson, BSB
Dylan Aul, BSB*
Ryan H. Banes, BSB
Brodie M. Barton, BSB
Mitchell Deen Roeder Beller, BSB
Emma Rose Berger, BSB
Dominick Bickus, BSB*
Samuel Christopher Bihuniak, BSB
Jacob Daniel Block, BSB*
Evan M. Bloom, BSB
James A. Bormolini, BSB
Addison Chandler Brown, BSB
Riley B. Brown, BSB
Andrew Ellis Buening, BSB
Daniel Buescher, BSB
Jade Ngoc Kieu Bui, BSB
Zachary A. Campbell, BSB
Brian F. Carmody, BSB
Hong Chen, BSB
Ying Chen, BSB
Li Cheng, BSB*
Jordan H. Churchill, BSB
Brian J. Clarke, BSB
Jack Monroe Clothier, BSB
Shelby J. Clothier, BSB*
Gabrielle Marie Clynch, BSB
Mary L. Clynch, BSB
Morgan Rayne Fuller, BSB*
Casey Jean Gamble, BSB
Ya Gao, BSB
Marin Elizabeth Garavalia, BSB
Mehdi Samir Ghali, BSB*
Chase W. Glaeser, BSB
Mitchell Glessner, BSB
Valera Godin, BSB*
Dustin Jeffrey Gordon, BSB
Sarah Jane Gottschalk, BSB*
Vikram Govindarajan, BSB*
Chad Michael Graham, BSB
Xinhao Guo, BSB*
Kyle John Hammel, BSB
Kelly Rose Haukap, BSB
Christopher David Heller, BSB
Kayley Nicole Heggies, BSB
Brady J. Hempel, BSB
Anna Patricia Herrick, BSB
Paul A. Hoffman, BSB
Pallavi Ravi Hosakere, BSB*
Elizabeth Meghan Hupp, BSB
Jenny C. Hurt, BSB
Madeline Hutton, BSB
Douglas Eric Allen Jenkins, BSB*
Connor Montgomery Johnson, BSB
Mackenzie Michelle Johnson, BSB*
Parker B. Johnson, BSB
Phillip Johnson, BSB
Collin David Jones, BSB
Luke Bradley Jordan, BSB
Margaret Christine Kaemmerer, BSB
Caroline M. Kallmeyer, BSB
Mason Douglas Keller, BSB
Hunter T. Kennon, BSB*
John Munsch Kerr, BSB
Charles King, BSB
Dane Christian King, BSB
Cole Alexander Klostermann, BSB*
Andrew P. Kramer, BSB
Michael J. Donaldson, BSB
Connor S. Dormon, BSB
Jordan Taylor Elliott, BSB
Stephen McKale Firestone, BSB
Taylor Kaye Floro, BSB
Andrea Jessica Fogarty, BSB
Brady Forbes, BSB*
Cole James Franken, BSB
Brittany Michelle Frenthrop, BSB
Reed Hamilton Frizell, BSB
Morgan Rayne Fuller, BSB*
Casey Jean Gamble, BSB
Ya Gao, BSB
Marin Elizabeth Garavalia, BSB
Mehdi Samir Ghali, BSB*
Chase W. Glaeser, BSB
Mitchell Glessner, BSB
Valera Godin, BSB*
Dustin Jeffrey Gordon, BSB
Sarah Jane Gottschalk, BSB*
Vikram Govindarajan, BSB*
Chad Michael Graham, BSB
Xinhao Guo, BSB*
Kyle John Hammel, BSB
Kelly Rose Haukap, BSB
Christopher David Heller, BSB
Kayley Nicole Heggies, BSB
Brady J. Hempel, BSB
Anna Patricia Herrick, BSB
Paul A. Hoffman, BSB
Pallavi Ravi Hosakere, BSB*
Elizabeth Meghan Hupp, BSB
Jenny C. Hurt, BSB
Madeline Hutton, BSB
Douglas Eric Allen Jenkins, BSB*
Connor Montgomery Johnson, BSB
Mackenzie Michelle Johnson, BSB*
Parker B. Johnson, BSB
Phillip Johnson, BSB
Collin David Jones, BSB
Luke Bradley Jordan, BSB
Margaret Christine Kaemmerer, BSB
Caroline M. Kallmeyer, BSB
Mason Douglas Keller, BSB
Hunter T. Kennon, BSB*
John Munsch Kerr, BSB
Charles King, BSB
Dane Christian King, BSB
Cole Alexander Klostermann, BSB*
Andrew P. Kramer, BSB

August 1894
KU Medical Center donation
Simeon Bishop Bell, a physician, offers a donation of money and land in Rosedale (now part of Kansas City) to KU in memory of his wife, Eleanor Taylor Bell, thus making a four-year medical school a possibility.

October 1894
Spooner Hall
KU dedicates its first library. Today, Spooner Hall is used for interdisciplinary academic programs and events.
Shannon Parks, BSB
Alok Rajendra Patel, BSB
Cory Perkins, BSB
James Pettay, BSB*
Matthew Thomas Pohlen, BSB
Trew E. Poole, BSB
Andrew Jay Pouppirt, BSB
Morgan Taylor Pugh, BSB*
Matthew John Qualen, BSB*
Corbin Chase Rafferty, BSB*
Garrett Michael Raible, BSB*
Jonathan Andrew Reeves, BSB
Connor Thomas Kellihan, BSB
John Coleman Remick, BSB
Zacharias Amare Retta, BSB
Matthew T. Rheinberger, BSB
Michael J. Richardson, BSB
Hannah Louise Rivas, BSB
James C. Saat, BSB
Steven John Sattem, BSB
Angelina Christina Scarduzio, BSB
Allison Joyce Schaaf, BSB
Ryan Christopher Schmidt, BSB
Jacob Alexander Seitz, BSB*
David Lawrence Selwyn, BSB*
Ryan Seybert, BSB*
Jacob Thomas Shamlott, BSB*
Kevin Edward Shaw, BSB*
Dingyue Shi, BSB*
Benjamin J. Sight, BSB
Joseph Drake Simmons, BSB
Ravdeep Singh, BSB
Nicholas Mark Skornia, BSB
Rachel Marie Slipko, BSB
Stephanie Nicole Smitha, BSB
Zachary Benjamin Smith, BSB
Derek Stanley, BSB
Brittney Brooke Stephens, BSB
Johnathon Miles Stevens, BSB
Yun Loong Teo, BSB
Clay William Thomas, BSB
Shawn Jamison Thompson, BSB
Johnny Roger Thornton, BSB
Harrison Tornquist, BSB
Christopher Scott Tuttle, BSB
Joseph Ward Umscheid, BSB*
Michael Scott Ut, BSB
Brett Cooper Van Blaricum, BSB
Tyler Vannaweng, BSB
Alec Charles Voss, BSB
Stevan Vukanic, BSB
Grant Patrick Wageman, BSB
Chengjie Wang, BSB
Jikong Wang, BSB*
Jason Robert Whipple, BSB
Benjamin Sheldon White, BSB
Derrick T. Williams, BSB
Michael Wilson, BSB*
Kyle J. Winston, BSB
 Larson Conrad Woolwine, BSB*
Hao Wu, BSB
Ruo Yang, BSB
Kelton Francis Zenishek, BSB
Kai Lin Zhang, BSB*
Min Zhang, BSB*
Jia Zhou, BSB
Zhenyi Zhou, BSB*
Molly L. Zuniga, BSB

Information Systems
Kelby Nathan Bahr, BSB
Michael Andrew Baillargeon, BSB
Dakota W. Barnett, BSB
Patrick Joseph Bennett, BSB
Robert M. Bohm, BSB
Brady Martin Byers, BSB
Jacob Johnathan Dennis, BSB*
Charles Paul Eastman, BSB*
Jacob Thomas Faflack, BSB*
Jessica Fiona, BSB*
Tyler Christopher Flores, BSB
Dylan Gabriel Geiger, BSB*
Kaitlyn Dena Gerard, BSB
Anthony Groene, BSB
Amber Halliburton, BSB
Cole E. Hogan, BSB
Ryan Hunter, BSB*
Ammaarah Iqbal, BSB
James Jeffries, BSB
Nicholas P. Joslin, BSB
Matthew Aaron Keary, BSB
Adam J. Klecan, BSB
Anthony Thomas Krug, BSB*
Jessica Lee, BSB
Adam Olsen Lynch, BSB
Alex Arthur Markle, BSB*
William Ray Orser III, BSB
Julian Brian Patterson, BSB
Danielle Sue Peterson, BSB
Quinn Alexander Richter, BSB
Michael J. Rielly, BSB
Matthew C. Roos, BSB

September 1896
Crimson and blue
The football team uniforms are crimson and blue for the first time.
September 1898
Naismith joins KU
James Naismith becomes director of physical culture at KU. He had invented the game of basketball a few years before.

February 1899
First home game
The new basketball team plays its first home game in Lawrence, in front of a crowd of about 50.
Heather Marie Pieczynski, BSB
Jennifer M. Pyle, BSB
Maria Guadalupe Rodriguez, BSB
Shujuan Ruan, BSB
Marina Ann Sarkisova, BSB
Angelina Christina Scarduzio, BSB
Ximena Scavone Gross Brown, BSB
Katherine M. Schaper, BSB
Nolan A. Scheller, BSB
Keli Lyn Scott, BSB
Patrick Simmons, BSB*
Jake Ryan Sloan, BSB
Stephanie Nicole Smitka, BSB
Sarah Spears, BSB
Emily R. Staab, BSB*
Tanner Gray Stabenow, BSB
Kristen Nicole Stazzone, BSB
Tyler Grant Sternagle, BSB*
Nicki Estelle Stoller, BSB
Reilly K. Sweeney, BSB
Abigailae Kathryn Taplett, BSB*
Catherine M. Taylor, BSB*
Clay William Thomas, BSB
Perla Torres, BSB
Alexandra Grace Uhlir, BSB
Joseph Ward Umscheid, BSB*
Alexandra Lynn Urso, BSB
Baxter Vaz, BSB
Jordan Cole Ward, BSB
Meredith Rose Wegner, BSB
Gina M. Westerhaus, BSB
Jason Robert Whipple, BSB
Paige Kathleen Widrig, BSB*
Derrick T. Williams, BSB
Peyton Ellyn Williams, BSB
Kelsey Marie Wilson, BSB
Zachary Henry Windsor, BSB*
Jorn Winkelmolen, BSB
Natalie L. Winterman, BSB
Nathan David Wood, BSB
Stephanie Emily Wunning, BSB
Jinju Yu, BSB
Kelton Francis Zenshek, BSB

**Supply Chain Management**
Stephenson B. Allen, BSB
Adrian Amaya, BSB*
Maggie Marie Anderson, BSB*
Buck Avery Archer, BSB*
Joseph Graydon Bateman, BSB
Charles Belko, BSB*
William J. Benton, BSB
Nicholas Anthony Binetti, BSB
Samatha P. Blasing, BSB*
Marcos Box, BSB*
Nicholas P. Brunner, BSB
Lucas Edward Bush, BSB
Hayden Eileen Butler, BSB
Davis Jackson Carpenter, BSB
Yu Wei Chen, BSB
Brian J. Clarke, BSB
Patricia Degner, BSB
Dylan Devries, BSB
Connor James Dinkel, BSB*
Taylor J. Duffendack, BSB
Alex Michael Durfee, BSB
Jason Lynn Elder, BSB
James Michael Fenton, BSB
Jeremy K. Fischer, BSB*
Nicholas Paul Francis, BSB
Kaitlyn Denae Gerard, BSB
Spencer S. Green, BSB
Bryce Anthony Grimm, BSB
Alex Chase Harrold, BSB*
Emily Jean Hasenplauge, BSB
Grant Tyrn Hastin, BSB*
Logan O’Neill Hendrichs, BSB
Jason Hogard, BSB
Bryan J. Hutchinson, BSB
Morgan H. Hyden, BSB
Alexander Lawrence Juememann, BSB
Niles O. Kahn, BSB
Lauren F. Keefer, BSB*
Samantha K. Knese, BSB
Alec Joseph Kopatch, BSB
Tyler Kras, BSB
Keegan Reece Kuecker, BSB*
Kaylee Sue Lambrecht, BSB
Erich J. Lanz, BSB
Si Li, BSB
Ningning Luo, BSB*
Patricccck Dennis Maloney, BSB
Curtis Wade Mathews, BSB*
William James Mentzer, BSB
Ty Michael Miller, BSB
Klein James Mlenbeneger, BSB
Kathyln Nelson, BSB
Phillip Nelson, BSB*
Parker New, BSB
Tessa Pei Ying Ng, BSB
Erik D. Norris, BSB
Sean P. O’Connor, BSB
Emeka Okwuosa, BSB*
Dandre Lavelle Parks, BSB*
McKenzi Paoge Petty, BSB
Kyle Andrew Powers, BSB*
Katherinr Lee Ring, BSB
Kieran T. Ritchie, BSB
Lauren Taylor Russell, BSB*
Lillian Raye Selb, BSB
Monica Ann Shaheed, BSB
Austin Sondrol, BSB
Richard Philip Stahl, BSB*
Jonathan Michael Stewart, BSB*
Tong Sun, BSB*
Matthew A. Terry, BSB
Hunter Thomas Thole, BSB*
Jack Todd, BSB
Perla Torres, BSB
Trevor Dillon Tracy, BSB
Zachary Earth Vojnalic, BSB
Sabari Vatsavaya, BSB*
Sharon Zavala Romero, BSB
Zhining Zeng, BSB
Xinchu Zhang, BSB
Zhiliin Zhang, BSB

**CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE**

**Accounting**
Conner Adams, MAcc
Laura Jean Aker, MAcc
Frances Alaniz, MAcc
Khaleed Albadawi, MAcc
Zainab Habib Alashayeb, MAcc*
Carly Michelle Anderson, MAcc
Mitchell A. Aroms, MAcc
Matthew Armstrong, MAcc
Daniel M. Assyia, MAcc
Maxwell Brian Bagby, MAcc
Rachael Patricia Baldwin, MAcc
Austin J. Barnes, MAcc
Emmanuel Bawa, MAcc
Austin James Becker, MAcc
Amalia Christine Bruce, MAcc
Gary Eugene Bush II, MAcc
Bryce A. Campbell, MAcc
Carlos Alejandro Castro, MAcc
Anna Rachelle Catloth, MAcc
John Matthew Clark, MAcc
Kyle R. Clay, MAcc
Katelyn Jean Clikk, MAcc
Andrea Contreras-Gallego, MAcc
Brandon Scott Correll, MAcc
Jake William Dejarnette, MAcc*
John Michael Dillon, MAcc
Chelsey Harmon Domke, MAcc
Brock Michael Duran, MAcc
Christian James Eatherly, MAcc
Sara Edelblute, MAcc
Holly Patricia Edmunds, MAcc
Drew William Egan, MAcc
Alexandra Marie Fallucca, MAcc
Linchi Fang, MAcc
Joshua James Florez, MAcc
Samuel Henry Gilman, MAcc
Michael Golubski, MAcc
Mikayla Marie Gottschalk, MAcc
Jordan Riley Grabber, MAcc
Luke Graham, MAcc
Christina Vivolo Griffith, MAcc*
Sarah Elizabeth Hall, MAcc*
Jing Han, MAcc*
Jack Callahan Haverty, MAcc
Victoria Elizabeth Hendren, MAcc
Andrew Joseph Hennessy, MAcc*
Matthew J. Herman, MAcc
Chi Kuan Ho, MAcc
Amelia Nichole Hoedl, MAcc
Laura E. Hoefler, MAcc*
Lauren Lyon Hoerner, MAcc
Danica C. Hoose, MAcc
Carmen Elizabeth Houglund, MAcc
Kristen Marie Hyde, MAcc*
Landon Michael Johnson, MAcc
Rhett Anthony Johnston Jr., MAcc
Passy Kabizo, MAcc
Alexander O’Neill Karkhoff, MAcc
Shameem Joan Kaufman, MAcc
Matthew Thomas Kaufman, MAcc
Abdulrahman Kayali, MAcc
Brian Christopher Kearney-Spaw, MAcc
Juliann Keating, MAcc
Novestus Kibet, MAcc*
Usman Kodvavi, MAcc
Brittany Ann Koppers, MAcc
Tyler John Kottman, MAcc
Allison Michelle Krebs, MAcc
Kristen Alleen Krebs, MAcc
Maxwell Porter Edward Kurlbaum, MAcc
Justin Andrew Lad, MAcc*
Ronika Jenaye Ledesma, MAcc
Ji Yeon Lee, MAcc
Jin Sil Lee, MAcc*
John Lee, MAcc
Dinah Lin, MAcc
Dier Liu, MAcc*
Jia Liu, MAcc*
Ling Liu, MAcc*
Regina Mary Loehr, MAcc
Paul Z. Logan, MAcc
Zachary E. London, MAcc
Juncheng Lu, MAcc
Jing Luo, MAcc

* indicates the candidate is a supply chain management student
Addyson Danae McCall, MAcc
Charles Patrick McCool, MAcc
Melissa Kathryn Mihelic, MAcc
Davis E. Miller, MAcc
Noel B. Miller, MAcc
Jared T. Nelson, MAcc
Taylor Nicole Nelson, MAcc
Olivia Neubauer, MAcc
Kara Nicole Notvedt, MAcc
Shijing Ouyang, MAcc
Huiru Pan, MAcc
Jihong Park, MAcc
Jesse Perron, MAcc
Bruce C. Pinedo, MAcc
Eric Jeffrey Pinkelman, MAcc
Kayla Marie Pisoni, MAcc
Ashley Rebecca Rasmussen, MAcc
Samuel Ivan Real, MAcc
Ryan Michael Reddy, MAcc
McKenna Layne Reynolds, MAcc
Jordan Ashlee Ricklefs, MAcc*
Kinsey Michelle Roberts, MAcc
Blake Thomas Rose, MAcc
Samantha Ann Roux, MAcc
Grecia Ruoba, MAcc
Ibrahim Sakin, MAcc*
Jennifer Salach, MAcc
Jarett Wilson Sauer, MAcc
Holly G. Saville, MAcc
Kayla Rose Schemm, MAcc
Lauren Elizabeth Schoen, MAcc
Kaylene J. Seaman, MAcc
David Shandler, MAcc
Morgan Taylor Shapiro, MAcc
Riley Shields, MAcc
Andrew Shoemaker, MAcc
Matthew Robert Slinkman, MAcc
Mitchell Mark Sneed, MAcc
Kyle Lawrence Spillbusch, MAcc*
Jeremy Edward Stern, MAcc
Clayton Gregory Stiver, MAcc
Rachel Catherine Streeker, MAcc
Gerret Van Swearingen, MAcc
Abigail Irene Teintert, MAcc
Mirelle Nicole Thomas, MAcc
Taylor Nicole Thomas, MAcc
Mark Collins Thompson Jr., MAcc
Richard Eugene Thompson, MAcc
Sheldy Miller Littlery, MAcc
Rachel Tolbert, MAcc
Ian Nathaniel Trollope, MAcc
Rachel Marie Van Fleet, MAcc
David Joshua Vasquez, MAcc
Joseph Scott Welch, MAcc
Lindsey Elizabeth Welsh, MAcc
Jamie Hannah Westphal, MAcc
Siyiing Xiang, MAcc
Xiaoyu Yang, MAcc
Jeremy Young, MAcc
Alyson N. Youngdoff, MAcc
Meng Yuan, MAcc*
Drake Gerald Zeller, MAcc

Business Administration
Michael Ray Amrein, MBA*
Christopher Matthew Barry, MBA*
Catherine Vanderhill Baxley, MBA*
Michael Ray Beesley, MBA
Benjamin James Bellville, MBA
Kirsten Helena Belt, MBA
Shrey Bhatnagar, MBA*
Gretchen Biagi, MBA
Bryan Joseph Blanchat, MBA
Cristina Lynn Brown, MBA*
Courtney A. Bullis, MBA*
John Jairo Fernando Burbano
Orozco, MBA*
Gena Elena Camarena, MBA
Ryan Chaffee, MBA
Mohamad Eajz Ziyauddin Chauhan, MBA*
Kari Jean Cozmyer, MBA
Craig James Crosswait, MBA*
William Patrick Davis, MBA*
Jana L. Dawson, MBA
Sandra K. Deitering, MBA*
Robert James DuBroc, MBA
Ryan Daniel Dunn, MBA*
Andrew James Easley, MBA*
Karl F. Eisert, MBA*
Katrina Marie Fix, MBA
Ryan Jordan Giblin, MBA
Steven David Griffith, MBA*
Jeffrey Duane Gripp, MBA*
Kevin Albert Grotheer, MBA
Ryan Alan Hahne, MBA*
Jay Bruce Hamilton IV, MBA*
Kelsey Ann Han, MBA*
Megan Justine Harris, MBA
Alexander Karl Hartmann, MBA*
Hunter Michael Hess, MBA
Karen Leigh Hiemer, MBA
Michael Curtis Hockett, MBA
Luke Judson Howee, MBA
Elizabeth K. Humburg, MBA*
Stephen S. Hunter, MBA
Mohammad Munim Hussain, MBA*
Kristin Ann Kavalier, MBA
Brayden Stuart Kelly, MBA
Caitlin Marie Kerr, MBA*
David Kovarik, MBA
Raghuram Kundurthi, MBA*
Michael Mayabi, MBA*
Melody Grace McFarland, MBA
Sean Michael McNair, MBA*
Heather Nicole Michalek, MBA
Ryan Matthew Moog, MBA*
Hannah Elizabeth Morray, MBA*
Jacklyn R. Nicol, MBA
Kayla Nicole Norman, MBA*
Jeff G. Norvell, MBA
Tawny Parker, MBA*
Robert Westervelt Paul, MBA
Thomas Hugh Roe, MBA*
Sebastian Sanchez Deuer, MBA*
Joseph M. Schaefer, MBA
Brian Christopher Schneweis, MBA
Justin Nicholas Scholtes, MBA
Jesse Paul Schrader, MBA*
Bryan Charles Sedigazd, MBA*
Ankit Raju Shah, MBA*
Brandon Truelove Shelton, MBA*
Swathi Rajesh Shenoy, MBA*
Ajeenal Singh Siddhu, MBA*
Harkiran Singh, MBA*
Vivek Gopal Soni, MBA
Tammal Alyse Sonnnino, MBA*
Philip Stand, MBA*
Matthew Patrick Stanford, MBA
Preston H. Steele, MBA*
Michelle Lynn Stephens, MBA*
Angela C. Stoss, MBA*
Connor Streml, MBA
Blake Tedlock, MBA*
Timothy Joseph Thedinger, MBA
Colin Ray Thomas, MBA*
Ankiti Tiwari, MBA*
Matthew Phillip Turner, MBA*
Benjamin James Walker, MBA*
Jessica Hope Webb, MBA*
Kurt Alan Welday Jr., MBA
Tyler Joseph Williams, MBA
Isom James Yadvullah, MBA*
Vanessa Dawn Zamo, MBA*
Baixiong Zhao, MBA*
Xiang Zou, MBA*

Business
Benjamin Peter Bakken, MS
Jacob Norman Barker, MS
Paul Russell Brown, MS
Michael Ray Cooper, MS
Ben T. Cowley, MS
Matthew Derfler, MS
Henry H. Falcon, MS
David Fersil, MS
Paul Daniel Fuery, MS
Jefferey Vincent Geraci, MS
Kai Gu, MS
E. Jerome Hilliard, MS
Clinton Lee Hopkins, MS
Andrew Stephen Horn, MS
Scott Edward Kowalk Jr., MS
Alexey Milakhin, MS*
Stephen John Neves, MS
Eric Predmore, MS
Wade Grissom Reed, MS
Ryan Russell Ressler, MS
Trevor David Rowlands, MS
Paul Schumacher, MS
Korak Simmons, MS
Benjamin Louis Souriall, MS
Wayne Alan Vornholt, MS
Carsell Walker Jr., MS
Alexander Wilkins, MS
Matthew Thomas Williamson, MS
Ruochen Yang, MS*

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Business
Zheng Cheng, PhD*
Yeon Juang, PhD*
Pingshu Li, PhD*
Samer Nabil Sarofim, PhD*
Hilary Amber Schloemer, PhD*
Matthew G. Sherwood, PhD*
Dongni Wan, PhD
David Bailey Wangrow, PhD*

May 1903
President Roosevelt visits
In 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt makes a stop in downtown Lawrence.

April 1905
School of Medicine
A four-year School of Medicine is established in Kansas City. Classes begin in September 1905 in the old Flatiron building.

September 1905
Nightshirt tradition
The night before the first home football game, students paraded downtown and across campus in their nightshirts, starting a tradition that lasted more than 50 years.

December 1905
Helium discovery
Working in a lab in Bailey Hall, KU scientists discover that helium can be extracted from natural gas.

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Carl Lejuez

Banner Carrier
Abdoulie Njai

School Marshals
Darren Canady
Jomella Watson-Thompson

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Hannah Evelyn Bannister
Jordan E. Barr
Ansley Bender
Rachel Marie Benefiel
Emily Binshtok
Christopher Birzer
Jesse Samuel Windsor Burbank
Austin William Canady
Abigail Ruth Case
Elizabeth Bickley Caudill
Connor J. Chestnut
Ryan Chilcoat
Matthew Clough
Adrian M. Cothren
Katherine Ellen Conard
Karen Beth Connor
Emily Catherine Derrick
Aidan Aleksei Dmitriev
Mikaela Jean Dorshorst
Abigail Elizabeth Fields
Jack Chamberlain Foster
Elizabeth Helena Gray
Cole Norman Hanich
Vann Craig Hassell
Eli Blackstone Hoelscher
Claire E. Hug
Brittany Anne Dozier
William Andrew Fleming III
Aurèle Eliane Gagnet
Cory Lynn Gierke
Lauren Elisabeth Gomez
Ransheng Guan
Juliana Vajing Hacker

With Distinction
William C. Admussen
Stephanie Chidinma Assimonye
Suhaila A. Bajwa
Simon D. Beaty
Clara Jeanne Bernauer
Griffin P. Bins
Parendi Tiraz Birdie
Helen Louise Bontrager
Claire Branstetter
Madeleine Regina Bryce
Victoria Rose Calderón
Paige Madison Chase
Cody Lee Christensen
Daniel S. Cirotski
Reed Griffin Coda
Emily Margaret Colebank
Dante Colombo
Nathaniel K. Crosser
Caitylin Culhane
Maria C. Davies
Brett Dylan Doze
Brittany Anne Dozier
William Andrew Fleming III
Aurèle Eliane Gagnet
Cory Lynn Gierke
Lauren Elisabeth Gomez
Ransheng Guan
Juliana Vajing Hacker

Owen Joseph MacDonald
Salman Ali Mahmood
Mara Louise McAllister
Timothy Edward McGinnis
John Angus Cordell McIntosh
Ellen B. Nasserri
John Stephen Olson
Abby Lynn Ostronic
Sanjay Vijay Parashar
Daniel Quoc Bao Pham
Tony Pham
Anastasia Marie Quigley
Praeven Ramaswamy
Megan Brianne Reschke
Christopher T. Rooney
Jocelyn Sajjadi
Reed H. Schultz
Juliana Camille Siegler
Daniel Lee Theisen
John Isaac Uri
Alexa Lynn Van Lerberg
Lindsey Ann VanLooy

With Distinction
William C. Admussen
Stephanie Chidinma Assimonye
Suhaila A. Bajwa
Simon D. Beaty
Clara Jeanne Bernauer
Griffin P. Bins
Parendi Tiraz Birdie
Helen Louise Bontrager
Claire Branstetter
Madeleine Regina Bryce
Victoria Rose Calderón
Paige Madison Chase
Cody Lee Christensen
Daniel S. Cirotski
Reed Griffin Coda
Emily Margaret Colebank
Dante Colombo
Nathaniel K. Crosser
Caitylin Culhane
Maria C. Davies
Brett Dylan Doze
Brittany Anne Dozier
William Andrew Fleming III
Aurèle Eliane Gagnet
Cory Lynn Gierke
Lauren Elisabeth Gomez
Ransheng Guan
Juliana Vajing Hacker

Colleen M. Hagan
Kim T. Hang
Dustin Thomas Hejidak
Sarah Elizabeth Herman
Emily Page Hoffman
Connor L. Hasty
Shegufta Anjum Huma
Elizabeth Christine James
Alex P. Kaechele
Aadil Jamil Khan
Steve Kim
Sarah Katherine Haworth King
Mateo James Kirwan
Alex T. Kohlenberg
Jocelyn Lane
Riel Aurelia Latimer
Anh Nhat Le
Madeline Katherine Level
Derek Edward Martin
Lauren Deneen Mason
Anna Grace McCarthy
Kerry Christine McCullough
Alexis Nicole Messerly
Megan Elizabeth Metz
Mallory Lee Miller
Thomas Liam Murphy
Tanner James Neeland
Trang Thuy Thi Nguyen
Kacy Alyse Nienstedt
Madison Breanne Nigus
Lukas Andrew Ohnemus
Baylee Owen
Ashley N. Pankey
Dylan P. Patel
Vivek Naimish Patel
Mackenzie Ann Payne
Matthew Martin Pfennestiel
Grace Phillips
Rachel Delaney Phillips
Savannah Marie Pine
Kara Elizabeth Poulson
Sara Elizabeth Prendergast
Victoria Anne Purvis
Gregory Adam Reeves
Victoria Anne Remer
Sara Renee Rohman
Blaire Ross
Rebecca Susan Rumptz
Madison W. Scheer
Abigail Rose Schletzbaum
Christine Elaine Schultz
Sarah Therese Schwartz

Share your achievements #KUgrads
David Luke Seiler
Ishani S. Shah
Parmida Shahiri
Jaeejoon Shin
Emily Ann Smith
Taryn Ann Stevenson
Anna Denise Stumps
Erin Elizabeth Suggs
Luca Reid Trooien Smith
Kassandra Stephanie Valles
Laura Renee Vanderheiden
Nicholas A. Vidoli
Tymon Jess Bradley Wall
Kylie Paige Wyatt
Jonathan W. Zhu
Lauren Faye Zweig

Departmental Honors
Lauren E. Adamson
William C. Admussen
Lydia R. Baas
Amy S. Baker
Colby Joe Barrett
Emma Louise Bean
Ansgley Bender
Ellen C. Bertels
Tayler Anne Bertelsman
Sandra Bertram Grant
Emily Binstok
Elizabeth Irene Blackburn
Mackenzie Lane Bloom
Elissa Marie Bowen
Crystal LaShell Bradshaw
Brittany Jean Brower
Gabrielle L. Buckner
Jesse Samuel Windsor Burbank
Cora E. Burgoyne
Victoria Rose Calderón
Taylor Alexandria Cameron
Lauren E. Carlson
Brandon Caudell
Jacob Mathew Chamberlin
Ryan Chilcoat
Cody Lee Christensen
Centennial Paige Clogston
Matthew Clough
Katherine Ellen Conard
Michael Bryan Cory
Maria C. Davies

Aidan Aleksei Dmitriev
John M. Fisher
Austin Tyler Flohrtschutz
Sophia Marie Fortmeyer
Megan Elaine Fox
Jared D. Friesen
Steven Joseph Galluzzi
Ransheng Guan
Samantha Jean Harms
Wade C. Henke
Sarah Elizabeth Herman
Emily Page Hoffman
Margaret Marie Hornick
Eli Samuel Hymson
Elizabeth Christine James
Brendan William Jester
Mackenzie Marie Johnson
Alex P. Kaechele
Yee Ming Khaw
Sarah Katherine Haworth King
Alex T. Kohlenberg
Tomara Yevgenyevna Konstantinova
Alexander Jacob Langley
Madeline Katherine Level
Christopher Alan Marsh
Brenna Marie Marshall
Lauren Deneen Mason
Anna Grace McCarthy
Timothy Edward McGinnis
Mallory Lee Miller
Parakh Medy
Nicholas Alexander Morrison
Cale Joseph Morrow
Ellen B. Nasseri
Cassidy Rae Nelson
John Stephen Olson
Carmen Isabel Ortiz
James Barlow Paisley
Haleigh Peterson
Grace Phillips
Savannah Marie Pine
Gregory Adam Reeves
Madeleine Anne Riley
Christopher T. Rooney
Rebecca Susan Rumptz
Abigail Rose Schletzbaum
Sydney Bryce Shepherd
Rachael Lee Simon
Emily Ann Smith
Gabriel Davis Sprague
Shaina S. Stasi
Adam T. Steinhilber
Corbin C. Stephens
Madison Talkington
Michael Akira Tjong

Elijah Armstrong Turner
John Isaac Uri
Lindsey Ann VanLooy
Mariana Madelen Vasquez Sanchez
Tymon Jess Bradley Wall
Meixi Wang
Samuel R. Wetzel
Cody Richard Weyhofen
Daniel Gregory Joshua Whedon
Caro Celestine Wolfner
Ariane Michelle Wright
Jianshun Wu
Jonathan W. Zhu
Liran Ziegelman

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREE

African and African-American Studies
Alison Andersen, BA*
Zachary Paul Duhan, BGS
Marina Hackl, BA
Alexis Marie Johnson, BA*
Nicholas Alexander Morrison, BA

American Studies
Rachel Marie Benefiel, BA
Rachel Ellis Bennett, BGS
Cecilia Heyoon Cho, BGS*
Centennial Paige Clogston, BA
Neill Kennedy, BGS
Melody Kay Lawrence, BGS
Murphy Maiden, BA
Alicia M. Martin, BGS
James L. McClintion III, BGS
Kariss Kristinne McNeal, BGS*
Kylie Lyn Novak, BA
Mallory Marie Schmidtlein, BGS
Peter Geoffrey Benjamin Smith, BGS
Samantha G. Wagner, BA

Anthropology
Lauren Morgan Atherton, BA
Scott Alexander Bagley, BGS
Cassandra Boyer, BA*
Jack Carlson, BGS
Katherine Ellen Conard, BA*
Adessa Bernadette Cope, BA
Emily Morgan Deason, BA
William Andrew Fleming III, BA
Jack Chamberlain Foster, BA
Danielle Rene Gibson, BGS
Garrett Alan Greenwood, BA*
Elizabeth Louise Grube, BA

December 1907
Beware of the Phog
Forrest “Phog” Allen coaches his first Jayhawk basketball game.

1907
Commencement
The early Commencement procession of faculty and graduates winds its way from the original Fraser Hall down University Drive and into the main entrance of Robinson Gymnasium for the awarding of diplomas.
Jesus Guinto, BA*
Jeremy Asher Gutovitz, BA*
Megan Hartzier, BGS*
Savannah Jillian Hay, BA*
Tohin Jackson Jennings, BA*
Tomara Yegegenyeva Konstantinova, BA
Alexander Jacob Langley, BA
Jordan Ann Van Lienenmann, BA*
Mitchell Joseph Moore, BGS*
Shiva S. Pedram, BA
Thomas Alexander Robinson, BA
Diona M. Southcott, BA
Haris Catherine Vrahliotis, BA
Lawrence James Wright Jr., BGS

**Applied Behavioral Science**

Christopher Yusuke Adams, BGS
Puteri Ayu Kirana Binti Ahmad
Akier Peter Ater, BGS*
Sara Ann Baak, BA
Ashlee Noel Bates, BA*
Alexandra E. Bettner, BA
Shane D. Blair, BGS
Zoe A. Blatt, BGS
John Nyal Bricker, BGS
Isabella Elise Brooks, BA*
Emily Marie Cataldi, BGS
Elizabeth Bickley Caudill, BA
Chessa Elizabeth Coad, BA
Lauren Mary Coll, BA
Taylor N. Crane, BGS
Aneesah Mian Davis Smith, BA
Rhianna Davis, BGS
Paola Alejandro Dominguez, BA
Marisa Susan Donovan, BA*
Lauren Anna Early, BGS
Paul Vincent Espinoza, BGS
Emile Fallon, BA*
William Andrew Fleming III, BA
Gina Lin Galliani, BA*
Nicole L. Geckeler, BGS*
Ruby Sara Gibson, BA
Tylor Golden, BGS
Lauren Elisabeth Gomez, BGS*
Kara Gonzalez, BA
Elizabeth Helena Gray, BA
Luanne Helen Hale, BGS
Addison Brooks Heck, BA*
Taylor Katherine Helen Herpich, BGS*
Julie Renee Hieger, BA
Danielle Marie Hohly, BGS*
Raquel Nicole Ingle, BA
Hannah L. Johnson, BA
Sydney Eleanor Johnson, BGS
Sarah Grace Kane, BA
Daltion Alyss Kissingen, BGS
James Khik, BA*
Daulton Lafferty, BGS*
Franki Lynn Lane, BGS
Jocelyn Lane, BA
Jackson Adam Laughlin, BA
Megan Taylor Lentz, BA
Hailey Nicole Mancuso, BGS
Crystal Manriquez, BA
Lauren Mae Mautz, BGS
McKenzie Don Mayta, BA
Tess Brianna McCann, BA
Ian M. B. McCombs, BGS
Chandler Kate McElhaney, BA
Alison McGovern, BGS*
Bailey Ann McGuire, BA*
Tiffany Ann Miller, BGS*
Lauren Mize, BGS
Isabella M. Mullins, BA*
Cindy Nguyen, BA*
Katelyn Hannah O’Leary, BA*
Kathryn Dawn Olcott, BGS
Mariah A. Perez, BGS
Jordyn P. Pierce, BGS
Dagan E. Reed, BGS
Raechel Coleen Riedel, BA
Jessica Arlene Riley, BA*
Sara Renee Rohlman, BGS*
Blair Ross, BA*
Nichole P. Sagar, BGS*
Sara Therese Schwartz, BA
Dalton Shump, BGS
Raina Shupe, BGS*
Sheiby Leigh Slater, BGS
Austin Ben Spencer, BGS
Henry Woodbury Stafford, BGS
Joseph Colt Stairrett, BGS
Hunter William Sundermeyer, BA
Martha Marie Terhaar, BA
Laura Michelle Thayer, BA*
Samantha Suzanne Thomas, BGS*
Caley Jo Ventrella, BGS
JaShawn R. Walker, BA
Hannah Catherine Weise, BGS
Erik N. Wetschersky, BGS
Madison Corrin Wolfe, BA*
Annabella Ziegelboim, BA
Lauren Faye Zweig, BGS

**Astronomy**

Daniel Brossard, BS
Joshua Shane Macy, BS
Christopher T. Rooney, BS

**Atmospheric Science**

Dalton W. Hofman, BS
Dale Craig Hupe, BS
Nicholas Michael Ketter, BS
Megan Elizabeth Metz, BS
Darren J. Morin, BS
Timothy J. Richards, BS
Michael Joseph Riedl, BS*
Brian Joseph Watson, BS*

**Behavioral Neuroscience**

Karthik Bonam, BS*
Jeffery Scott Durbin, BS*
Austin Tyler Flohrschutz, BS*
Amanda Elizabeth Gerber, BS
Courtney Amber Hurtig, BS*
Allyson Sara Leu Jones, BS
John Paul Jones, BS*
Rucha Kandlur, BS
Yeow Ming Khaw, BS
Isabela E. Lago, BS
Robinson Von Mikowiski, BS
Matthew Martin Pfannenstiel, BS
Cory David Sessum, BS*
Mandylin Danielle Ward, BS
Melissa Willer, BS*
Jonathan W. Zhu, BS
Liran Ziegelman, BS

**Biochemistry**

Alexander G. Barbour, BS
Stasha B. Beermann, BA
Griffin P. Bins, BS
Emily Binshok, BS
Paren Tira Birdie, BS
Savannah Skye Chambers, BS
Cedric Lemanuel Clark II, BS
Max MacLeod Combest, BS
Michael Bryan Cory, BS
Ling Hua Gao, BS
Nathaniel Wallace Garlow, BS
William Wesley Gunderson, BA
Megan Anne Hawkinson, BA
Dustin Thomas Hejdak, BS
Christopher Hess, BS
Margaret Marie Hornick, BS
Steve Kim, BA
Hannah A. Knapp, BS
Eric Keith Lightfoot, BS*
Macklin T. Minar, BA
Devin Ardean Mitchell, BS
Parah Mody, BS
MaryAn Nguyen, BA
Thao Thi Hoang Nguyen, BS*
The Than Nguyen, BS
Trang Thuy Thi Nguyen, BA
Lucas Andrew Ohnemus, BS
Woolin Park, BA*
Daniel Quoc Bao Pham, BS
Praveen Ramaswamy, BS
Samuel Evan Remmert, BS
Maxwell Michael Rich, BS
Tanner James Riscoe, BS
Dalà I. Roman, BS*
Olivia Ruff, BS
Reed H. Schultz, BS
David Luke Seiler, BS*
Jaejoon Shin, BS
Michael Douglas Stanchik, BS
Brandon Richard Tomas, BS
Emmett Mathew Wick, BS
Dawt Yimesil Zena, BS*

**Biology**

Bridget Marie Adcock, BS*
Alex Adkins, BS
Ahmed Yasir Alasmar, BS
Isaiah Albertson, BS
Jessica M. Allison, BS
Omar Alzubbi, BS
Alexandra Arvanitakis, BS
Stephanie Chidimma Assimonye, BS
Luis Felipe Avila, BS
Haley Joan Baqshaw, BS*
Suhaib A. Bajwa, BA
Patrick P. Baki, BA
Basit K. Bangash, BA
Delaney Bates, BS
Simon D. Beatty, BS
Eric Daniel Becker, BS*
Ian T. Bell, BS
Kyle M. Bergman, BS*
Matthew T. Bierbaum, BS
Grace E. Bintre, BA
Mackenzie Lane Bloom, BS
Helen Louise Bontrager, BS
Shannon Marie Bradbury, BS
Deric M. Brannan, BS*
Christopher Ryan Brown, BS*
Michael Arnold Burger, BS
Nicole Burns, BS
Morgan Elizabeth Cahill, BA
Ryan T. Canaan, BA
Glynis Pearson Castaneda, BS
Erica Chaltas, BS
Elizabeth A. Chambers, BS
1909

**AAU membership**

KU joins the prestigious Association of American Universities, becoming the only Kansas university ever granted membership.

June 1911

**Potter Lake**

Potter Lake — intended as a reservoir to combat fires on campus — opens on the north slope of Mount Oread.

September 1911

**Taft visits**

President William H. Taft visits KU.
Daniel Bruce Tabakh, BS*
Carina Victoria Anne Wade, BS*
William Robert Ward, BA
Mei Zheng, BA*

**Classical Antiquity**
Lydia R. Baas, BA
Killian Christopher Brown, BA
Alexander Clay Felts, BA
Keith Matthew Follmer, BA*
Brendan William Jester, BA
Sarah Pestock, BA
Sara Elizabeth Sanders, BA
Dallas Nicole Sims, BA

**Classical Languages**
Brendan William Jester, BA
Juan Torres-Gavosto, BA
Aaron Paul Waldock, BA

**Communication Studies**
Emily Anne Adams, BA
Whitney C. Adams, BGS
Brooke Armstrong, BA
Courtney Avonte Arnick, BGS*
Valerie Nicole Austin, BA*
Natalie Jane Baldinger, BA
D’André Banks, BGS*
Alyssa Nicole Barbour, BGS
Elissa Brooke Baron, BA
Megan Elizabeth Barrera, BA
Dana Suzanne Becker, BA
Tyler J. Benson, BGS
Aaron James Berlin, BGS*
Martin Birch, BGS*
Connor James Birzer, BA
Scott Grant Blomberg, BA*
Brittany Ellyce Bodenheimer, BA
Cassidy Anne Boles, BA
Elissa Marie Bowen, BGS
Mackenzie Breithaupt, BGS
McKinlea Marie Burgess, BGS
Erric Lynn Byrd Jr., BA
Kevin Patrick Caldwell, BGS
Kristi Joann Carpenter, BGS
Jasmine Carter, BGS
Jessie Corneli, BA*
Tyler Crabtree, BGS
Lily Claire Daily, BA
Maria Belle Dawes, BGS
Mitchell Andrew DeGraw, BGS
Sarah Dickerson, BA*
Madeline Kay Dobyns, BGS
Nathaniel Patrick Emmons, BGS
Collin D. Ewert, BA*
Jamie L. Frazier, BA
Ashley R. Garcia, BGS
Zachary Desmond Garcia, BGS
Alexander Herbert Gershon, BGS
Julia Margaret Glomb, BGS*
Robert Leo Golinvaux, BA
Andrew M. Gooden, BGS*
Jacqueline Goss, BGS
Barbara Nicole Haider, BGS
Emmy T. Hanlon, BA
Abigail Louise Harrington, BGS
Maggie Harrison, BGS*
Nicholas Stuart Hart, BGS
Katherine Anne Heuer, BGS*
Seth Holiday, BGS*
Molly Patricia Horan, BA
Cedric Houle, BA

Alyssa Lynne Hudler, BA*
Braden Hullings, BGS
Sydney Marie Hultz, BGS
Mercedes Ann Jellison, BGS*
Chad R. Johnson, BGS
Elizabeth Eryn Johnson, BGS
Roon C. Johnson, BA
Presley Lynn Jones, BA
Tyler Nathaniel Lee Jones, BA
A. J. Kahn, BGS
Margaret Mae Kenny, BA
Mason Andrew Kilpatrick, BGS
Megan Leigh Kleiss, BGS
Joseph Knorr, BGS
Kevin Joseph Kuchta, BGS
Leslie C. Lamoreaux, BA
Chandler E. Leeth, BA*
Rebecca Elizabeth Leite, BGS
Spencer Keegan Leupp-Arnold, BGS*
Adrian Lee Lujano, BGS
Nadia Mahmud, BGS
Clay Patrick Malloy, BGS
Kyle Manning, BGS*
Caelynn Leiana Manning-Allen, BGS
Marissa Anne Martin, BGS
Paige Alexa Martin, BGS
Jorden Nicole Matney-McCorkle, BA
Casey William Maude, BGS*
Amy Sue Melby, BA*
Thomas Liam Murphy, BA
Allyson Schae Northrup, BA*
Timeka Lee O’Neal, BGS
Emma Margaret O’Neill, BA
Marnez T. Ogletree, BGS
McKenzie L. Oller, BGS
Krystal Osegueda, BA
Joseph Panegasser, BA*
Mary Margaret Perez, BGS
Colton Riley Peterson, BA
Kim Pham, BA
Rachel Physioc, BGS*
John Robert Post, BGS*
Maggie Marie Prange, BGS
Alexandria Render, BGS
Frederick Maurice Rice Jr., BGS
Lauren B. Rodman, BGS
Rachel Haven Ruskay, BGS
Haley A. Salyer, BA
Kristina Alexandra Savchenkov*, BA
Samantha J. Schurig, BGS
Christian Thomas Senecal, BGS
Daniel James Shea, BGS*
Broanna Rae Shindler, BGS
Jonathan Robert Smith, BGS*
Kayli Jane Smith, BGS
William Smith, BGS*
Zachary Jordan Smith, BA
Ashley Lauren Stein, BGS
Ryley Peter Sullivan, BGS
Mitchell Suppes, BGS
Cory Michael Taulin, BGS
Isabel Marie Thanmithak, BA*
Ryan Unruh, BGS
Madysyn Elizabeth Warinner, BGS*
Morgan Leigh Webb, BA
Alyssa Marie Weger, BGS*
Benjamin Thomas Welle, BGS*
Brennan O’Neill Williams, BGS
John A. Wirtel, BGS
Kelsey Wood, BA
Nicholas Peter Woodbridge, BGS*
Hannah Marie Wright, BGS*

Mykael Samone Young, BGS
Paige Ann Ziegler, BGS

**East Asian Languages and Cultures**
Loren Danielle Bracciano, BA
Philip Chan, BA*
Katherine Ellen Conard, BA*
Akira Camille Cowden, BA*
Breanna S. Endecott, BA
Andrea Felice, BA
Phillip William Garcia, BA*
Carter Hays Hall, BA
Jamie Joy Hartford, BA
Vann Craig Hassell, BA
Kassandra Lien Knoff, BA*
Na-Te Kuo, BA
Katrina Lelona McDougall, BA
Joshua Michael Crain Miguel, BA
Garon Robert Leslie Morgan, BA
Laura Elaine Nordhem, BA*
Alexandria M. Parnell, BA
Raffaela F. Prevot, BA*
Victoria Anne Purvis, BA
Tiffany Rutschman, BA
Kelsey Marie Stephan, BA
Cody Jia-Hao Sun, BA
Monique Lenelle Ware, BA

**Economics**
Parker Fowler Adam, BA
Lauren E. Adamson, BA
William C. Admussen, BA
Yaya J. Akech, BA*
Kelsey Michelle Akin, BS
Munni Akter, BA*
Jeremy Chase Barclay, BA
Brandon Douglas Barnard, BGS*
Amber N. Barnes, BGS*
James A. Bormolini, BA
Kenneth Shawn Boyer II, BA
Jacob Moore Brandt, BS*
Claire Branstetter, BA
Chad Allan Brown, BGS
Tommy Lee Bryant, BGS
Subarna Chowdhury, BA
Cody Lee Christensen, BA
Dante Colombo, BA
Andrew Tighe Connor, BS
Kambrey R. Cooper, BS*
Andrew William Crist, BS
Nathaniel K. Crosser, BA
Alexander P. Dang, BS
Saran Davaajargal, BA
Derrick Dunker, BGS*
Dalton Cordell Farmer, BS
Yanan Fu, BA
Joseph Widiandri Gagnon II, BGS*
Alexander Harrington, BGS*
Rachel Ann Hegwood, BGS
Jeremy Charles Herman, BGS
Josie Herrick, BA
Andrew Hill, BGS*
James A. Hinkle, BA
Hanying Huang, BA*
Yiqi Huang, BA*
Claire E. Hug, BS
Jordan D. Huntley, BGS*
Eli Samuel Hyenson, BS
Reuben McCarthy James, BS*
Luke Bradley Jordan, BA
Alex P. Kaechele, BA
Quinn Kastner, BGS

Share your achievements #KUgrads
March 1912

**Big Tooter**

Classes are shortened from 55 minutes to 50 minutes, and the powerhouse steam whistle — “the Big Tooter” — begins marking the end of each period.

May 1912

**Booker T. Washington visits**

Booker T. Washington, head of the Tuskegee Institute, speaks at chapel at the invitation of Chancellor Frank Strong.
Andrew William Murray, BS
Laura Ann Nick, BS*
Randi Lynn Nimz, BGS*
Hanna Day Rankin, BS
Christian Carlton Schillo, BGS*
Brandon Sparling, BGS
Colin West Spencer, BGS*
Erica Marie Staab, BS*
Mackenzie Elizabeth Stednitz, BS
Darra Elea Stuart, BA
Rabin Raj Valluri, BS*
Tiffany Gayle Patricia VanWyck, BS
Yifei Wang, BS*
Ryan Lee Waters, BGS*
Timothy S. Wedan, BGS
MacConnell Philip Wilson, BS
Alicia Diann Woolman, BA
Andrew Blair Wright, BGS
Kylie Paige Wyatt, BA

French
Ashly LoBurgio Basgall, BA
Ashleigh Kathryn Beane, BA*
Ellen C. Bertels, BA
Thomas Roth Boartright, BA
Olivia Cooper, BA
Caitlin Culpene, BA
Abigail Elizabeth Fields, BA
Sophia Marie Fortmeyer, BA
Juan M. Gonzalez, BA
Lucy Vaughan Griffith, BA*
Colleen M. Hagan, BA
Elizabeth Christine James, BA
Margaret Anne Korte, BA
Kristen Adrianna Larsen, BA*
Megan Elizabeth Metz, BA
Laurel Clare Nagengast, BA*
Melissa Paige Richman Berger, BA*
Madeleine Anne Riley, BA*
Jordania Nicole Rowden, BA
Jorge Octavio Salamanca-Chavez, BA
Mia Rose Santarelli, BA
Danielle Marie Schablitsky, BA
Molly C. Schmidt, BA
Benjamin Robert Snook, BA
Adeline Rebecca Tungate, BA*
Carina Victoria Anne Wade, BA*

Geography
Dylan Cole Burns, BGS*
Jonathan J. Goering, BS*
Tingting Guan, BS
Taylor Forest Ivey, BGS

Geology
Ryan Richard Devuyst, BS
Sally Renee Dickson, BS*
Maggie Elizabeth Duncan, BS*
Allison Elizabeth Grady, BS*
Andrew Kenneth Raymond Hoxey, BS*
Lauren Lynne Linehan, BS*
Theresa Jane Lydick, BS
Dillon E. Moron, BS*
Cassidy Iles Nelson, BS*
Blake Nislely, BA*
Amy Elizabeth Peacock, BS
Carson J. Rufleld, BS*
Jesse Gene Saegert, BS*
Kendri Jessin Salmons, BS*
Caleb Dale Sims, BS*
Elijah Armstrong Turner, BS
Stone Kirby Urban, BS*
William Joseph Wesley, BS

German Studies
Eric Joseph Alseth, BA
Casey Lee Boyd, BA
Scott Allen Friesen, BA*
Avery Josephine Genglner, BA
Juliana Yajing Hacker, BA
Caroline Emma Huff, BA
Kennedy Simone Lee, BA

Global and International Studies
Eric Joseph Alseth, BA
Azmain T Asraf, BA
Malika Imani Baker, BA
Hannah Evelyn Bannister, BA
Claire Branstetter, BA
Gabrielle L. Buckner, BA
Leah Marie Bye, BA*
Claire E. Carley, BA
Kayla Elaine Clouse, BA
Anna Cobb, BA
Katherine Ellen Conard, BA*
Hannah Lauren Coursey, BA
Akira Camille Cowden, BA*
David Dawson Crane, BA

History
Mark Philip Abbott, BGS
Samuel A. Ales, BGS*
Andrew Joseph Banaszak, BA
Ashleigh Kathryn Beane, BA*
Tayler Anne Bertelsman, BGS
Bethany Leigh Bond, BGS
Sydney Lynn Bradshaw, BA*
Kirstie N. Brown, BA*
Matthias Andrew Bryson, BA
Mitchell Budihas, BA
Jesse Samuel Windsor Burbank, BA

Maria C. Davies, BA*
Alexandra Deeter, BA
Samuel Reed Eastes, BA
Breanna S. Endecott, BA
Perry Jacob Feinstein, BA*
Sophia Marie Fortmeyer, BA
Megan Elaine Fox, BA
Steven Joseph Galluzzi, BA
Lucy Vaughan Griffith, BA
McKenna Elizabeth Harford, BA
Kasey T. Hernandez, BA
Rodney Jamal Hodges, BA
Tyler Nathaniel Lee Jones, BA
Alex P. Kaechele, BA
Emily Kaplan, BA
Melissa Marie Kelley, BA
Caitlin E. Longhofer, BA
Linda Mbatha Makau, BA*
McKinley Melynda Manes, BA
Nicholas James Manoogian, BA*
Katrina Lelona McDougall, BA
Nico Storme Mendoza, BA*
Carmen Isabel Ortiz, BA
James Barlow Paisley, BA
Juliana Alexis Patterson, BA*
Haleigh Peterson, BA
Raffaella F. Prevot, BA*
Katlin Lorene Richmond, BA*
Edward Rivera, BA
Rebecca Susan Rumptz, BA
Juan Ramiro Sarmiento, BA
Abigail Rose Schletzbaum, BA
Cody Stratton, BA
Morgan A. Thevarajoo, BA
Laura Isabel Torres-Uribe, BA*
Kassandra Stephanie Valles, BA
Tymon Jess Bradley Wall, BA
Rebekah Weiler, BA*
Erica Marie Winfrey, BA*
Samuel Alexander Zobel, BA*

October 1912
First pictorial Jayhawk
The caricature drawn by student Henry Maloy makes its debut as the first pictorial Jayhawk mascot.

November 1912
First Homecoming
Kansas beats Missouri in its first Homecoming football game.
February 1916
President Wilson visits
In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson’s train makes a brief stop in Lawrence.

April 1917
U.S. enters WWI
The United States enters World War I. Though Chancellor Frank Strong had opposed U.S. involvement in the European conflict, once war is declared, the chancellor, faculty, and students throw themselves into the war effort.
In a Sept. 12, 1922, letter to parents, Chancellor Ernest Lindley asks them to discourage their children from bringing cars to campus because, he says, the automobile “is a menace to the democratic spirit of the school.”
Alexander P. Dang, BA
Aishwarya Mahesh Desai, BA
Nathaniel McGuire Devin, BS
Andrei D. Elliott, BS
Wei Fei, BS*
Austin Ferguson, BS
Valera Godin, BS
Andrew Jeffery Grobe, BS*
Ransheng Guan, BS
Kim T. Hang, BA
Aaron Michael Hedges, BA
Jonah Heng, BS
Zachary Thomas Stoll Hills, BS
Mitchell Elliott Holmes, BS
Claire E. Hug, BS
Eli Samuel Hyrson, BS
Yuanyuan Jiang, BS
Alex P. Kaechele, BA
Rachel Cheyenne Kelly, BA*
Ashley Jennifer Ladd, BA*
Jonathan Preston Lane, BS
Christopher Ryan Lansford, BS
Jung Bin Lee, BS
Eyasu Tolemariam Letta, BS
Changgi Li, BS
Kaida Lin, BA
Ryan P. McMahon, BA
Keith John Monaghan, BS
Garion Robert Leslie Morgan, BA
Temitayo Emmanuel Obafaiye, BS
Antonio Giovanni Schoneich, BA
John Stephen Olson, BA
D’Amor Deshawn Rimson, BA
Katie Subarna Carpino, BS*
Amra Danielle Isenberg, BS*
Raoshan Ekram Karim, BS*
Kelly Evan Langeluttig-Patrick, BS
Elizabeth Elle Ann McCandless, BS*
Shelby Lane Parks, BS
Alexander Perez, BS*
Gabriela Monserrate Recinos, BS
Alison Grace Stieben, BS
Judy Tong, BS
Trina Liela Zafer, BS*
Courtney N. Garrett, BA
Conor L. Hosty, BS
Benjamin Charles Kincaid, BS
Andi M. Leuzader, BA
Michael Vien Luong, BS
Salman Ali Mahmood, BA
Justin G. Mehrojah, BS
Taylor Renee Moldenhauer, BS
Isabella Paniagua-Novak, BA*
Mallory Aylee Paxson, BA*
Stephen H. Pierce III, BS
Melissa Paige Richman Berger, BA
Lauren Alyssa Salkeld, BS
Christine Elaine Schultz, BS
Katelyn Ann Schumacher, BA
Steven James Shoemate, BA*
Justin Michael Smith, BS
Morgan Ashly Williams, BS

Molecular Biosciences
Jessica L. Bishop, BS
Katie Subarna Carpino, BS*
Philip Chan, BS*
Chandler Nicole Coleman, BS*
Lauryn Kathleen Denney, BS
Amra Danielle Isenberg, BS*
Raoshan Ekram Karim, BS*
Kelly Evan Langeluttig-Patrick, BS
Elizabeth Elle Ann McCandless, BS*
Steven Allen Nguyen, BS*
Shelby Lane Parks, BS
Alexander Perez, BS*
Gabriela Monserrate Recinos, BS
Alison Grace Stieben, BS
Judy Tong, BS
Trina Liela Zafer, BS*

Philosophy
Lane Miles Blessum, BGS
Terra Monae Brockman, BA*
Killian Christopher Brown, BA
Courtney Jo Coda, BA
Jacob Allen Dozier, BGS
Amr El-Afifi, BA*
Alexander Wayne Green, BA
Derek Edward Martin, BA
DaCarla McDowell, BA
Connor Rhys Noteboom, BA
Haleigh Peterson, BA
Frank Ray Seurer, BGS
Alexa Lynn Van Lerberg, BA*
Trevor M. Yanahill, BA*

Physics
Amanda Dawn Anderson, BS*
Daniel Brossard, BS
Samanta Gail Conrad, BS
Ryan Patrick Daly, BS
Emily Paige Ellison, BA
Weston Richard Halberstadt, BS*
Spenser LaFontaine, BS
Ishan Lal, BA
Billie Elizabeth Lubis, BS
Joshua Shane Macy, BS
Brendon Cory Madison, BS
Travis James Martin, BS
Christopher T. Rooney, BS
Emily Ann Smith, BS
Marina Madelein Vasquez Sanchez, BS
Jackson Thomas Young, BS

Political Science
Spencer Robert Adams, BA*
Lauren E. Adamson, BA
William C. Admussen, BA
Thomas H. Allen, BGS*
Jasmine Almaguer, BA
Elizabeth Christine Andrews, BA
Christopher Shane Ash, BGS
Azmain T. Ashraf, BA
Timothy Jacob Asleaf, BA
Angelo Bell, BGS*
Connor James Birzer, BA
Tyler Jerrad Blake, BA
Brittany Ellyce Bodenheimer, BA
Claire Branstetter, BA
Jack E. Brunetzl, BGS
Madeleine Regina Bryce, BA*
Mitchell Budhhas, BA
Jesse Samuel Windsor Burbank, BA
Stephen Joseph Burns III, BGS
Victoria Rose Calderon, BA
Claire E. Carley, BA
Madeline Frances Caywood, BA
Cody Lee Christensen, BA
Kyle T. Christie, BA
Timothy David Chuchill, BA
Madison A. Cook, BA
Kelly Nicole Cordingley, BA*

November 1922
Memorial Stadium dedicated
On Armistice Day, the university dedicates Memorial Stadium, built to honor the 130 students and alumni who died in World War I.

April 1923
First Kansas Relays
The first Kansas Relays are held in the new Memorial Stadium.
March 1924

**Uncle Jimmy Green statue**
The Graduate Magazine announces that the Uncle Jimmy Green statue will be unveiled at Commencement.
James A. Hinkle, BA
Caitlyn M. Hollinger, BA
Jordan M. Hulsey, BGS
Connie S. Hutchins, BGS*
Benita Louise Jackson-Howard, BA*
Sarah Elaine Jacobs, BA*
Brittany S. Jasper, BA*
Joshua E. Jenkins, BA
Tobin Jackson Jennings, BA*
Sarah Grace Jewell, BA
Brynn O. Johnson, BA
Samantha Johnson, BGS*
Dane P. Johnston, BA*
Presley Lynn Jones, BA
Ree Ae Sumner Jordan, BGS
Jessica Mary Kandel, BA*
Sarah Grace Kane, BA
Ben David Keyho, BGS
Misha Khan, BA
Katherine Elizabeth Kidwell, BA*
Minyoung Kim, BA**
John Richard Kindscher, BGS
Sarah Katherine Haworth King, BA
Taylor Ann Kirby, BA
Morgan E. Kisler, BA*
Megan Christine Knoff, BA
Alicia Marie Laurenzo, BGS
Craig Douglas Lawless, BGS
Courtney A. Layton, BA
Recheal Le, BA
Paige M. Lechtenberg, BA
Tanya Marie Lee, BGS
Elizabeth Marie Lewis, BA*
Lauren Trudy Lovetro, BGS*
Jennifer L. Macfarlane, BA*
Moriah Amorette Madrigal, BA
Courtney Lauren Main, BA
Aleva M. Mallow, BA*
Christina Francesca Mancari, BA*
Kyle Paige Mank, BGS
Lauren Mae Mautz, BGS
Maxwell Z. Mazon, BA
Alison McGovern, BGS*
Autumn Marie McGovern, BA
Shalene R. McNeese, BGS*
Madison Rene McNinch, BGS*
Alexis Nicole Messerly, BA*
Luke Miller, BA*
Michael J. Miller, BGS
Cody Moore, BA
James Moore, BGS*
Mariah Morley, BGS
Ron A. Morley, BA*
Jaime A. Moskowitz, BGS
Darya Bahar Movahed, BA*
Michael Austin Murphy, BA*
Cassidy Rae Nelson, BA
Kacy Alyse Nienstedt, BA*
Jordan Leigh Noll, BGS
Laura Elaine Nordhem, BA*
Gabriella G. Novello, BA
Baylee Owen, BA
William Parmelee, BGS*
Natalie Lynn Peppercorn, BA
Aliyah Elizabeth Plummer, BA
Julius Veto Powell, BA*
Kaylah Raye Prouty, BGS*
Laurel Purcel, BGS
Stefanie Alexa Radford, BA*
Brittney Renea Railsback, BGS
Tara K. Raines, BA*
Calvionne Shatori Rayford, BGS
Elizabeth Renee Reazin, BA
Nicholas A. Reiter, BA
Blaire Ross, BA*
Nichole P. Sagar, BGS*
Amanda Rhea Salamanca, BGS
Meghan L. Saravana, BGS
Myca Quinnette Scott, BGS
Drake R. Sedillo, BGS
Destiny Leann Shelton, BGS
Gloria Sarah Shin, BGS
Allison Nicole Showalter, BA
Jerica Renee Skar, BA
Shelby Leigh Slater, BGS
Timothy Christian Smith, BGS*
Kristina Marie Sparks, BGS
Austin Ben Spencer, BGS
Shelby Lyn Steichen, BA
Keely Johnson Stenseng, BGS*
Sunina Namii Steuerwald Upshaw, BA
Anna Denise Stuyvendael, BA
Matthew E. Styers, BA
Kyle Alexander Summers, BGS
Kaitlyn Ann Suther, BA
Sheilagh Gwendolinde Tackett, BGS*
Michael Steven Tornabene, BA*
Samara A. Tortolero, BA
Tayton D. Trent, BGS*
Nina Isavel Trespalacios Paris, BA*
Dylan Alexander Trigg, BA
Nicole E. Tsotlias, BGS
Carla Maciel Valenzuela, BA
Megan Leigh Vallandingham, BA
Lindsey Ann VanLooy, BA
Sarah Yang, BA
Katherine Lena Vavuris, BA
Casondra Lee Voigt, BA
Michael Lee Waid, BA*
Christine M. Waisner, BA
Hongyi Wang, BA*
Xiaochan Wang, BA
Monique Lenae Wesley, BGS*
Conner Jay Westermajer, BA*
Daniel Gregory Joshua Whedon, BGS
Morgan Marie Wiley, BA*
Lindsay Grace Williams, BA
Jacob R. Wittenbrook, BA
Caro Celestine Wolfer, BA
Abby Jane Woods, BGS
Sarah Jane Wray, BGS
Tiantian Wu, BA
Matthew John Wyman, BGS*
Brittney Young, BGS
Angelica Fleurette Zerr, BGS
Sarah Nicole Zimmerman, BA
Julia Terese Zukiw, BA*

Religious Studies
Sabaa Yasmine Anees, BA
Diego Armando Guerrero, BA
Taylor K. Nugent, BA
Juliana Alexis Patterson, BA*
Rachael Lee Simon, BA
Cooper N. Sims West, BA

Slavic Languages and Literatures
Taylor Alexandria Cameron, BA
Asa Burl Carpenter, BA*
Caitlin E. Longhofer, BA
Kacy Alyse Nienstedt, BA*
McKinzey Melynda Manes, BA
Abigail Leigh Ulrich, BA

Sociology
Juliana Margarita Alor, BA*
Vanessa Ann Asmussen, BA*
MacKenzie A. Bair, BA
Jadon Beck, BA
Angelo Bell, BGS*
Taylor Anne Bertelsman, BGS
Sandra Bertram Grant, BA
Zenib Chaudhri, BA
Kerry Jacquelyn Dahlstrom, BGS
Jacob Lerman DeLay, BGS
Abigail Leigh Ulrich, BA

September 1926
First scholarship hall
Watkins Scholarship Hall for women opens.
Caitlin Elizabeth Grantham Qurin, BA*
Mary Teresa Hamilton, BA
Meredith Henderson, BA
Bailey D. Hogan, BA
Alyssa Ann Henneyman, BA
Haley Maree Inderhees, BA
Katharine A. Kesler, BA
Megan R. Lawrence, BA
Kristen Leucuta, BA*
Brittney Ashley Mangurali, BA
Brenna Marie Marshall, BA
Lauren Deneen Mason, BA
Anna Grace McCarthy, BA
Mallory Lee Miller, BA
Gretchen L. Pocisk, BA
Taylor Grace Rogers, BA
Emma Jean Saunders, BA*
Jacyln M. Scherer, BA
Sara Therese Schwartz, BA
Sophia Dominique Smith, BA
Ashley M. Snow, BA
Natasha Annalise Gaia Spiridigliozzii, BA
Shaina S. Stasi, BA
Taryn Ann Stevenson, BA
Madison Talkingon, BA
Marlee Rose Temesy, BA*
Lindsey Ann VanLooy, BA
Tierra M. Wambsganss, BA
Paige Elizabeth Welborn, BA
Jessica Alyssy Whittifil, BA*
Ellarie G. Woolpert, BA*

Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Emily E. Bartlett, BGS*
Brittany Ellyce Bodenheimer, BA
Gabrielle L. Buckner, BA
Courtney Jo Coda, BA
Victoria Ann Eberlein, BGS
Jamie Gadd-Nelson, BGS
Jessica D. Larson, BA
Jessica Lovett, BA
Mara Louise McAllister, BA
Gabrielle Maria Munoz, BGS*
Kristina Renee Padilla, BGS
Christian Michael Alexander Roberson, BGS*
Sara Elizabeth Sanders, BA
Tabitha Narrelle Secor, BGS
Daniel Gregory Joshua Shedon, BGS

Spanish
Andrew Ray Amaro, BA
Lu Ankely Casarez Velazquez, BA
Maria C. Davies, BA*
George S. Depew, BA
Anna Marie Dietz, BA
Lindsey Renee Freihoff, BA
Elizabeth Arami Granada, BA*
Haley Isabela Haines, BA
Caroline Emma Huff, BA
Dylan Robert Jacobs, BA
Sarah N. Langtry, BA
Riel Aurelia Latimer, BA
Anthony A. Martin, BA
Amber Nicole Norris, BA*
Danielle Sue Peterson, BA
Adeline Ellen Brock Pommer, BA
Tanner James Riscoe, BA
Lauren Marie Roberts, BA
Claire Elizabeth Sorensen, BA
Taryn Ann Stevenson, BA
Morgan A. Thevarajoo, BA
Carla Maciel Valenzuela, BA
Kimberly Brooke Young, BA

Speech-Language-Hearing
Blair Leslie DeJean Armstrong, BA
Amy S. Baker, BA
Sarah F. Baker, BA*
Karli Kay Berry, BA
Alexandra E. Bettmr, BA
Natalie G. Block, BA
Megan Boehler, BA*
Emma Elaine Brandt, BA
Samantha Paige Cannata, BA
Riley Elisabeth Cashion, BA
Morgan Elizabeth Caulfield, BA
Adrian M. Cochren, BGS
Tamar Cohen, BA
Amanda Michelle Crooks, BA
Brigid Khiannon Derby, BA
Lauren Emily Dostal, BGS
Morgan P. Drinnon, BGS
Megan Rose Gilliland, BA
Rebecca Louise Giubileo, BA
Amanda Marie Gold, BA*

Australian and African-American Studies
Tarik Black, MA*
Anita Danielle Easterwood, MA*
Berlin V. Elgin, MA
Paul Edward Fowler III, MA*
Jameelah Tamira Jones, MA*
Sheldon R. Nish, MA*

American Studies
Alexander David Cloyd, MA*
Elizabeth Marie Wilhelm, MA

Anthropology
Grant Ellis Berning, MA*
Barbara Michelle Crable, MA
Lauren Amber Johnson, MA
Elizabeth Rose Nech, MA*
Silvia Maria Sanchez Diaz, MA*
Amanda J. Snider, MA

Applied Behavioral Science
Amel Becirevic, MA*
Carol Cummings, MA*
Elizabeth A. Foley, MA
Bertilde Uwizeye Kamana, MA
Amber N. Lessor, MA*
Amanda Joy Scoggin, MA*
Kelsey Ilene Shinnick, MA
Bryan Tomes Yanagita, MA*

Applied Science
Julie Adkins, PSM
Rachael Morgan Boothe, PSM*
Erin A. Klettner-Edwards, PSM*
Emily Grace Nusz, PSM*
Jason Neil Roberts, PSM*
Travis L. Robinett, PSM
Sarah Catherine Schmits, PSM
Jiali Shao, PSM*
Gretchen L. Soyski, PSM

Atmospheric Science
Prescott Ramsey Bishop, MS
Hannah Elizabeth Chandler, MS*

Chemistry
Benjamin John Haugeberg, MS*
James Joseph Partridge, MS*
Alana Marie Stearns, MS*
Anuranga Iranji Bandara Udadeni Pathirannehelage, MS
Lin Zeng, MS

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Clinical Child Psychology
Carolina Maria Bejarano, MA*
Kathaleen Jo Stone, MA*

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communications
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communications
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communication Studies
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*

Classics
Casey Lynn Hughes, MA
Caroline Perry Nemechek, MA
Kathryn Marie Smith, MA*
Michael Tae Woo, MA

Communications
Emily Meredith Bosch, MA*
Brian Samuel Box, MA*
Gabrielle Alexandra Byrd, MA*
Jyleesa Renee Hampton, MA*
Max Edward Hobbs, MA
Sean Christopher Kennedy, MA*
Abigail N. Kingsford, MA
John C. Melvin, MA
Daniel K. Merwin, MA*
Adam Reeve Raimond, MA
Amanda Michelle Turk Schapiro, MA*
Tahya P. Sloan, MA*
Joshua Smith, MA
Zachary Scott Walker, MA*
East Asian Languages and Cultures
Yoko Hori, MA
Krista Michelle Irick, MA

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Ahmed Salem F. Alenazi, MA
Abdelkafar Ab Alkishe, MA
Kerry Allen Cobb, MA*
Rachel Register Guyer, MA*
Kaylee Sophia Herzog, MA*
Che-Ling Ho, MA
Courtney Elizabeth Masterson, MA*
Karen Olson, MA
ZaXiCuo, MA*

Economics
Sifat Adiya, MA
Ethan Matthew Crist, MA
John Russell Crooker, MA
Edward Flint, MA
Logan J. Gasper, MA
Chin Hung Gregory Leung, MA
Xi Li, MA
Yuelin Liu, MA*
Zichen Liu, MA*
Mollie Rochelle Mills, MA
Luis Antonio Molinas Sosa, MA
Joseph William Rebori, MA
Wei Tan, MA*

English
Rachel Kathleen Broenkow, MFA
Daniel Caine, MFA
Megan Lea Dennis, MA
Jacqueline Nicole Holland, MFA
Melissa L. Kleinenschmidt, MA
Aron Dane Muci, MA*
Hannah Elizabeth Scupham, MA
Dion LaMont Simmons Jr., MA

French
Mary C. Chao, MA

Geography
Andrew Charles Duncan Cleary, MS
Melissa M. Goldade, MS
Matthew Finn Hubbard, MA*
Hugo Martin Koch, MA
Aaron Nathaniel Koop, MS*
Will Hays Penner, MA
Ruth Heuertz Remmers, MA
Adam Ronald Shanko, MA*
Eric James Zautner, MS*

Geology
Brooks J. Bailey, MA
Mathew Allen Edwards, MS*
Holly Laurelle Field, MS
Sean Fischer, MS*
Alexa Rajean Goers, MS
Jason Andrew Hallman, MS*
Sean Robert Hammersburg, MS*
Martha Elisabeth Huber, MS*
Katherine B. Kuklewicz, MS
Jennifer Giselle Lowery, MS
David Francis Meyer, MS*
Jeffery Jordan Nolan, MS*
Keith Alexander Nolte, MS
Brock Summers Norwood, MS
Trevor Charles Osorno, MS*
Paula D. Richter, MS*
Jeffrey Bryce Ross, MS*

Linguistics
Andrew R. Schwab, MS*
Rafferty J. Sweeney, MS*
James Peter Tyrrell, MS*
Isabel Villaneda-Van Vloten, MS
Abdul Wahab, MS*

Global and International Studies
Tiffany Rose Bilderkamp, MA*
Nicholas Paul Boisvert, MA*
Katelyn Margaret Bronell, MA
James Joe Burket, MA*
Peter Dominic Caretto, MA*
Nida Shahzad Dada, MA*
Tyler Joshua Espinoza, MA*
Derek Ryan Fitzpatrick, MA*
James Andrew Goggans, MA*
Daniel Eric Gonzalez, MA*
Michael Lane Jones, MA*
Alberto Jose Locsin, MA*
Luke Berghaus McLellan, MA*
Jared Edward Miller, MA*
Ariana Mehnaz Nusr Azadani, MA
Ramon Antonio Ramos, MA*
Douglas Walsh Reynolds, MA*
Scott Wesley Smith, MA*
Travis M. Toon, MA
Rachel Laura Wigen-Toccalino, MA*

History
Andrew William Bohdan
Kustodowicz, MA

History of Art
Lauren Renée Erickson, MA
Victoria Hobart, MA*
Camille Ardelle Kulig, MA
Seongim Lee, MA
Alexandra Joy Miller, MA*
Andrew Derrel Pilkenton, MA*
Rachel Deborah Quist, MA
Emily Nancy Smith, MA
Sara Anne Stepp, MA
Shannon Kathleen Sweeney, MA*
Yuting Zhang, MA
Yi Zhao, MA

Indigenous Studies
Shereena R. Baker, MA

Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Stacey N. Burton, MA*

Linguistics
Reema Rathe Al-Mutair, MA
Nicholas Vincent Feroce, MA
Masashi Harada, MA
David Kummer, MA*
Wenting Tang, MA*

Mathematics
Amelia Claire Allen, MA
Fatimah Abbass M. Al Ghafl, MA
Raul E. Bolanos, MA
Tat Wai David Chu, MA*
Rebekah Lee Coggin, MA
Chengzhen Fang, MA*
Thomas Henry Gehhardt, MA
Bradley Steven Isom, MA
Cassidy Faye Krause, MA
Promit Kundu, MA*
Uyen Phuong Le, MA
Jayan Mukherjee, MA

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Yuxiao Guo, MA
Erin M. Suderman, MA*

Museum Studies
Kylie Hewitt, MA
Ross Brinckerhoff Kerr, MA
Kendyl R. Siebart, MA
Jocelyn Rae Wilkinson, MA
Rebecca M. Younker, MA

Philosophy
Rebecca Janell Fensholt, MA
Vasfi Onur Ozan, MA

Physics
Haider Mohammed Alتاحم, MS*
Donald Barry Lee-Brown II, MA*
Erich Josef Schmitz, MS
Teresa Anne Symons, MS

Political Science
Luke Matthew Herrington, MA*

Psychology
Tyler Kristoria Hunt, MA
Daniel James Reis, MA*
Taylor Rigby, MA*
Ashleigh Victoria Tran, MA

Religious Studies
Benjamin James Ale-Ebrahim, MA
Aspen R. Grender, MA
Olive Irlind Groff, MA
Yohong Rob, MA

Russian and East European Studies
Paul William Aldaya, MA
Alexis Baich, MA
Alina Bashirova, MA
Joshua Allen DeMoss, MA
Susan Marie Swanton, MA

Slavic Languages and Literatures
Ekaterina A. Chelpanova, MA

Sociology
Jennifer Ariana Duenas, MA

Speech-Language Pathology
Rachel Louise Barker, MA
Cheryl A. Bly, MA
Molly Elizabeth Brandenburg, MA
Candidates for Doctoral Degree

Anthropology
Kristine G. Beaty, PhD
Elene Cloete, PhD
Andrew Stefan Gottsfield, PhD
Benjamin Jerome Gray, PhD*
Timothy Bryant Griffith, PhD*
Delisa Lynnette Phillips, PhD

Audiology
Safa Mohammad Abdallah Alqudah, PhD*

Behavioral Psychology
Adam Matthew Briggs, PhD*
Ithar H. Hassaballa, PhD
Amy Jessica Henley, PhD
Brent Alexander Kaplan, PhD*

Biochemistry and Biophysics
Kawaljit Kaur, PhD*

Chemistry
Mohammed Ali Hussain Al-Nagshabandi, PhD*
Andrew Harrison Beaven, PhD
Isaac Nathan Daniels, PhD*
Brittany Nicole Dewitt, PhD
Kate L. Ehshelman, PhD*
Saqib Faisal, PhD*
Amanda Marie Furness, PhD
Michael Logan Hogard, PhD
Kasun Prabodha Imaduwage, PhD
Salim Javed, PhD*
Ryan Tyler Johnson, PhD*
Daniel Chang Kim, PhD*
Simon Bouveya Lang, PhD*
Jessica Ann Lohrman, PhD
Theresa M. Locascio, PhD*
Jana Lee Markley, PhD*
Oluwaseun Olayemi Mesele, PhD
Kobra Nasiri Avanaki, PhD
Eric Charles Rentchler, PhD*
Farai Ivan Rusinga, PhD
Mi Mi Shin, PhD*
Joseph Michael Siegel, PhD

Clinical Child Psychology
Laurie Anne Gayes, PhD*
Rebecca M. Kanine, PhD*

Communication Studies
Cassandra Celene Bird, PhD
Katrina Z. Cook, PhD
L. Hailey Dreischer-Glover, PhD
Chelsea Margaret Acunis Graham, PhD*
Natalie Suzanne Hoskins, PhD
Lynette Marie Jachowicz, PhD*
Michael Wayne Kearney, PhD
Justin W. Kirk, PhD
Alexandra Morgan Kirksey, PhD
Daniel Patrick Overton, PhD
Jennifer A. Schon, PhD

Computational Biology
Jiaqin Li, PhD*

Developmental and Child Psychology
Angela Marie Brown, PhD*

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Lindsay P. Campbell, PhD*
Jack M. Colicchio, PhD*
Jesse Leland Grismer, PhD*
David Ryan Hall, PhD*
Theodore Daniel Harris, PhD
Boryana Sasaheva Koseva, PhD
Kyung Jin Min, PhD

Economics
Davut Emrah Ayan, PhD*
John Nana Darko Francois, PhD
Neepa Gaekwad Babulal, PhD
Indrani Manna, PhD
Akwas Nti-Addae, PhD
Zachary James Raff, PhD*
Liting Su, PhD
Sijun Yu, PhD*

English
Joshua Dean Canipe, PhD*
Hui Meng, PhD
Chelsea Jeanine Murdock, PhD
Angela Dawn Murphy, PhD
Sarah Elizabeth Ngoh, PhD*
Ashley Erin Ortiz, PhD
Simone Nicole Savannah, PhD
Amanda Marie Sladek, PhD*
Matthew Rhoads Smalley, PhD*

Entomology
Crystal A. Maier, PhD*

Geography
Kevin Edward Dobbs, PhD
Jean M. Eichhorst, PhD
Megan Lynn Holroyd, PhD
Weibo Liu, PhD*
Nicole Patricia Reiz, PhD*
Austen James Thelen, PhD

Geology
Jeffrey Anthony Gerard Oalmann, PhD
Diana Ortega-Ariz, PhD*
Konstantinos Petrakopoulos, PhD

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Stefany Renee VanScoyk, PhD*

Gerontology
Catheryn Sophia Koss, PhD*

History
Richard H. Anderson, PhD*
Jeremy Scott Antley, PhD*
Drew P. Burks, PhD
Nicholas J. Cunigan, PhD
Taylor Marie Hersh, PhD
John Douglas Hess, PhD
William Donald H. Hickox, PhD

October 1933

Flying for fun
Kansas native Amelia Earhart, the first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean by plane, speaks to a large audience in Hoch Auditorium on “Flying for Fun.”

February 1934

Student work aid
As the Depression deepens, KU taps into President Franklin Roosevelt’s Federal Relief Administration to find students jobs and help keep them in school.
June 1934
Cunningham’s world record
Runner Glenn Cunningham, who graduated from KU five days earlier, sets a new world record in the mile run.

March 1935
Drought and dust
On March 20, 1935, a dust storm rolled across the KU campus, causing drivers to turn on their headlights in mid-afternoon.

June 1941
75th anniversary
KU celebrates 75 years with a universitywide exposition held during Commencement celebrations. “The 1866 era drug store, the demonstrations in chemistry, the medics’ iron lung, the engineers’ exhibits will thrill every visitor,” says one announcement.
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Within the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Rachel Marie Benefiel
Brett Dylan Doze
Emily Grace Wahlmark Schwerdtfeger
Dasha Alexandra Tsema

With Distinction
Rachel Ellis Bennett
Rachel L. Carver
Janae Christine Hall
Grace Elizabeth Haverty
Stephanie Nicole Maximovich
Thomas Alexander Robinson
Danielle Marie Schablitsky
Alexa Nicole Zepp

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Art Education
Hanna Elizabeth Brown, BAE
Elizabeth Eggleston, BAE
Devon N. Foster, BAE
Sydney Goldman, BAE
Katie Hammond, BAE*
Hannah Marie Sroor, BAE*

Dance
Christine Ellen Bessey, BA
Grace Elizabeth Haverty, BA
Brennon Felipe Madrid, BFA

Design
Judith R. Arnold, BFA*

Film and Media Studies
Sam A. Ashida-Butler, BGS*
Nicholas R. Baker, BGS*
Chase Bartholomew, BGS
Rachel Marie Benefiel, BA
Rachel Ellis Bennett, BGS
Cody J. Boston, BGS
Lucas Boyd, BGS
Benjamin Joseph Brodsky, BGS
Jacob T. Carlson, BA
Timothy Aaron Cornell, BA*
Brett Dylan Doze, BA
Nathaniel Patrick Emmons, BGS
Adelyn Fahlander, BGS
Louis Dylan Fehlig, BGS*
John M. Fisher, BGS
Spenser Shawn Fitzpatrick, BGS
Hayden Patrick Fowler, BA
Travis Lee Gomel, BGS
Janae Christine Hall, BGS
Cassidy O. Huscher, BGS*
Daniel C. Incaudo, BGS*
Brandon Kahl, BGS*
Caleb Dean Hasler Keeten, BGS*
Robert Khafizov, BA*
Mason Andrew Kilpatrick, BGS
Kathryn B. King, BGS
Michael Lee Lavin, BGS
Abigail L. Lieberman, BA*
Gabriel Lugo, BGS
Kalie Ann McAlexander, BGS
Marisa Ann Mc Clemens, BGS

Brandon McDonald, BGS*
Matthew Jacob Mendoza, BGS*
Carson Terrell Newton, BGS
Reece J. Petty, BA
Samuel James Powell, BGS*
Christian Alec Ramos, BA
Sara Anne Riscoe, BA
Thomas Alexander Robinson, BA
Savannah Cheyenne Rodgers, BGS
Jessa Saluto, BA*
Caleb J. Schmitz, BGS
Peter Geoffrey Benjamin Smith, BGS
Samuel Carl Sneed, BGS*
Ashley Anne Southall, BGS
Laura M. Stacy, BGS*
Stephen A. Tafoya, BGS*
Jeslyn Trau, BGS
Dasha Alexandra Tsema, BA*
Allison Ann Ulrich, BA
Molly Marie Welsh, BGS
Marcus Steven
Williams-Richmond II, BGS

History of Art
Nora Marie Dutch, BFA
Haley Hapgood, BFA*
Brandon Jacob Keenan, BFA
Madelin Diane Kramer, BFA
Xiner Liu, BFA
Emily F. McGowan, BFA

Theatre
Blake Dennison Beardall, BGS
Elissa Marie Bowen, BGS
Adrian Brothers, BA
Logan Redwolf Fowler Duck, BA*
Annie Fuquay, BGS
Amanda Elizabeth Gerber, BGS
Jordan M. Grant, BA
Kendra Jane Hacker, BA
Isabella Leigh Hampton, BA
Christian Peter Johanning, BGS
Ashley Renee Kennedy, BGS*
Jacob Gunner Miller, BGS*

June 1941
First African-American doctor graduates
Edward Vernon Williams becomes the first African-American to graduate from the School of Medicine. Before 1938, black students could complete only the first two years of preclinical instruction at KU and then had to transfer elsewhere to finish their degrees.

Share your achievements #KUgrads
Cale Joseph Morrow, BGS
Emily Grace Wahlmark Schwerdtfeger, BA
Abigail Rose Sharp, BGS
John Michael Sremac, BGS*
Alejandra Villasante Ramos, BGS

Theatre Design
Jacob Eugene Dutton, BFA
Erin E. Fleming, BFA*
Cassidy O. Huscher, BFA*
Connor Yates Lumpkin, BFA
Timothy Andris Sella, BFA*
Katherine Grace Smeltzer, BFA
Spencer Anthony Walker, BFA*
Elliot Henry Yochim, BFA*

Visual Art
Gwendolyn Claire Akins, BFA
Ashley Danielle Arnett, BFA*
Samuel Balbuena, BFA*
Zachary David Blatt, BFA*
Nicholas Phillip Brade, BFA
Katerin Nicole Burke, BA
Camila Andrea Cardona Echazu, BFA
Rachel L. Carver, BFA*
Lu Ankely Casarez Velazquez, BA
Jenna Davis, BFA*
Jordan Graves, BA
Haley Hapgood, BFA*
Lauren Robyn Jacobs, BFA

Cassondra Elizabeth Jones, BFA
Brandon Jacob Keenan, BFA
Grayson Donald Leweke, BFA
Emily Lund, BFA*
Stephanie Nicole Maximovich, BFA*
Emily F. McGowan, BFA
Darrel Jane Mcmillan, BFA
Jeremie Austin Miller, BFA
Melissa Natzu, BFA*
Kyle Lee Peppers, BFA*
Cameron R. Pratte, BFA*
Maria Monica Restrepo, BFA
Ruby Jean Whitecloud Rhodd, BA
Danielle Marie Schabitsky, BA
Annie Elizabeth Shoemaker, BFA
Samantha Fakroddin Smith, BFA
Nicholas Conor Strange, BFA
Garrett M. Swearingen, BFA*
Alexa Nicole Zepp, BFA
Xixuan Zhang, BFA

Film and Media Studies
Isley Demetrias Unruh, MA*

Theatre
Adrienne Ann Fleming, MA*

Theatre Design
Leah Mazur, MFA

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Film and Media Studies
Christina Hereiti Hodel, PhD
Michael William Van Esler, PhD
Joshua James Wille, PhD
Mary Elizabeth Woodson, PhD*

Theatre
Gina Sandi Diaz, PhD
Jeanne P. Tiehen, PhD

December 1941
U.S. enters WWII
The United States enters World War II after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

January–June 1942
KU during wartime
The university encourages students to serve their country by staying in school — but agrees to give some college credit for military service and to shorten the time to degree by implementing a trimester system.
1942

KU doctors volunteer
The U.S. Army’s 77th Evacuation Hospital Unit, made up largely of KU medical personnel, is activated in spring 1942.

1943

Strong Hall as barracks
Strong Hall becomes a barracks for sailors in training. By 1943, nearly 2,500 servicemen are enrolled in training programs on campus.
CANDIDATES FOR
BACHELOR’S DEGREE
Public Administration
Nicholas Scott Anning, BGS
Daniel C. Beall-Hall, BA
Nathan Daniel Brungardt, BGS
John Castellaw, BA
Amber M. Dyerson, BGS*
Kyle John Gegen, BA*
Anna Christine Goad, BGS*
Dustin Hare, BA*
Zechariah Israel Harjo, BA*
Curtis L. Hasbrouck, BGS*
Thomas Derek LeManske, BGS
Samuel Rene Leal III, BGS
Henry Eric Olivarez, BGS*
Max Thompson Pitney, BGS
Wallace Monroe Rachford, BGS*
Abigail Rose Schletzbaum, BA
John Schupp III, BGS*
Kaitlyn M. Sylva, BGS*
Steven Kenson Tardy, BGS

CANDIDATES FOR
MASTER’S DEGREE
Public Administration
Amy F. Algoe-Eakin, MPA
Zachary Allen Bauer, MPA*
Kyle David Borne, MPA*
Danielle B. Buschkoetter, MPA
Lindsey Mae Carrillo, MPA*
Kelly Marie Dumais, MPA
Matthew David Epperson, MPA
Erika García Reyes, MPA
James Eric Halliburton, MPA*
Emily Kathleen Hampton, MPA*
Sam Henderson, MPA*
Emmanuel Hernandez Domínguez, MPA
Emily M. Hogan, MPA
Karen Marie Kapusta-Pofahl, MPA
Debra Lynn Kellison, MPA
Tao Lang, MPA
Larry Mercer Lawrence, MPA
Bradford Haig Long, MPA
Crystal L. Malchose, MPA*
Bo L. McCall, MPA*
Heather Kathleen Odell, MPA
Sarah Kathryn Ostyn, MPA*
Bradley Kenneth Robbins, MPA*
Robert Clark Sands, MPA
J. Justin Sochacki, MPA*
Andrea Staples, MPA
Andrew T. Vincent, MPA
Aurora Noel Yager, MPA

CANDIDATES FOR
DOCTORAL DEGREE
Public Administration
Wendy Churchill Hildenbrand, PhD*
Leonard L. Lira, PhD*
Suzette Marie Myser, PhD*

SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC AFFAIRS &
ADMINISTRATION

Within the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

September 1944
No more freshman caps
As the war draws to an end, veterans enrolling
as freshmen refuse to don “freshman caps,”
ending a decades-old tradition.

1947
A good investment
Hal Sandy, who created
the smiling Jayhawk in 1946 while
a student, sells the copyright to the
Kansas Union Bookstore for $250
following his graduation.
CANDIDATES FOR
BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Athletic Training
Jaden Rose Butcher, BS
Brett J. Davis, BS
Matthew D. Gorby, BS
Ashley C. Jenkins, BS
Taylor Ann Patterson, BS
Emily Marie Rains, BS
Madison C. Smith, BS
Camille R. Taylor, BS
Hailey Elizabeth Trudo, BS
Emily M. Weaver, BS

Community Health
Mackenzie N. Arnold, BSE
Brooklyne J. Birk, BSE
Meredith Laurene Brownell, BSE
Ashley Puanani Bryant, BSE
Brooke Jeana Buckner, BSE
Aleah Louise Buerke, BSE
Claire Elise Carpenter, BSE
Miranda Davis, BSE
Grace Elizabeth DeGoler, BSE
Taylor R. Dodson, BSE
Lillian Eleanor Eickhoff, BSE
Anna Colleen Everson, BSE
Melissa Fewell, BSE
Annie Michelle Fritsch, BSE
Nicola Neal Gentry, BSE
Akua Eve Hilgendort, BSE
Devin William Humpherys, BSE
Erin Audry Hutto, BSE
Erin Suzanne Klotz, BSE
Alyssa C. Mahanke, BSE
Lindsay Manning, BSE
Amanda Marie Maser, BSE
Taylor Ann McElhaney, BSE
River Jordan Meisinger, BSE
Megan Ryan Mougel, BSE*
Rachel Lynn Nault, BSE
Amanda Ruth Owensly, BSE
Katlyn Jayne Palmer, BSE*
Leah Michelle Pfitzer, BSE
Marina Roselyne Phomakay, BSE
Cena Rasmussen, BSE
Kristen L. Rau, BSE
Alyssa A. Rodriguez, BSE
Kristi J. Rooks, BSE
Maria Anna Sanchez, BSE
Kylie Kay Seib, BSE
Jared Starr, BSE
Victor Russell Steward, BSE
Sophie Wilmshurst, BSE
Hope Elizabeth Wilson, BSE
Rachel Erin Woods, BSE

Elementary Education
Madelyn Jeanne Adams, BSE
Lauren Barrett, BSE*
Lexus Marie Beedy, BSE
Kristina Befort, BSE
Jessica Rene Bollig, BSE
Elise Kristine Bones, BSE
Natasha Overman, BSE
Paige Lauren Cedergreen, BSE
Nicole Coda, BSE
Oliveia Leigh Cowan, BSE
Zahava Rose Davis, BSE
Allison J. DeMeeo, BSE
Hannah Linnea Dipprey, BSE
Elizabeth Joan Erwood, BSE
Erin M. Feller, BSE
Anna Frame, BSE
Lindsay Marie Garber, BSE
Cierra Nicole Garrison, BSE
Katelyn Nicole Greene, BSE
Kelly Mabel Grimes, BSE
Sarah Marie Hannon, BSE
Haley Leigh Hardwick, BSE
Lana Rae Harriman, BSE
Caycee Quinn Hatchette, BSE
Kayla Suzanne Heenan, BSE
Jordan Christina Hernandez, BSE
Chardonne M. Hight, BSE
Kimberly R. Hiskey, BSE
Sarah Grace Holland, BSE
Taylor Leigh Horvat, BSE
Jaylyn Dana Jenkins, BSE
Jean Marie Johnson, BSE
Travis Michael Kesinger, BSE
Anna Marie Korroch, BSE
Megan K. Koval, BSE
Kelli Lauren Koziol, BSE
Jennifer Lanman, BSE
Grayson Jane Larcher, BSE
Jane Marie LeBosco, BSE
Kaitlin Marie McDonough, BSE
Amber Renee Moore, BSE
Sarah Raehel Nottingham, BSE
Ann Marie Olson, BSE
Laura Katherine Oyler, BSE
Emily Jean Peer, BSE
Ciara Crystal Plackett, BSE
Alisha Marie Ptecke, BSE
Kaley Robinson, BSE
Mary Katherine Rogler, BSE
Sarah Sourke, BSE
Alyssa Carol Ruehl, BSE
Bailey S. Scales, BSE
Callihan Scott, BSE
Lenora Malinda Schirmer, BSE*
Kathleen Grace Skoog, BSE
Ariel Marie Smith, BSE
Paige M. Stark, BSE*
Melissa Ann Stasi, BSE
Josie Ann Truitt, BSE
Taryn Mae Vogel, BSE
Christian Michael Wallace, BSE
Alexis A. Weber, BSE
Courtney Michelle Weber, BSE
Madison Anne Wheeler, BSE
Logan Mitchell Collins Williams, BSE

Exercise Science
Matthew James Aiello, BS
Cathryn Akright, BS
Benjamin Algren Anderson, BS
Lueke G. Anderson, BS
Hannah L. Angell, BS
Ethan Douglas Appleby, BS*
Bryne E. Atherton, BS
Tonya Michelle Auxier, BS
Jayme Leigh Bartz, BS
Rachel Elizabeth Bayer, BS*
Lauren Jolaine Belardo, BS
Jaden Marie Bolmer, BS*
Shea Marie Briggs, BS
Jena Brophy, BS
Jelena Bugarin, BS
Shelby Nicole Calderwood, BS*
Collin William Campbell, BS
Austin Spencer Christensen, BS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Berry Cole, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheryn Jean Cooper, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Patrick Cunningham, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Veronica Darden, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah L. Dimnick, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Dumire, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorrie Dykes, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Marie Estrada, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassidy Alaine Evans, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Malachai Fisher, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia J. Fox, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Garcia, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Marie Gillmeister, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Arthur Goodwin, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devante’ Ronnard Green, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Anne Hall, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner R. Hampton, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi D. Heiniger, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Michelle Helms, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney S. Hinote, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Mark Hollwedel, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Hughes-Zahnner, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor C. Hurst, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Kyle Jackson, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Ann-Jon Jones, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Kallmaier, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Lynn Keethler, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Kocher, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly N. Koerber, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Lee Lahr, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon M. Lee, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy D. Lippman, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Christine Marozas, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah McDonald, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew D. McKenna, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Patrick Miller, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Molden, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Rose Montoya, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden L. Morrison, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Jake Moulton, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa M. Myers, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Danielle Norris, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tari Emi Okah, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael John Orlich, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Don Orr, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayl Palmer, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Michael Blake Patrzykont, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pia Pavlic, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler K. Posch, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah C. Pruitt, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitzi Ramirez, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Williams Rider, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Karina Rivera-Sanchez, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Douglas Robinson, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Rohde, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Alexander Ruiz, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ella Schlatter, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Marie Scott, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaise Maclaine Seasholtz, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Anne Seeeber, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Belle Siegrist, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Lee Skoch, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaley Marie Smith, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor M. Soucie, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Paige Stalter, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Anne Talbott, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Catherine Tourtillott, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Jo Tripp, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Warshaw, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Watson, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mearyn Olivia Aramovich, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Anne Frances Gentry, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Teresa Hamilton, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Lynne Ketcham, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Janell Meads, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Physical Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Barrera, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Bruning, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Echevarria, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jo Haggard, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Wyatt Hendricks, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Anthony Matthew Kueffer, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron D. Lamar, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew David McCasland, BSE*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josie Lyn Owens, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Petersen, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon J. Portanova, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-Level Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia M. Reid, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney M. Saia, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela Jean Ward, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Allyn Yunger, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Level Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Bagwell, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Travis Beer, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiana B. Brown, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Elizabeth Collister, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Barris Consolver, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Andrew Cooper, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyson Christine Cox, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Scott Dandrea, BSE*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Robert Deufel, BSE*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick Duff, BSE*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Marie Hawn, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Hendrickson, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Allen Honeycutt, BSE*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna Louise Jones, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby Wayne Mnich, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Mun, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josey Sands, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Schissler, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Kathryn Schutz, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla A. Sinclair, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Anthony Smith, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Nicole Taylor, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareem Axavier Wall, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Ann Wheeler, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michele Wolf, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadd Charles Andrews, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby R. Blankenbaker, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Kevin Bollo, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaley Jordan-Marie Brickey, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Allen Brightbill, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joseph Brockman, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Dean Browning, BSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Alan Cowan Jr., BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montell H. Cozart, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codie Lee Dean, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leischele Lenee Downs, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Floberg, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura J. Foster, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisel M. Germany, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan M. Gilman, BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Grammer, BS*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Campanile dedicated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Memorial Campanile — a monument to the 277 KU men and women who died in World War II — is dedicated atop Mount Oread.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shima Hadipour, BS*
Holdyn G. Halperin, BS*
Jacob Christopher Hanson, BS
Isaac William Heinen, BS
Seth Myron Holliday, BS*
Nicole Maria Jones, BS*
Breahna Zhane Karmann, BS
Yupaporn Kawinpakorn, BS*
Daniel P. Keifer, BS
William Cooper Kerns, BS
Jarred Dylan Latta, BS*
Ryan Marshall Leary, BS*
Elliot Geoffrey Levine, BS
Sarah Elizabeth Brown, MSE*
Melissa Michelle Bruce, MSE*
Jennifer Lynn Bruns, MSE*
Hayley Ann Burghart, MS
Jared MacDonald, BS
Andrew Franklin Majzan, BS
Joey Manhnieo, BS*
Molly Rose Mayer, BS*
Slader Reid McVey, BS*
Emilia Grace Newhouse, BS*
Nawal Metzger, BS*
Niki Ablade Obodai Sowa-Doku, BS*
Chelsea Ann Speck, BS*
Rebecca Rae Strecker, BS*
Chandler Elizabeth Cash, BSE
Jude Leora Ackers, BSE
Victoria C. Davis, BSE
Alyssa Rae Ferguson, BSE
Samantha Marie Holcomb, BSE
MaryMargaret Kelly, BSE
Courtney Elizabeth Raymer, BSE
Emily Kaye Ruble, BSE
Heidi Seiden, BSE
Elizabeth Claire Shyra, BSE
Hannah Emaline Taylor, BSE
Dominique Elizabeth Woodbridge, BSE
Emily Wright, BSE
Abigail Lynne Zwetzig, BSE
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREE

Counseling Psychology
Keely D. Alexander, MS
Troy Daniel Fox, MS
Jamie Rae Kratky, MS
Timothy James Randall Little, MS
Jasmine Christine Pasimio, MS
Mary E. Stuck, MS*
Rachel D. Swanson, MS
Clare Higgins Thoman, MS
Peyton E. Weiss, MS
Jonathan Daniel Wright, MS*

Education
Ryan Layne Acord, MSE
Jonathan Brendan Adelman, MSE*
Huda Mufleh N Alharbi, MA
Jeanene Inez Allison, MSE*
Abdullah KH A KH E Alonaizzi, MS*
Bader Omar M Alseemiri, MSE*
Kristen Rene Alvarez, MSE*
Kelly Noel Amrine, MSE
Christopher Robert Anderson, MSE
Elizabeth Anne Anstine, MSE*
Jessica Michelle Antash, MSE
Susan Marie Arp, MSE*
Maria Belen Ayala, MSE
Jennifer J. Baalman, MSE*
Catherine Clare Hand Bailey, MSE*
Shawnee Bark, MSE*
Karyn Kirsten Barnes, MSE
Courtney Noel Barrett, MSE
Amy Lillian Bartle, MSE
Kimberly S. Bates, MSE*
Robynne Wendy Beausejour, MSE

Unified Early Childhood
Julie DeLana Burk, BSE
Chandler Elizabeth Cash, BSE
Victoria C. Davis, BSE
Alyssa Rae Ferguson, BSE
Samantha Marie Holcomb, BSE
MaryMargaret Kelly, BSE
Sydney Elizabeth Klimas, BSE

Hannah Elizabeth Klohr, BSE
Hyeonjeong Lee, BSE
Megan Mandl, BSE
Courtney Elizabeth Raymer, BSE
Emily Kaye Ruble, BSE
Heidi Seiden, BSE
Elizabeth Claire Shyra, BSE
Hannah Emaline Taylor, BSE
Dominique Elizabeth Woodbridge, BSE
Emily Wright, BSE
Abigail Lynne Zwetzig, BSE
Elizabeth Marie Beck, MSE
Lindsay Nicole Becker, MSE*
Olivia Cuenin Bertels, MSE*
Jennifer Andrea Blackburn, MSE
Katlin Ann Bottorff, MSE
Laurel Elizabeth Bounds, MSE*
Christin Lynn Bourg, MSE*
Kaci Bray, MSE
Brittiney Teneal Bridges, MSE
Yunery Brito, MSE
Maria Forehand Brockman, MSE
Heather Marie Brown, MSE
Michelle Staffen Brown, MSE
Sarah Elizabeth Brown, MSE*
Melissa Michelle Bruce, MSE*
Jennifer Lynn Bruns, MSE*
Hayley Ann Burghart, MS
Dawn Laraye Burke, MSE
Douglas Jay Burnett, MSE
Megan Lynn Burns, MSE
Alysha Ingrid Busby, MSE
Michelle Renae Byington, MSE
Nina Lynn Carabasal Berg, MSE
Caitlin Nicole Cassidy, MSE
Jessica Nicole Cataldi, MSE
Laura Ann Cerveny, MSE
Julia Tallmadge Chalker, MSE*
Jessica Ann Chappell, MSE
Clara Chavez, MSE
Holly Elizabeth Cihla, MSE*
Talia Lanes Clark, MSE*
Shaina Lauren Clifford, MSE
Samantha Marie Cloon, MSE
Ashlyn Cobb Morton, MSE*
Lauren Cofone, MSE
Laura Marie Collins, MSE*
Nathaniel Coney, MSE
Sarah K. Cook, MSE*
Kristin Bergstrom Constant, MSE
Jane Cordero, MSE
Kate Frances Cronemeyer, MSE
Monica Daar, MSE*
Ashley Marie Dahm, MSE
Donna Marie Daly, MSE*
Erin Lynn Damrel, MSE*
Behnaz Darban, MSE
Danielle Dasht, MSE*
Whitney Blair Davidson, MSE*
Keli Jane Davis English, MSE*
Shannon Elizabeth Day, MSE
Michael David Degrasse, MSE

March 1952
First NCAA national title
KU’s men’s basketball team wins its first NCAA national title.

September 1952
First African-American nursing graduate
Christine Weems is the first African-American woman to graduate from the KU School of Nursing. She holds several prestigious civil rights and health care positions during her career.
Laura Margaret Delaney, MSE
Margie Dellaughter, MSE
Renee Katherine Denton, MSE
Gerald Christopher Dessus, MSE*
Dominique Christian Dial, MSE*
Ellen Penner Dicks, MSE
Stephanie Mae Wilson DiNola, MSE*, Suzanne M. Dietze, MSE*
Katherine S. Drews, MSE
Katharine Myers Dunlap, MSE
Kevin Dunn, MSE
Lee James Dvorak, MSE
Roger Chad Eberhart, MA
Elizabeth T. Edmonds, MSE
Karen Ann Ehrich, MSE*
Trisha Ann Elder, MSE*
Briania Lakesia Renee Elum, MSE
Eric M. Engelken, MSE*
Bethany Gale Erredge, MSE
Stephanie Rae Danielle Ferguson, MSE*
Ashley M. Fields, MSE*
Hunter Lee Finch, MSE
Katherine Sara Fisher, MSE*
Catherine Jean Fitzgerald, MSE*
Tiffany Marie Fletcher, MSE
Katie Elizabeth Flippo, MSE
Brian Douglas Ford, MSE
Rashunda J. Ford, MSE
Malinda Leigh Forsberg, MSE
Eryn Nichole Frank, MSE*
Clare Mae Frantz, MSE
Amy Christine Frausto, MSE
Amanda D. Frederick, MSE*
Christopher Tyler Frederick, MSE
Emily Suzanne Freeman, MSE
Jeanne Fudacz, MSE
Natividad Gallardo, MSE
Kimberly Ann Galles, MSE
Jennifer Anne Gamble, MSE*
Gabrielle Lien Garrison, MSE
Lazaro Larry Garza, MA
Joshua Stuart Gaston, MA
Sydney Marie Gaylord, MSE
Megan Elizabeth Geenens, MSE*
Kayde M. Geisbauer, MSE
Marie Eileen Geist, MSE
Emily Gilmore, MSE*
Kiley Jordan Gilmore, MSE*
Lauren Nicole Gomez, MSE*
Johnathan Michael Goodyear, MSE*
Abby Elizabeth Green, MSE*
Kristy Ann Green, MSE
Jeehee Frances Lee Ha, MSE
Chelsea Elizabeth Haines, MSE
James Richard Hammons, MSE*
Rebecca Nichols Handley, MSE*
Erica Catherine Hankins, MSE*
Taylor Danielle Hanna, MSE
Katina Marie Harshbarger, MSE*
Courtney Jo Hart, MSE*
Stephen Albert Hawkins Jr., MSE
Brandon Tyler Hawks, MSE*
Michaela Marie Heath, MSE*
Colby L. Heckathorne, MSE
Kayla Marie Heine, MSE
Joan Marie Helbesbusch, MSE*
Tori Henderson, MSE
Peggy Jean Hendrix, MSE*
Taylor Ann Henry, MSE
Molly Linn Herd, MSE*
Jill Marie Hicks, MSE
Sophia Mary Hill, MSE*
Silvia Liliana Hinojos, MSE
Dat Quoc Hoang, MSE
Carlie Larue Hobbs, MSE
Samantha Marie-Rivotto
Hollingsworth, MSE
Sabra Webb Hoskey, MSE*
Natalie Teo Hui Ching, MSE*
Nicole Marie Iatarola, MSE
Kimberly Ingraham, MSE*
Teresa Anne Jablonski, MSE*
Jacquie Annette James, MSE
Jill Lindsey Jeffers, MSE*
Gayathri Meenakshi Jegannathan, MSE*
Amy Jenkins, MSE
Danielle Marie Jenkins, MSE*
Lucas A. Jensen, MSE*
Liane Elizabeth Joli, MSE*
Camille J. Johnson, MSE*
Carissa Anne Johnson, MSE
Kenneth Jones, MSE
Mary Elizabeth Jung, MSE
Kathryn Maureen Keenan, MSE
Rachel Jean Keith, MSE*
Mirta Romelia Kelley, MSE*
Shelley Anne Kennedy, MSE
Kelli Nicole Kenney, MSE*
Kailyn Emily Keplinger, MSE*
Alexandra Leigh Kershner, MSE
Jason S. Kershner, MSE*
Megan Leah Kiefer, MSE*
Jennifer J. Kimball, MSE*
Tomiko Kimura, MSE
Olivia Elizabeth Kinet, MSE*
Joseph Alexander King, MSE*
Heidi E. Kirby, MSE*
Jennifer Lynn Klingele, MSE*
Brian John Klinking, MSE
Natalie Jo Knight, MSE*
Bret Lee Koch, MSE
Jenna Kozub, MSE
Lindsey Ley Labe, MSE
David Shane Lacy, MSE*
Stephen F. Laird, MSE*
Bethany Katherine Lake, MSE*
Rebecca Ann Lambert, MSE*
Kimberly Elisabeth Lamgo, MSE*
Emily Jane Lanteigne, MSE*
Hongling Lao, MSE*
Lavertta Lee Lawrence, MSE*
Brandon Tyler Lee, MSE
Monique Avelaine LeFourneau, MSE*
Paula Louise Li, MSE
Lisantia, MSE
Sari Little, MSE
Tifani Simone Little, MSE
Lindsay Beth Lloyd, MSE*
Michelle Renee Loewenstein, MSE
Kara Renee Loftus, MSE*
Brittney Elizabeth Long, MSE*
Rebecca Lynne Lopez, MSE
Britany A. Lousberg, MSE*
Abby Nicole Lueters, MSE*
Elizabeth Lesser Lufrano, MSE*
Eddie Fitzgerald Lundy, MSE
Erin Elizabeth Lustig, MSE*
Brandon J. Lytle, MSE*
Katherine Marie Lytle, MSE
Courtney Connolly MacCallum, MSE
Royoana Lanes Marble, MSE
Devin Michael Marine, MSE
Shannon Lindeland Marks, MSE*
Stephanie Kara Marotto, MSE
Katrina A. Martin, MSE
Susan Prichard Mastellari, MSE*
Devin James Maxwell, MSE
Jamie Leigh McKernan-Pollard, MSE
Cynthia Ann McMahon-Goebel, MSE
Stephanie Kay Meagher, MSE
Michael Medeiros, MSE
Ashley Lynn Meeder, MSE*
Krista Lynn Meiring, MSE
Jaclyn Niebergall Melton, MSE*
Sarah Jane Mendez, MSE
Jacqueline Marie Mensik, MSE*
Alanna Marie Meyer, MSE
Evan P. Michaels, MA
Courtney Janeen Murdoch, MSE
Kelly Joanne Murphy, MSE
Meghann L. Murtaugh, MSE*
Sarah W. Myers, MSE
Misty Leigh Navarro, MSE*
David A. Nguyen, MSE
Brooke LeAnne Nelson, MSE
Kiersten Lee Nelson, MSE
Robert Michael Nevins, MSE
Jennifer Nolan-Coleman, MSE
Shannon Kelly Nulty, MSE
Natalie Teo Hui Ching, MSE*
Sarah Lindeland Marks, MSE*
Paula Louise Li, MSE
Lisantia, MSE
Sari Little, MSE
Tifani Simone Little, MSE
Lindsay Beth Lloyd, MSE*
Michelle Renee Loewenstein, MSE
Kara Renee Loftus, MSE*
Brittney Elizabeth Long, MSE*
Rebecca Lynne Lopez, MSE
Britany A. Lousberg, MSE*
Abby Nicole Lueters, MSE*
Elizabeth Lesser Lufrano, MSE*
Eddie Fitzgerald Lundy, MSE
Erin Elizabeth Lustig, MSE*
Brandon J. Lytle, MSE*
Katherine Marie Lytle, MSE
Courtney Connolly MacCallum, MSE
Royoana Lanes Marble, MSE
Devin Michael Marine, MSE
Shannon Lindeland Marks, MSE*
Stephanie Kara Marotto, MSE
Katrina A. Martin, MSE
Susan Prichard Mastellari, MSE*
Devin James Maxwell, MSE
Jamie Leigh McKernan-Pollard, MSE
Cynthia Ann McMahon-Goebel, MSE
Stephanie Kay Meagher, MSE
Michael Medeiros, MSE
Ashley Lynn Meeder, MSE*
Krista Lynn Meiring, MSE
Jaclyn Niebergall Melton, MSE*
Sarah Jane Mendez, MSE
Jacqueline Marie Mensik, MSE*
Alanna Marie Meyer, MSE
Evan P. Michaels, MA
Courtney Janeen Murdoch, MSE
Kelly Joanne Murphy, MSE
Meghann L. Murtaugh, MSE*
Sarah W. Myers, MSE
Misty Leigh Navarro, MSE*
David A. Nguyen, MSE
Brooke LeAnne Nelson, MSE
Kiersten Lee Nelson, MSE
Robert Michael Nevins, MSE
Jennifer Nolan-Coleman, MSE
Shannon Kelly Nulty, MSE
Natalie Teo Hui Ching, MSE*
Sarah Lindeland Marks, MSE*
Paula Louise Li, MSE
Lisantia, MSE
Sari Little, MSE
Tifani Simone Little, MSE
Lindsay Beth Lloyd, MSE*
Michelle Renee Loewenstein, MSE
Kara Renee Loftus, MSE*
Nicolie Elizabeth Petersen, MSE
Blaine Peterson, MSE
Megan Leigh Pink, MSE*
Emily Ann Pinkston, MSE*
Joanna Pohl, MSE
Dawn Marie Ponder, MSE*
Kathleen Elizabeth Powell, MSE
Kimberley Anne Power, MSE
John David Powers, MSE
Jamie Lynn George Provost, MSE
Alexandria Lillian Raine, MSE*
Katherine Ann Ramaiah, MSE*
Allyson Leigh Ramans, MSE
Joseph Anthony Ramon, MSE*
Mary M. Rapp, MSE
Emily Rasland-Paulsen Ray, MSE*
Tina Louise Redlinger, MSE
Asataaron Reid, MSE*
Casey Charles Reiford, MSE
Stacey Rochelle Reisig, MSE
Rebecca Diane Rhudy, MSE*
Quentin Lamerle Rials, MSE
Benjamin Joseph Richardson, MSE
Donna Lynn Richey, MSE*
Anthony Leoni Rittel, MSE
Andrew James Roberts, MSE
Danielle Nicole Robertson, MSE*
Morgan Lee Rose, MSE
Jody Ann Routon, MSE
Alanna Kristin Ryan, MSE*
Janet Hargrove Ryckzo, MSE*
Amy M. Readczynski, MSE
Peter Michael Schaad, MSE
Daniella Marise Sebastian, MSE
Beth Ann Sheehan, MSE*
Kalli Ann Shelangoski, MSE*
Rachel Diane Shellenbarger, MSE
Carie Leigh Shirley, MSE*
Olga Silverman, MSE
Kristen Nicole Sittig, MSE
Rachael Lynne Slotman, MSE
Lubock D. Smith III, MSE
Nichole Brie Smith, MSE*
Patricia James Smith, MSE*
Taylor Kay Elizabeth Smith, MA
Laura E. Smith-Everett, MSE
Amanda Jeanne Soelter, MSE
Yeongrokg Song, MSE
Sarah Rachel Sonksen, MSE
Galen Patrick Spencer, MSE*
Olivia Belk Spencer, MSE
Nancy Deane Springer, MSE
Ashley Anne Squires, MSE*
Laurie Kayee Stalians, MSE*
Ian James Stand, MSE
BethAnn Steinbacher, MSE
Michael Chris Stockert, MSE
Lauren Elizabeth Stretz, MSE*
Linda Lucille Stringer, MSE
Karen Donna Hunt Stuart, MSE*
Okkes Baki Su, MA*
David Joe Szumlanski, MSE
Michael Andrew Thompson, MSE
Jessica Marie Tolbert, MSE*
Kathleen Murphy Tonnies, MA*
Emily Alice Trader, MSE*
Nicolie R. Tunks, MSE
Michelle Renee Turner, MSE
Heather Renee Underwood, MSE*
Maurice Allen Upshaw Jr., MSE
Hannah Grace Vanorsby, MSE
Raquel Marie Ventura, MSE
Lori Marie Voss-Schoonover, MA
Jennifer Wackerla, MSE*
Wenjun Wang, MSE*
Jaimie L. Ward, MSE*
Holly Elizabeth Webb, MSE*
Jaime Allison Webb, MSE*
Elizabeth Dalton Werner, MSE*
Anne Louise Westgate, MSE*
Courtney S. White, MSE*
Ashley Roseann Wiles, MSE*
Brandie Marie Wiley, MSE*
Alyssa Mae Willhite, MSE
Jon David Wilson, MSE*
Joy Dumond Wilson, MSE*
Carol Ann Winner, MSE*
Brandon Thomas Wolak, MSE
Carly Jo Wollman, MSE
Amanda Wondra-Appl, MSE
MarQuisia L. Wright, MSE
Susan Ann Yetter, MSE
Sule Yildirim, MSE*
Sophia Jeemin Yim, MSE*
Jenna Aliya Zakrainskje, MSE
Marie Therese Zarse, MSE
Sally Zhao, MSE*
Emily Diane Zipprich, MSE*
Joseph Alan Zlatnik, MSE*
Jenna Kelley Zucker, MSE*

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Counseling Psychology
Joshua Michael Brown, PhD*
Mary Eleanor Givens, PhD*
Carrissa L. Phillippe, PhD*
Christopher Patrick Rea, PhD*
Heath Alan Schechinger, PhD*
Brittany M. Stewart, PhD
Cynthia L. Taylor, PhD*
Maria Alexandra Vuyk Espinola, PhD*

Curriculum and Instruction
Alejandra Beatriz Alana, PhD
Fahad Abdullah Alharbi, PhD
Lizette Anita Burks, EDD
Natalie Goodwin Cobb, EDD*
Tina Marie Ellsworth, PhD
Derek Andrew Hutchinson, PhD
Zhaojun Jiang, PhD
Yu Sun Jung, PhD
Minah Kim, PhD
Suzanne Elizabeth Myers, EDD
Mary Frances Rico, PhD*
Cindy J. Swartz, EDD
Bria Leigh Klotz Trytten, PhD
Matthew W. Wachel, EDD
Piper Elizabeth Wentz, EDD*

Education
Gulinn A, PhD*
Feruz R Akobirov, PhD
Creighton Drew Alexander, PhD*
Kawthar K Alhajjuij, PhD*
Bernadette B. Barber, EDD
Wendy Barnes, EDD
Aaron Fredrick Caruhn, PhD
Douglas Ryan Elmer, PhD
Clinton Dale Everhart, EDD
Andrew K. Gaddis, EDD*
Feidi Gu, PhD
William C. Hawkins, PhD
Elizabeth Ann Heide, EDD
Candace M. Hogue, PhD
Kuang-Chen Hsu, PhD*
Christopher Lee Kase, EDD
Paul Johansen, PhD*
Sarah Lyn Marten, PhD
Kristina Lynn Martin, EDD
Jonathan Robert Mays, PhD
John Charles McKinney, EDD
Brandie Elizabeth Newman, EDD*
Michael Wayne Norris, EDD*
Ryan Matthew Olesh, PhD*
Rev. Sr. Mary Aloysius
Onwuegbuchulam, PhD
Turgay Ozkan, PhD*
Claire C. Schaperkoetter, PhD
Kimberly Annette Shaw, EDD*
Susan M. Thies, EDD
Amanda Marie Vega-Mavec, EDD*
Erik Andrew Willis, PhD*
Benjamin Alan Wolfe, PhD*

Educational Psychology and Research
Ayse Onwuegbuchulam, PhD
Nadia Solange Jessop, PhD
Linette Mar’ea McJunkin, PhD
Kim Thien Trang, PhD

School Psychology
Ryan Marshall Alexander, PhD
Justin P. Allen, PhD*
Amanda Marie Arnold, EDS*
Amanda Michelle Bittel, EDS*
Erin Ann DeVries, EDS
Meghan Ecker-Lyster, PhD
Lina Goldenberg, EDS
Cheynne N. Hansen-Marlow, EDS
Daniel J. Hartford, EDS*
Jamie Caitlin McGovern, PhD*
Daniel J. Hartford, EDS*
Cheyenne N. Hansen-Marlow, EDS
Linette Mar’ea McJunkin, PhD
Kim Thien Trang, PhD

Special Education
Jodi Lynn Henderson, PhD
Toni Marie Jenkins-Cook, EDD*
Youjin Seong, PhD
Heather Genevieve Wolf, PhD*

Share your achievements #KUgrads
Departmental Honors
Aerospace Engineering
Elliott Glenn Bicker
Cody ArWayne Hill

Chemical and Petroleum Engineering
Saad R T A W Alharbi
Cameron Lovelle Arnold
Rachel Leigha Bender,
Jonathan David Crane
Kathryn Anne Everett
Qinwen Fu
John Michael Handley,
Matthew Brooks Hartenstein
Jordan Danielle Hildenbrand
Mark Rodney LaFollette,
Jose Carlos Renato Lopez Ninantay
Anna Yulian Lynn
Faiz Mandani
Addison A. Schauer
Tess Elisabeth Seuerling
Hannah Michelle Smith
Kelly Rachel Song
Kevin Michael Tenny
Amy Olivia Zheng

Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science
Lila Butler
Andres Sebastian Hernandez Guerra
Victor Alberto Lopez Nikolskiy

Engineering Physics
Audrey Evans

CANDIDATES FOR
BACHELOR'S DEGREE

Aerospace Engineering
Zorig Bat, BS
Elliott Glenn Bicker, BS
Christopher Dale Bynum, BS
Alex M. Carnoali, BS
Juan Carlos Castro Garcia, BS
Drew Thomas Darrah, BS*
Jordan Blair Dixon, BS*
Allison Michelle Engel, BS*
Brian Nicholas Frew, BS
Philip Nathaniel Guzman, BS
Cody ArWayne Hill, BS
Michael Blaine Johnson, BS
Patrick I. McNamee, BS
Bailey Jakub Miller, BS
Juan Eduardo Munoz, BS
Colin Todd Murphy, BS
Conner Michael Murphy, BS
Arno Prinsloo, BS
Brooke N. Reid, BS
Thomas Daniel Row, BS
Antonio Giovanni Schoneich, BS
Ian Thomas Sheppard, BS*
Elizabeth Lear Stoops, BS
Austin Edmund Tuggle, BS
Mihir Vedantam, BS*
Carlo Andre Wiesse Lazarte, BS*

Architectural Engineering
Frankie Jay Baker, BS
Elizabeth Brooke Bichelmeyer, BS
McKayla Rachel Blackhurst, BS*
Stefanie Renee Carlisle, BS
Abigail Lynn Clem, BS
Michelle Louise Huey, BS
Michael Isaac Janacaro, BS
Bryanna Krekeler, BS
Alexandra Mapes, BS
William Edward McCann, BS
Matthew Louis McFarlane, BS
Andrew Brady Merz, BS
Christina L. Moss, BS*
Aaron M. Plump, BS*
Reid Michael Poling, BS
Kyle Jay Pullia, BS
Daniel G. Ricker, BS
Jimmy Ademir Rosales Alvarado, BS
Daniel John Schwin, BS
Alexandra Rae Self, BS
John H. Senior, BS
Krista M. Simon, BS
Anne Marie Wangles, BS
Troy Michael Willoughby, BS
Theresa Anne Wynne, BS
Tristan Dillon Yount, BS

Chemical Engineering
Mohammad Nedal Al-Sadeq, BS
Carrie Joan Albers, BS
Corban Zachary Allenbrand, BS
Ahmed Abdulwahab Almuajheh, BS
Abdulaziz Fuad A Alnoaim, BS
Ahmed Abdulrazzaq A Alsinan, BS
Daniel William Barlow, BS
Evy D. Beauchamp, BS
Amit Bhata, BS
Johnathon Garrett Campbell, BS
Alexander Chan, BS
Michael Choi, BS
Trevor L. Clark, BS
Jonathan David Crane, BS
Kate O’Connor Cropp, BS
Matthew A. Cunningham, BS
Scott Robert Edwards, BS
Kathryn Anne Everett, BS
Richi R. Garcia, BS
Aaron Ray Garza, BS
Ricardo Daniel Gonzalez, BS
Chevrick Lamont Graham, BS
Craig Scott Hamilton, BS
John Michael Handley, BS
Matthew Brooks Hartenstein, BS
Andrew Philip Hartzler, BS
Katherine E. Hickerson, BS
Jordan Danielle Hildenbrand, BS
James S. Ho, BS
Chad Eugene Holm, BS
Mark Bamidele Iyanalu, BS
David R. Jelinek, BS
Krisztina Nicole Jennings, BS
Jake M. Kennedy, BS
Phoebe Kim, BS
Kanika Kshirsagar, BS
Mark Rodney LaFollette, BS
John J. Lesko, BS
Kelsey Manon Ling, BS
Jose Carlos Renato Lopez Ninantay, BS
John Joseph Luther, BS
Anna Yulian Lynn, BS
Ryan Lee Magnier, BS
Faiz Mandani, BS
McKenzie Sara Miller, BS
Edwin Meroka Mogondo, BS
Mitchell Allen Nannney, BS
William J. O’ffill, BS
Deirdre Elizabeth Patterson, BS
Abigail Catherine Perkins, BS
Austin Mayes Petz, BS
Savannah Susanne Probasco, BS
Sydney Jane Quade, BS
Brenden Lee Rolf, BS
Zachary Tanner Rosenkrans, BS
Marshall Edmond Rutter, BS
Abraham M Sabri, BS
Addison A. Schauer, BS
Aaron Joseph Schinstock, BS
Joshua Douglas Schroeder, BS
Tess Elisabeth Seuferling, BS
Jack F. Seward, BS
Apexa H Shah, BS
Lauren Michele Sinik, BS
Hannah Michelle Smith, BS
Harrison D. Smith, BS
Zachary Thomas Snodell, BS
Kelly Rachel Song, BS
Jacob Connor Stefanik, BS
Kyle J. Stephens, BS
Naiyi Li, BS
Zexia Li, BS*
Erica Lindstrom, BS*
Duncan Patrick MacLachlan, BS
Bradley John Mikulecky, BS
Caleb Morandy, BS*
Rogelio Peschard Navarrete, BS
Andrew J. Pjesky, BS*
Steven Tyler Rose, BS*
Grace Louise Roth, BS
Samantha Jo Spillers, BS
Aaron Michael Thorne, BS
Jennifer Nichole Warren, BS
Evan David Wright, BS*
Sai Thejo Varshan Reddy Yerradoddi, BS

Computer Engineering
Justin Michael Arnspiger, BS
James Lester Ballard IV, BS
Victor Luiz Berger Pereira Da Silva, BS
Austin Terren Cosner, BS
William Robert Cowdrey IV, BS
Jason P. Curry, BS
Austin Cole Davis, BS
Nicholas Jeffrey Debauge, BS
Purna Chandra Dodapaneni, BS
Dylan Andrew Egnoske, BS
Brandon A. Givens, BS
Arjan Gupta, BS
Dustin Phillip Benton Hauptman, BS
Quinten G. Johnson, BS
Gale Sayers
Seth Joseph Horvatic, BS
Tyler Francis Hultgren, BS*
Ryan Clark Jobe, BS
Faith Marie Johnson, BS
Colton Kenner, BS
Hannah Frances Kwapiszeski, BS
Naiyi Li, BS
Zexia Li, BS*
Erica Lindstrom, BS*
Duncan Patrick MacLachlan, BS
Bradley John Mikulecky, BS
Caleb Morandy, BS*
Rogelio Peschard Navarrete, BS
Andrew J. Pjesky, BS*
Steven Tyler Rose, BS*
Grace Louise Roth, BS
Samantha Jo Spillers, BS
Aaron Michael Thorne, BS
Jennifer Nichole Warren, BS
Evan David Wright, BS*
Sai Thejo Varshan Reddy Yerradoddi, BS

Civil Engineering
Logan Bannister, BS
Jhonatan Batrez, BS
Jacob Thomas Carnahan, BS
Anthony Chepren, BS
Jonathan Lewis Corkins, BS*
Riley William Dunaway, BS
Hayden H. Edwards, BS*
Charles Garwood, BS
Vincent P. Hermes, BS
Seth Joseph Horvatic, BS
Tyler Francis Hultgren, BS*
Ryan Clark Jobe, BS
Faith Marie Johnson, BS
Colton Kenner, BS
Hannah Frances Kwapiszeski, BS
Naiyi Li, BS
Zexia Li, BS*
Erica Lindstrom, BS*
Duncan Patrick MacLachlan, BS
Bradley John Mikulecky, BS
Caleb Morandy, BS*
Rogelio Peschard Navarrete, BS
Andrew J. Pjesky, BS*
Steven Tyler Rose, BS*
Grace Louise Roth, BS
Samantha Jo Spillers, BS
Aaron Michael Thorne, BS
Jennifer Nichole Warren, BS
Evan David Wright, BS*
Sai Thejo Varshan Reddy Yerradoddi, BS

Computer Science
Ryan Matthew Ahlgren, BS
Christopher Dean Allmon, BS
Daniel Ryan Anderson, BS
Timothy Alan Barclay Jr., BS
Jaydon J. Bixenman, BS
Janrae Bondoc, BS
Liia Butler, BS
Brandon Caudell, BS
Lacie Victoria Chavez, BS
Gretchin Choe, BS
Benjamin Everett Davidson, BS
Cyrus Duang, BS
Andrei D. Elliott, BS
Mohammad Isyroqi Fathan, BS
Taylor Lorraine Geither, BS
Isaac Lee Gonzalez, BS
Matthew Tyler Graham, BS
Grant William Guille, BS
Rachel Elizabeth Hagan, BS
Adam T. Heald, BS
Dustin Marshall Horvath, BS
John James Liam Hughes, BS
Joshua Louis Jenson, BS
Nicholas Roland Jurden, BS*
Brian P. Kennedy, BS
Jake M. Kennedy, BS
Dylan J. Klohr, BS
David N. Kral, BS
Austin R. Kurtti, BS
Gabriel Aaron Magnuson, BS
Brian T. McClannahan, BS
John W. Mcetalf, BS*
Keith John Monaghan, BS
Jackson Alfred Montgomery, BS*
Henry Chi Hao Nguyen, BS
Hung Tuan Nguyen, BS
Evan T. Nichols, BS
Jay David Offerdahl, BS
William Chadwick Papineau, BS
Dominic R. Pitts, BS
Russell Clayton Riedel, BS
Colton Roemer, BS
Daniel I. Scharf, BS
Colton Roemer, BS
Daniel I. Scharf, BS
Colton Roemer, BS
Gale Sayers
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanical Engineering</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Tapang, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gia Sheng Teh, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Jerrard Thompson, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy M. Wagner, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Wang, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John William Ward, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph T. Werle, BS Zachary Kelley Williams, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip C. Wood, BS Sikai Xiao, BS*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse B. Yang, BS Zachary S. Zastrow, BS* Lechong Zheng, BS* Yang Zhou, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical Engineering</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yusuf Ahad Anik, BS Kyle Davis Cumberland, BS Andrew Patrick Dalton, BS Mackenzie Nicole Daniels, BS Benjamin John Davis, BS Austen Feathers, BS* Shane Ryan Tonyi, BS* Mohammad Hameed, BS Nichole Anne Hemmingsen-Alves, BS Andrès Sebastian Hernandez Guerra, BS Jared Kenton, BS Mark Yu Kersey, BS Lianyu Li, BS* Xiang Li, BS Victor Alberto Lopez Nikoliskiy, BS Tewodros Temesgen Lulu, BS Ian Andrew Nelson, BS* Allison Anne Owen, BS Joshua Martin Ruby, BS Dylan James Sanders, BS Kah Ho Tee, BS* Taylor James Weakly, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering Physics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Frazier Allen, BS Conner Grant Brown, BS* Jeffery D. Dutton, BS Audrey Evans, BS Thomas J. Ezell, BS Dillon Lee Fruhwirth, BS Vikram S. Lakhanpal, BS Thomas Le Pichon, BS Seth Michael Miller, BS* Evan Campbell Westhoff, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Daniel Earl, BS* James Patrick Hayes, BS* Christopher Alberto Herdoiza, BS Wesley Todd Loeffler, BS Austen Andrew Metzger, BS Tyler Allen O’Neal, BS Jeffery Phachanla, BS Ralph Martin Amador Pinon, BS Garrett Gilman Small, BS* Patrick John Szczepaniak, BS Andrew Duncan Tribble, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interdisciplinary Computing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Alzubbi, BS Ryan E. Feehan, BS Wilson Hack, BS Emily Ann Smith, BSC John Q. Wofford III, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petroleum Engineering</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atiq Ahmadullah, BS Saad R T A W Alharbi, BS Yousef Adnan Abdul Razzaq Alhunaini, BS* Ali Talib Aljizani, BS Ali Whamm Almatrouk, BS Saad Abdullah A Alotaibi, BS Cameron Lovelle Arnold, BS Rachel Leigh Bender, BS Adam Nicholas Bowling, BS Brian Chan, BS Aniket Chatterjee, BS Yadira Yahaira Chavez-Arambula, BS Gregory Laurence Cornel, BS* Thomas Matthew English Jr., BS Isabella Farley, BS Qinwen Fu, BS Eric Randall Gergens, BS Morgan Kaboi Gitar, BS Jacob Graham Gustafson, BS Kristina Jean Hansen, BS Kolaowole A Kolade, BS Garrett William Leahy, BS Cobby John Liston, BS Keith R. Logan, BS Chance Vernon Malott, BS Jonathan Michael Meloan, BS Trevor John Menke, BS Jameson C. Mick, BS Austin Miller, BS Paul Mwangi, BS Bryan Anthony Neuhaus, BS Stephen Machira Ngatia, BS Conor Edward O’Brien, BS Austin Thomas O’Grady, BS* Taylor Andrew Olson, BS Richard Adeniran Olukoya, BS Daniel J. Ott, BS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes undergraduate research assistant
August 1965

**Fraser Hall demolished**

The original Fraser Hall — which had stood for 93 years but had been deemed unsalvageable — is torn down despite protests.

July 1966

**Ryun’s record**

KU student Jim Ryun sets a new world record in the mile run with a time of 3:51.3.
March 1968

**RFK announcement**
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy announces his candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomination in a speech in Allen Fieldhouse. He will be assassinated in June.

1970s

**Drug delivery**
KU professor Takeru Higuchi develops time-release drugs, furthering his reputation as an international leader in pharmaceutical chemistry.
April 1970
Union burns
A firebomb blasts the Kansas Union, causing nearly a million dollars in damage.

May 1970
Student unrest
As student unrest rages at universities across the country, Chancellor E. Laurence Chalmers cools tension on campus, announcing that students could either finish the semester, go home early, or participate in school workshops and group activities.

September 1971
School of Medicine branches out
The Kansas Board of Regents approves the creation of a School of Medicine branch in Wichita.

October 1971
Hatching a tradition
Baby Jay hatches out of an egg during halftime of the KU Homecoming game against K-State.
SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Abiodun Akinwuntan
Banner Carrier
Alisha Bliss Cronise
School Marshals
Stacia Troshynski Brown
Drew Jones

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Ethan Alquist
Ashley N. Barry
Jennifer Huynh
Kimberly Ann Kaberline
Rena P. Laliberte
Stephanie Anne Otey
Jennica Kierstyn Pramann

With Distinction
Alisha Bliss Cronise
Laura May Dace
Trung Duc Nguyen
Wanda Ivelisse Solis
Lindsay Jordan Tom
Abby Louise van den Haak

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Clinical Laboratory Science
Caitlin Jane Bergmann, BS
Cristhian Chau, BS
Allen Michael Chazelle, BS
Mackenzie Carol Clary, BS
Alisha Bliss Cronise, BS
Michelle Lynn DeVore, BS*
Stefanie L. Eicher, BS*

Rachel Elaine Hawes, BS
Megan Nicole Hightower, BS
Riley Kristine Lawson, BS
Kali Olsen, BS
Hannah Claire Devera Reichle, BS
Jennifer Elise Stone, BS

Health Information Management
Rebecca Ann Colbern, BS
Brandon James Conrade, BS
Alexandra Lynne Dunker, BS
Pang Tzong Her, BS
Kimberly Ann Kaberline, BS
Joseph F. Kivlin, BS
Sydney Alessus Mansaw, BS
Michelle R. Morales, BS
Devin R. Nutsch, BS
Stephanie Anne Otey, BS
Sarah Catherine Perkins, BS
Jennica Kierstyn Pramann, BS
Hailey Marie Running, BS
Alexis Lynn Shires, BS
Lindsay Jordan Tom, BS
Abby Louise van den Haak, BS
Alice Wang, BS
Hollie Ann White, BS

Respiratory Care
Mousa Hussain A Alabbad, BS
Ethan Alquist, BS
Ashley N. Barry, BS
Abdulaziz Sulaiman A Bin Daieag, BS
Laura May Dace, BS*
Paul G. Fracul, BS
Jennifer Huynh, BS
Chau Lee Kong, BS*
Rena P. Laliberte, BS
Trung Duc Nguyen, BS
Jason Paul Puett, BS*
Wanda Ivelisse Solis, BS
Zachary R. Willis, BS

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Dietetics and Nutrition
Joel Louis Barohn, MS
Holly Christina Bonenberger, MS

Grace Miciah Brock, MS
Katelynne Marie Burghardt, MS*
Cole Rawlings Chana, MS*
Alyssa Marie Crouch, MS
Angela Marie Cusimano, MS*
Callie Elizabeth Farrell, MS
Lainey Margaret Fleck, MS*
Emily Ann Hastings, MS*
Kayli R. Hrdlicka, MS*
Alyssa Marie Klehr, MS
Nicholas Jason Marchello, MS*
Shannon Kathleen Moore, MS*
Megan Kathleen Murray, MS
Katherine R. O’Dell, MS
Dayna Marie Pachta, MS
Taylor Faith Prowy, MS
Linnea A. Rieger, MS*
Abigail Christine Stanley, MS*
Colleen Michelle Takagishi, MS
Michal Victoria Vande Kamp, MS
Sarah Jane Williams, MS*
Jennifer Anne Willoughby, MS*

Health Informatics
Daniel J. Kenner, MS
Bobbie Jo Laincz, MS
Megan Elizabeth Larson, MS
Lauren Pulino, MS*

Occupational Therapy
Quincey N. Adams, MOT
Sarah E. Batterson, MOT
Mallory Leanne Boucher, MOT
Abigail Michelle Bretches, MOT
Kayla Renee Clark, MOT
Julianne Christine D’Adamo, MOT
Wendy DeLeon, MOT
Kameron Christine Drouillard, MOT*
Hannah Earley, MOT
Megan Marie Finster, MOT
Natalie Danielle Flaughfer, MOT
Elissa Frost, MOT
Allyson Renee Gard, MOT
Jordan P. Harbour, MOT
Bethany Marie Hermreck, MOT
Kelsey Elaine Highton, MOT
Bethany Mae Hiskey, MOT
Sarah May Paterik Holz, MOT
Lea Anne Vivian Huffman, MOT

February 1972
February Sisters
The February Sisters occupy the East Asian Studies building for 13 hours, until university administrators agree to meet with them and consider their demands, which include pay equity, child care, and a women’s studies program.

September 1972
Women perform with KU Marching Band
For the first time, women students are allowed to perform with the KU Marching Band.
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Audiology
Julie Elizabeth Bangert, AuD
Kelsey Nicole Breedlove, AuD
Casey Joan Combs, AuD
Nicole Jessica Denney, AuD
Esther Hanna Kim, AuD
Allison Marie McMillan, AuD
Severena Louise Popejoy, AuD
Lindyn Christine Roush, AuD
Sarah Elizabeth Taylor, AuD
Alicia Ann Williams, AuD

Medical Nutrition Science
Matthew Kenneth Taylor, PhD

Nurse Anesthesia Practice
Michaela Dawn Bird, DNAP
Trent Colin Blackwill, DNAP
Taylor Nicole Buckler, DNAP
Keely Marie Cardwell, DNAP
Sarah Jean Clift, DNAP
Paige Marie Dempsey, DNAP
Nicholas Thomas Denich, DNAP
Rachel Haase Donahue, DNAP
Brooke Leigh Castrop Dougan, DNAP
Amy Lynn Adams Dreiling, DNAP

Physical Therapy
Mitchell Bennett Ackerman, DPT
Marlon Londel Addison Jr., DPT
Christopher Binns, DPT
Alexander James Brateman, DPT
Clintom W. Bruning, DPT
Constance C. Buckner, DPT
Alexandra Nicole Burden, DPT
Lindsay Gail Butterfield, DPT
Kinsey Marie Chavez, DPT
Beau Abrahms Cohen, DPT
Jessica Cottrell, DPT
Alexandra Marie Cousin, DPT
Kathryn Jo Douglas, DPT
Stephanie Faerber, DPT
Derek Dale Feist, DPT
Erin Elizabeth Goodman, DPT
Hillary J. Gutovitz, DPT
Laeth Bah Hamil, DPT
Andrea E. Hart, DPT
Holly M. Hoffmeister, DPT
Lilyanne Ruth Holbrook, DPT
Blake R. Johns, DPT
Collin James Johnson, DPT
David M. Klaus, DPT
Patrick Knochel, DPT
Sarah Josephine Kwapiszeski, DPT
Caleb C. Laird, DPT
Jacob Matthew Loucks, DPT
Alyssa Marie Loveridge, DPT
Stacey Marti, DPT

Rehabilitation Science
Mayis Atef Aldughmi, PhD*
Bryan Morton Bond, PhD*
Sonia Rawal, PhD*
Jason-Flor V. Sisante, PhD

Therapeutic Science
Keenan Charles Stump, PhD
WILLIAM ALLEN
WHITE SCHOOL OF
JOURNALISM & MASS
COMMUNICATIONS

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Ann M. Brill

Banner Carrier
Juan Pablo Marroquin

School Marshals
Carol Holstead
Jonathan Peters

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Matthew Clough
Emily Catherine Derrick
Erin Elizabeth Gartland
Hannah Elizabeth Hines
Ashley Elaine Maska
Candace Grayce Miller
Jesi Renae Royer
Jaden Frances Arlie Scott

With Distinction
Deanna Lucille Ambrose
Benjamin James Burch
Caitlin Culhane
Rebecca Pfleger Dowd
William Peter Englander
Logan Marie Hassig
Grace Elizabeth Haverty
Payton Alexandra Hein
Kyrile A. Killen
Bentley Lynn Leonard
Kerry Christine McCullough
Sean Patrick Murray
Rachel E. North
Jasmine C. Polk
Sara Elizabeth Prendergast
Victoria Anne Remer
Harrison Michael Rosenthal
Nicole Marie Strubing Cartes
Erih Elizabeth Suggs
Sydney Dawn Tilson

CANDIDATES FOR
BACHELOR’S DEGREE

News and Information
Deanna Lucille Ambrose, BSJ
Tyejer John Baddock, BSJ
Mary Kathleen Baker, BSJ
Nashia Amani Baker, BSJ
Irwin S. Brown, BSJ*
Scott Mackenzie Chasen, BSJ
Matthew Clough, BSJ
Kelly Nicole Cordingley, BSJ*
Morgan Elizabeth Cormack, BSJ*
Samuel James Davis, BSJ
Maricel Victoria Diaz-Camacho, BSJ*
Corrine M. Dorrian, BSJ

Rebecca Pfleger Dowd, BSJ*
Brendan James Dwierzynsksi, BSJ
Benjamin Joel Felderstein, BSJ*
Anisa Marie Fritz, BSJ
Jarett Scott Jacob Goodman, BSJ
Colleen M. Hagan, BSJ
McKenna Elizabeth Harford, BSJ
Samantha Jean Harms, BSJ
Brittney Loren Haynes, BSJ*
Johanna Lauren Hecht, BSJ
Peyton Lyn Heiman, BSJ
Molly Patricia Horan, BSJ
James Joseph Hoyt, BSJ
Kwang Hyun, BSJ*
Madison Eliza Irelan, BSJ
Brianna Christine Johnson, BSJ
Amelia Josephine Just, BSJ
Matthew A. Kaufman, BSJ*
Marissa Khalil, BSJ
Sarah L. Kruger, BSJ
Jessica D. Larson, BSJ
Rebecca R. Luttinger, BSJ*
Michael J. Maiche, BSJ
Danielle Taylor Malakoff, BSJ
Duncan Wesley Marshall, BSJ*
Elizabeth M. McEnulty, BSJ
Blake Witt McFarland, BSJ
Madeleine Mikinski, BSJ*
Aleah Eileen Milliner, BSJ
Carter Elizabeth Moelk, BSJ
Madeleine Louise Moloney, BSJ
Riley Hannah Mortensen, BSJ*
Samuel Robert Ola, BSJ*
Matthew Philip Ostrowski, BSJ
Kirsten E. Peterson, BSJ*
Jasmine C. Polk, BSJ*
Nicholas William Price, BSJ
Evan R. Riggs, BSJ
Joseph Austin Rodriguez Reed, BSJ*
Skyler Scott Rolstad, BSJ
Madison M. Schulz, BSJ
Dylan Malcolm Sherwood, BSJ*
Christopher A. Sitem, BSJ*
Erica Marie Staab, BSJ*
Abigail Lauren Stuke, BSJ
Candice Laure Tarver, BSJ
Catherine M. Taylor, BSJ*
Candice Monique Townsend, BSJ*
Madeleine Rae Urmi, BSJ
Caitlin Xiaohua Ungerer, BSJ
Amber Vandegrift, BSJ*
Jackson Charles Vickery, BSJ
Mackenzie N. Walker, BSJ
Valerie Marlene Woodard, BSJ*
Ryan Wayne Wright, BSJ*

Strategic Communication
Paige Elise Adamany, BSJ
Jacquelyn Jane Adame, BSJ*
Hannah Victoria Alejos, BSJ
Cyd Silvius Alloway, BSJ*
Darcey Nicole Altschwager, BSJ
Jennifer N. Angles, BSJ
Cole Gilbert Anneberg, BSJ
Reagan Alain Argo, BSJ*
Rachel L. Ashby, BSJ
Taylor Nicole Austin, BSJ
Nathan David Bachynski, BSJ
Isaac James Bahney, BSJ*
Emma Paulina Baker, BSJ
Ellen F Balentine, BSJ
Drew V. Barto, BSJ

Rebecca Pfleger Dowd, BSJ*
Margeaux S. Bergman, BSJ*
 Shelby Kaye Bettles, BSJ
Rylee Kim Bicknell, BSJ*
Rebecca Paige Blackburn, BSJ*
Tyler Jerrad Blake, BSJ
Dalton Krebsboel Boehm, BSJ
Madison L. Boldt, BSJ
Alyssa Jayne Bower, BSJ*
Katharinite Ann Brazier, BSJ
Hannah Michelle Breeding, BSJ
Gage Martin Brock, BSJ
Briana Bueno, BSJ*
Riley David Buller, BSJ
Blake Bullock, BSJ
Benjamin James Burch, BSJ
Taylor Kaylaine Burke, BSJ
Douglas Markham Bybee, BSJ
Ryan Camenzind, BSJ
Emily Rose Canham, BSJ*
Connor S. Capps, BSJ*
Conor M. Carpani, BSJ
Monica Jazzmin Castillon, BSJ
Walter King Cayce, BSJ
Ceanna Chapman, BSJ
Caitlin Hwa Yu Chen, BSJ
Ying Chen, BSJ*
Claire Elizabeth Christopherson, BSJ
Elizabeth Marie Clough, BSJ
Courtney A. Cody, BSJ
Kristin Ann Collins, BSJ
Sydney A. Conley, BSJ
Candra J. Cosentino, BSJ*
Irene Joan Courry, BSJ
Morgan Lynne Cox, BSJ*
Alice Marie Croci, BSJ
Caitlin Culhane, BSJ
Lauren Ann Currie, BSJ
Lindsey J. Daley, BSJ
Victoria Brittany Darden, BSJ
Danielle Marie Davenport, BSJ
Michaela Grace Davied, BSJ
Caroline Suzanne Davis, BSJ
Kelly Murphy Davis, BSJ
Radwan Mohamed Dayih, BSJ*
Alexandra Deeter, BSJ
Emily Catherine Derrick, BSJ
Emily Elizabeth Downey, BSJ
Samuel Reed Eastes, BSJ
Mackenzie Allison Eckman, BSJ
Melanie Paige Edwards, BSJ
Rae Anne Ehly, BSJ
Dana El-Shoubaki, BSJ
Courtney Brynne Emer, BSJ
William Peter Englebard, BSJ*
Grace Emily Ezyk, BSJ
Laura Kay Furney, BSJ*
Cecilia May Pyock, BSJ*
Erin Elizabeth Gartland, BSJ
Colleen Gaughan, BSJ*
Kaitlyn Anne Gehof, BSJ*
Frederick Dean Gipp, BSJ*
Cale Gottsch, BSJ*
Elizabeth Arami Granada, BSJ*
Ashley Lynn Gratwick, BSJ
Trae Cole Green, BSJ
Colin Gregory, BSJ
Benjamin A. Guillory, BSJ
Jackson Cooper Halbrook, BSJ
Jennifer L. Halvorson, BSJ*
Emily Hanna, BSJ
Jennifer Marie Hannahman, BSJ

Katie Ann Bell, BSJ
April 1974
The Human Cannonball

Four thousand people show up at Potter Lake to watch student Dan Wessel, calling himself “The Great Wessellini: The Human Cannonball,” attempt to launch himself over the lake inside a Plexiglas bubble.

May 1974
Yes, they call it the streak

Wearing open black robes and mortarboards — and nothing else — two Commencement streakers sprint the length of the football field just as Chancellor Archie Dykes tells the graduates that “the mark you leave upon the university is an indelible one.”
Presented by
Dean Stephen W. Mazza

Banner Carrier
Elizabeth Mary Hanus

School Marshals
Laura J. Hines
Lumen N. Mulligan

CANDIDATES FOR
DOCTORAL DEGREE

Juridical Science
Sulaiman Al Ghafri, SJD
Yasser Abdullah I AlThnian, SJD*
Najla Mahmoud M. Jeaash, SJD*

Juris Doctor
Joshua J. Alexander, JD
Anthony J. Anderson, JD
Phoenix Zane Taylor Anshutz, JD
Chad T. Archibald, JD
Karen Elizabeth Babdeley, JD
James Houston Bales, JD
Burke C. Barnett, JD
Matthew Mario Battiston, JD*
Marisa Lyn Bayless, JD
Kailea Anne Bogner, JD
Craig Alan Boyd Jr., JD
Hannah Lyn Brass, JD
Emily Lenor Brown, JD
Ethan Norman Brown, JD
Ryan M. Brungardt, JD
Rachel Mary Helen Buck, JD
Thomas J. Cedoz, JD
Tyler Lee Childress, JD
Taylor D. Claassen, JD
Adrienn Frances Clark, JD
Bryson Reid Cloon II, JD
Kyle Robert Crane, JD
George Christos Cutucache, JD
Caroline T. Dale, JD
Skyler D. Davenport, JD
Joshua Allen DeMoss, JD
Emily K. Dutcher, JD
William John Easley, JD
Jacob E. Ediger, JD
Chelsea Alexandra Lee Ellis, JD
Ryan P. Fargen, JD
Heather K. Ford, JD
Andrew Lawrence Foulston, JD
Travis M. Freeman, JD
Kimberlyn Jo Gilchrist, JD*
Emily Anne Glassner, JD
Christopher M. Green, JD*
Ali B. Grossman, JD
Kristo J. Guillot, JD
Travis D. Hanson, JD
Elizabeth Mary Hanus, JD
Dustin James Hayes, JD
Nicholas Alexander Hayes, JD
Sylvia A. Hernandez, JD
Jason Kirt Hinckley, JD
William A. Holiman, JD
Amber Lyn Hopkins, JD
Arthur William Johnson, JD
Andrew H. Jorgenson, JD
Nathan A. Kakazu, JD
Derek Gregory Kandt, JD
Andrew C. Kershen, JD
Karina Michelle Kiewel, JD
Morgan Tyler Kilgore, JD
Deuckjoo Kim, JD*
Austin J. Knoblock, JD
Justine Theresa Koehle, JD
Alison Marie Kryzer, JD
Ciara Wren Malone, JD
Melissa Marie Mannebach, JD
Nicolle Renae Marcotte, JD
Adam Christopher Mauck, JD
Erica Elaine McCabe, JD
Maxwell Charles McGraw, JD
William H. McVicker, JD
Mary Katherine McWhirter, JD
Michael Phillip Moderson, JD
Colin Joseph Monroe, JD
Brian L. Moore, JD
Dalton R. Mott, JD
Sarah J. Nelson, JD
Chad Michael Neswick, JD
Franklin S. Ngwa, JD
Clay A. Nordlie, JD
Miranda A. Norfleet, JD
Marc Emmanuel Nunes, JD
Loree Anne Paradise, JD*
Yarhmaan P. Peerbaccus, JD
Zachary Scott Peterson, JD
Brett Logan Pollard, JD
Taylor Renee Ray, JD
Tyler Eric Reese, JD
Robert M. Reynolds, JD
Brennen Nicole Richman, JD
Bret Andrew Riddle, JD
Portia Rose Riggins, JD*
Jared S. Roberts, JD
KayeLee Lyn Rogers, JD
Matthew Lashuad Scarber, JD
Lindsay Anne Schermer, JD
Hannah Leigh Schoe, JD
Rachel Ann Shannon, JD
Zachary C. Sheppard, JD*
Sarah Elizabeth Sloan, JD
Courtney Daniel Smith, JD
Holly Bren Smith, JD
Elizabeth J. Snyder, JD
Klint A. Spiller, JD
Ashley Elizabeth Stites, JD
Sophia Amanda Stockton, JD
Ramona S. Suchomel, JD
Patrick John Sullivan, JD
Kevin Bryce Turek, JD
Maggie Elise Turek, JD
Derek Dwayne Ulrich, JD
Brian Earl Vanorsby, JD
Tyler Wesley Vaughan, JD
Jennifer Ann Warren, JD*
Karly Dorann Weigel, JD
Nathan David Whitham, JD
Chapman Wesley Williams, JD
Kerry James Williams, JD
James Eric Wilson II, JD
Jacob R. Wilson, JD
Eric Scott Witmer, JD
Christopher McIntyre Wolcott, JD
Cody Nicklaus Wood, JD
Shelley M. Woodard, JD
Hannah Rose Zimmerman, JD

SCHOOL OF
LAW

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

May 1980
Donut run
Joe Smith, owner of the popular late-night spot Joe’s Bakery, retires from the daily operation of the store after 28 years. His son Ralph reopens the operation when classes resume in the fall.

October 1983
Anybody there?
KU students pack Woodruff Auditorium for a sneak preview of the TV movie The Day After, which was filmed in Lawrence and at KU and used many students as extras.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Executive Dean Robert David Simari

Banner Carrier
Emily Kathleen O'Donnell

School Marshals
Ashley Bennett
Myra Long

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREE

Applied Statistics and Analytics
Abhishek Mallela, MS

Biostatistics
Brian Campbell Chase, MS
Lauren Clark, MS
Guangyi Gao, MS
Diana Li Yu, MS*

Clinical Research
Hailey Alyse Baker, MS
Romina Loreley Barral, MS
Samantha Irene King, MS
Jimmy Huy Nguyen, MS
Laura Elaine Norton, MS
Tarun Rai, MS*
Austen T. Wilson, MS*

Health Services Administration
Amber Dawn Bortz, MHSA*
Andrew Peter Daiker, MHSA
Jaishma Devaliah, MHSA
Aminder Kaur Dhillion, MHSA
Eva Nichole Diehls, MHSA*
TaShar JeRae Fluker, MHSA
Shannon Leslie Griggs, MHSA
Natalie Paige Harding, MHSA
Freetmanat Gloria Kaur, MHSA*
Madeline Leigh Kemp, MHSA
Julie Kristine Lawson, MHSA
Daniel Joseph Marx, MHSA*
Jessica Lynn McClain, MHSA
Chris Dale Musgrove, MHSA
Van Thy Anna Pham, MHSA
Samuel Ryan Robinson, MHSA
Lauren M. Sawatzky, MHSA*
Heather Yasmine Saenz Smith, MHSA
Erin Nicole Willard, MHSA
Iryna Yeromenko, MHSA
Malwina Zastawna, MHSA

Public Health
Kavitha K. Arabindoo, MPH*
Kelly Lynn Berryhill, MPH
Justin Lee Blanding, MPH
Taylor Olivia Brumbelow, MPH
Daniel Ryan Clifford, MPH
Nacoya Sharae Copeland, MPH
Whitney Esperi Crager, MPH*
Kendra Amelia Cruz, MPH
Katharine Michelle Fry, MPH
Kellen Brody Gil, MPH
John Ross Goehl, MPH
Wesley William Goodrich, MPH
Ithar H. Hassaballa, MPH
Gabriel A. Hawkins, MPH*
Adrienne P. Hearrell, MPH
Elijah Ighalo, MPH
Margaret Joan Jackson, MPH
Eryen Kay Nelson, MPH
Cora O. Olson, MPH*
Joey Michael Platt, MPH
Carrie Lynn Poteete, MPH*
Shannon Lauren Roberts, MPH
Marilyn Laila Sampilo, MPH
Charles E. Seepers Jr., MPH
Meredith Summer Shapland, MPH
Nandi Linette Taylor, MPH
Stephen Valliere, MPH
Crisandra Michele Wilkie, MPH
Kristi H. Williams, MPH
Sugantha Yuvaraj, MPH
Allison Blaine Zaldivar, MPH

Pathology
Jessica Marie Milano Foster, MS*

Toxicology
Samikshya Poudel, MS*

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Mary Ashley Rimmer, PhD*
Ee Phie Tan, PhD
Zhen Zhang, PhD

Biostatistics
Xueyi Chen, PhD*
Janelle Rose Noel-MacDonnell, PhD*

Cell Biology and Anatomy
Bailey Ann Allard, PhD
Nathan R. Wilson, PhD

Health Policy and Management
Jacqueline D. Hill, PhD*

Medicine
Alexander Abdullayev, MD
Morgan Leigh Aldridge, MD
Mejalli Mahmoud Al-Kofahi, MD
Ethan Kirby Alexander, MD
Rachel Kennally Allen, MD
Debra Kay Altenhofen, MD
Samuel Kwabena Asante, MD
Seth A. Atchison, MD
Alexander Baranda Heubel, MD
Brandon H. Hidaka, MD
Shelby Dawn Barker, MD
Priya S. Bhakta, MD
Danse Bi, MD
Trenton James Bickel, MD
Lucas William Bider, MD
Wade Michael Billings, MD
Bradon Zachariah Bitter, MD
Tomica Dawn Blocker, MD
Parker Evan Bohm, MD
Connor James Brass, MD
Sterling Edward Braun, MD
Joseph Gerard Brungardt, MD
Charles Scott Bues, MD
Carla Burford, MD
Joel Robert Burnett, MD
Robert Ray Burnham Jr., MD
Eric Thomas Burns, MD
James Austin Campbell, MD
John Patterson Campbell, MD
Sarah Elizabeth Carlson, MD
Shane Carlos Carrillo, MD
Robini Chakravarthy, MD
Deshanett Lynn Clay, MD
William Ryan Clark, MD
Thomas Robert Cochran, MD
Kristin Jane Constance, MD
Scott Jefferson Cooper, MD
Jarrod Michael Cullan, MD
Tyler Alan Darfand, MD
Whitney Austin Davidson, MD
Ethan Benjamin Deckert, MD
Brent James Deibert, MD
Kirsten Michelle Devlin, MD
Cheryl Renee Dobson, MD
Glenn Richard Dunne, MD
Kevin P. Durkee, MD
Eric Elton Easye, MD
Erin Nicole Eifler, MD
Robert Elmore, MD*
Travis C. Everett, MD
Trevor Lee Everett, MD
Nicholas Robert Faunce, MD
Letisha Joline Ferris, MD
Stefani Chun-Jiang Fontana, MD
Mallory Forsyth, MD
Joshua W Gaede, MD
Daniel J. Gallagher, MD
Jesus Garcia, MD
Karissa Anne Gilchrist, MD
Kyle Andrew Gillett, MD
Trinity Marie Graff, MD
Jill Denise Grothusen, MD
Cory Bennett Gutzovitz, MD
Clayton James Habiger, MD
Ethan Andrew Hacker, MD
Natalie Pauline Hagman, MD
Alex Ryan Hermanson, MD
Thomas M. Herrera, MD
Amanda Michelle Heuvel, MD
Brandon H. Hidaka, MD
Keenan Odell Hogan, MD
Ryan Ray House, MD
Lauren Victoria Porter Hughes, MD
Clay Jarrell, MD
Denis Severo Jimenez II, MD
Alex Randy Johnson, MD
Lisa Noel Johnson, MD
Maxwell David Jolly, MD
Devin Elizabeth Kennedy, MD
Jared Brent Kevern, MD
Brian Y. Kim, MD
Travis Harrison Kimpel, MD
Kurtis William Klecan, MD
Whitney Noel Kleimann, MD
Blaine Alan Knox, MD
Scott Danforth Krotonson, MD
Jessica Bethany Kruger, MD
Zachary Kevin Krumskick, MD
Frances E. Laflerty, MD
Maggie Louise Searight Lamborn, MD
Dyllan James Landry, MD
Tiffany Megan Lau, MD
Cardiothoracic Surgery
Casey Patrick Hertzenberg*

Integrative Medicine
Clayton Wagner Bell*

Internal Medicine
Muhammad Rizwan Afzal*
Abeer Walid Raffi Anabtawi*
Moustapha Atoui*
Nathan Charles Bahr*
Christopher R. Balwanz*
Jodie Ann Barr*
Eysterusm Engida Bayssa*
Diana Christina Benitez Sanchez*
Pall Alason Berger III*
Deepa Bhanot*
Kashyap Bhagawat Choksi*
Anna Kathryn Dauer*
Maya Estephan*
Zaher Fanari*
Sara Rachel Fearn*
Alexander Philip Gamble*
Imran Yaseen Gani*
Muhammad Aaleem Imran*
Sandia Iskandar*
Vijay Naag Kanakadandi*
Jared A. Krapil*
Kerri Allene McGeal*
Mohamed Ramez Mourad*
Usman Nazir*
Mark Joseph Oertel*
Chaitanya Pant*
Sravanthi Parasa*
Adam M. Parker*
Christopher Lawrence Petrey*
Joel D. Provenzano*
Taran Rai*
Erin Elizabeth Reynolds*
Deepti Satelli*
Abhishek Sinha Ray*
Kristina A. Sterling*
Laura Ann Thomas*
Patrick Tobbia*
Kellie Ann Wark*

Neurology
Cynthia Lyn Costa*

Neurology, Clinical Neurophysiology
Karthika Veerapaneni*

Pathology, Anatomic and Clinical
Hana Albrecht*
Hongyan Dai*
Drew Donald Nedved*
Evanthia Omoshchaka*

Psychiatry
Kapil Kiran Aedma*
Sukhbir Singh Dhillon*
Micaela Patricia Wesler*
David Matthew Willey*

Radiology, Diagnostic
Saad Iqbal*
Jill Alison Jones*
Christopher John Neeley*
Joseph J. Vavricek*
Allison Howard Zupon*

CERTIFICATE OF RESIDENCY

Anesthesiology
Paul Douglas Aaron*
Darin E. Allen*
Heather Anne Carter*
Michael James Duncan II*
Lara Nichole Felts*
Jean Marie Goodloe*
Mallory Glynnis Martinez*
Erik Cleveland McClure*
Shea Lynn Stoops*
Stephen Alexander Tripp*
Daren Cole Wilson*
Jonathan Kramer Zoller*

Dermatology
Elizabeth Piazza Chase*
Ryan G. Fischer*
Tony T. Nguyen*
Brea S. Prindaville*
Chi K. Tran*

Emergency Medicine
Rachel Castelli*
Michael Todd Crane*
Nicholas Shayne Hosey*

Erin O'Donnell Lawson*
Crystal Renae Macaluso*
Kevin Martinez*

Family Practice
Tanya Nicole Bedward*
Jennifer Callison*
Bonnie Christine Cassidy*
Joseph Michael Cwik*
Alan Matthew Downen*
Mark D. Frierro*
Joshua Froese*
Scarlett Louise Gard*
Daniel James Goble*
Gregory Aaron Hightower*
Brett Michael Hoffmecker*
Jessica Rose Jarvis*
SunMin Kim*
Justin Scott Lawing*
Allie Beth Lohrmeyer*
Sara Jean Lowery*
John Caldwell Moultrie*
Vu Thu Thi Nguyen*
Kysa Coleen Nichols-Totten*
Michael Bradley Page*
Bhakti P. Patel*
Naveen Pennasta*
Jonathan Philippine*
Garrett Randolph Schwab*
Ah Rim Shin*
Jerrkaycia Dawn Smith*
Chad Clinton Michael Stewart*
Bonnie Anna Tackett*
Brandon Johnson Tackett*
Derek Douglas Totten*
Danielle Marie Villalobos*
Wally Chase Walstrom*
John-Michael Thomas Watson*
Scott J. Wewel*
Brand Michelle Wiens*
Andrew Peter Wong*
Danielle Nikole Wurtz*

Internal Medicine
Ayman Albakour*
Maggie M. Barnthouse*
Donald Richberg Campbell Jr.*
Megan Ashley Dingwall*
Kaitlin Marie Dittrich*
Stephen T. Doyle*

September 1996
Birthday parade
The Jayhawk mascot drawn by Hal Sandy celebrates its 50th birthday, and on Sept. 12, KU marks the occasion with a parade.

December 1992
Edwards Campus
The Edwards Campus is established in Overland Park.

June 1991
Hoch in flames
Hoch Auditorium burns after being struck by lightning.
October 1997

Budig Hall dedicated

Budig Hall, rebuilt from the remains of Hoch Auditorium, is dedicated.

September 2001

Vigil at Campanile

About 1,000 people gather at a vigil near the Memorial Campanile to remember the victims of the Sept. 11 terror attacks on the United States.

June 2005

The center of the virtual Earth

KU alumnus Brian McClendon co-creates Google Earth, making Lawrence, his childhood home, the default center of the program.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Robert L. Walzel Jr.

Banner Carrier
Rebecca Joann Kurtz

School Marshals
Martin Bergee
Colin Roust

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Jordan Nichole Lumley

With Distinction
Rebecca Joann Kurtz
Kai Adrian Ono

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Clarinet
Richard J. Adger, BM

Flute
Emily Jane Churchwell, BM

French Horn
Bridget Jenna Saito, BM

Music
Dustin W. Chau, BA
Neta Renee Metcalf, BA*
Michael Andrew Weidman, BA
Katherine Grace Young, BA

Music Composition
Kai Adrian Ono, BM

Music Education
Erin Marie Bonifield, BME
Devin Ryan Carey, BME
Katrina Arlene Jacobsen, BME
Lauren Martens, BME
Sophia Nicole Miller, BME
Braden Michael Oliphant, BME
Maria Elaine Fileski, BME
Maxwell C. Rohlf, BME
Fern Lindiwe Stevermer, BME
Chase Eloise Wallace, BME

Music Therapy
Megan Therese Allison, BME
Rebecca Joann Kurtz, BME
Jordan Nichole Lumley, BME*
Alexandra Nicole Nelson, BME*
Alyssa Jasmine Ott, BME
Shelbi L. Polasik, BME*
Joseph Gregory Shoemaker, BM*

Musicology
Anne E. Tempel, BM*

Piano
Isabel Lea Keleti, BM
Xiaochen Liu, BM*
Kai Adrian Ono, BM

Saxophone
Christopher John Agnew, BM*

Theatre and Voice
Bronwen I. Capshaw, BFA

Violin
Casey W. Gregory, BM

Voice
Juan M. Gonzalez, BM
Joseph Andrew Husband, BM
Calvet Edmund Young, BM

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Music
Oswald Prentiss Backus V, MM
Heekyung Choi, MM
Max Gerhart, MM
Joshua Germaine Hearns, MM
Jacob Michael Hofeling, MM
Bethany Marie Johnson, MM
Becca Reneae Lunstrum, MM
James Robert McAdams, MM
Andrew Scott Novak, MM*
Eric Richard Oatts, MM*
Song Yi Park, MM
Danielle Lauren Perrault, MM
Nora Asteria Ramli, MM
Lauryn Michelle Reid, MM
Anthony James Rohr, MM
Dennis Ryan, MM
Jacob Ross Thede, MM
Jody Kaye Weiss, MM
Johnnathan Thomas Westcott, MM

Music Education
Jennifer Leigh Creek, MME*
Evan Ryan Edwards, MME
Pamela Jean Garrett, MME*
Steven Hutchison, MME*
Rebecca C. Sessions, MME*
Cori Roseann Simmons, MME*
Emily Jade Stefan, MME
Lindsey Stewart, MME*

Music Therapy
Amanda Rose Aaronian, MME
Molly R. Bybee, MME
Megan Maire Davis, MME*
Melissa Lynne Gillespie, MME
Jiyeon Nam Han, MME*
Megan Joseph, MME
Bo Rin Kim, MME*
Marie Elizabeth Lesiak, MME
Nicholas Windsor Rawlings, MME*
Julia Diane Sims, MME
Wun Wun Tse, MME

Musicology
Anne E. Tempel, BM*

Piano
Isabel Lea Keleti, BM
Xiaochen Liu, BM*
Kai Adrian Ono, BM

Saxophone
Christopher John Agnew, BM*

Theatre and Voice
Bronwen I. Capshaw, BFA

Violin
Casey W. Gregory, BM

Voice
Juan M. Gonzalez, BM
Joseph Andrew Husband, BM
Calvet Edmund Young, BM

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Music
Melissa Dawn Cummins, PhD
Spencer Allen Huston, PhD
Lisa Noelle Mullinger, PhD
Elizabeth Janelle Sallinger, PhD

Music Education
Alan James Martin, PhD
Heather Renee Nelson, PhD*
Leanne Marie Wade, PhD
Beth Ann Wheeler, PhD*

Doctor of Musical Arts
Seungyeon Baek, DMA
Matthew Spencer Butterfield, DMA
Congcong Chai, DMA*
Nai-Yu Chen, DMA
Heekyung Choi, DMA
Christopher Wayne Gage, DMA*
Robert W. Harvey, DMA
Lan Jiang, DMA*
Chi Kit Lam, DMA*
Christina Tina Liu, DMA
Joshua P. Markley, DMA
Antonio Moreira De Almeida Nazareth, DMA*
Kristin Newbegan, DMA*
Katherine Anne Okesson, DMA
Wen-Ting Ong, DMA
Mark Ryan Piasar, DMA
Song Yi Park, DMA*
Laura Maria Rau, DMA*
Katherine Ann Schmitz, DMA
Jennifer Rose Shinska, DMA
Somruedi Suchiphanit, DMA
Rachel Lais Wilder, DMA

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Music
Melissa Dawn Cummins, PhD
Spencer Allen Huston, PhD
Lisa Noelle Mullinger, PhD
Elizabeth Janelle Sallinger, PhD

Music Education
Alan James Martin, PhD
Heather Renee Nelson, PhD*
Leanne Marie Wade, PhD
Beth Ann Wheeler, PhD*

Doctor of Musical Arts
Seungyeon Baek, DMA
Matthew Spencer Butterfield, DMA
Congcong Chai, DMA*
Nai-Yu Chen, DMA
Heekyung Choi, DMA
Christopher Wayne Gage, DMA*
Robert W. Harvey, DMA
Lan Jiang, DMA*
Chi Kit Lam, DMA*
Christina Tina Liu, DMA
Joshua P. Markley, DMA
Antonio Moreira De Almeida Nazareth, DMA*
Kristin Newbegan, DMA*
Katherine Anne Okesson, DMA
Wen-Ting Ong, DMA
Mark Ryan Piasar, DMA
Song Yi Park, DMA*
Laura Maria Rau, DMA*
Katherine Ann Schmitz, DMA
Jennifer Rose Shinska, DMA
Somruedi Suchiphanit, DMA
Rachel Lais Wilder, DMA

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Music
Melissa Dawn Cummins, PhD
Spencer Allen Huston, PhD
Lisa Noelle Mullinger, PhD
Elizabeth Janelle Sallinger, PhD

Music Education
Alan James Martin, PhD
Heather Renee Nelson, PhD*
Leanne Marie Wade, PhD
Beth Ann Wheeler, PhD*

Doctor of Musical Arts
Seungyeon Baek, DMA
Matthew Spencer Butterfield, DMA
Congcong Chai, DMA*
Nai-Yu Chen, DMA
Heekyung Choi, DMA
Christopher Wayne Gage, DMA*
Robert W. Harvey, DMA
Lan Jiang, DMA*
Chi Kit Lam, DMA*
Christina Tina Liu, DMA
Joshua P. Markley, DMA
Antonio Moreira De Almeida Nazareth, DMA*
Kristin Newbegan, DMA*
Katherine Anne Okesson, DMA
Wen-Ting Ong, DMA
Mark Ryan Piasar, DMA
Song Yi Park, DMA*
Laura Maria Rau, DMA*
Katherine Ann Schmitz, DMA
Jennifer Rose Shinska, DMA
Somruedi Suchiphanit, DMA
Rachel Lais Wilder, DMA

January 2008
Orange Bowl victory
The 2007 Jayhawk football team triumphs in KU’s third Orange Bowl appearance, defeating Virginia Tech, 24-21.
SCHOOL OF NURSING

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Sally Maliski

Banner Carrier
Rachel Erin Janssen

School Marshals
Elizabeth Young
Sharon Kumm

HONORS (tentative)

Highest Distinction
Elizabeth Josephine Bono
Rachel Erin Janssen
Madison Annmarie Johnson
Marika Karas
Rachel Suzanne Merrick
Logan R. Minkevitch
Britta Nicole Peterson
Brittany Elizabeth Wilhoit Smith

Distinction
Amy Nicole Barnes
Katherine Rose Barnthouse
Katherine M. Bolin
Melissa Kay Briscoe
Haley Beth Hammar
Miranda Marie Hanchett
Hayley Claire Janner
Katherine Kessler
Alexis Lyman
Olivia R. Miller
Alicia Grace Nelson
Ashley Elizabeth Pratt
Sarah Margaret Regan
Katrina Rae Stangl
Abigail Elizabeth Streit
Natalie Villanueva

Departmental Honors
Katherine M. Bolin
Cassandra Elyse Caedo
Miranda Marie Hanchett

Candidates for Bachelor’s Degree

Nursing
Mariah Marie Adams, BSN
Lauren Danielle Aks, BSN
Ciana R. Albarelli, BSN
McKenzie Justice Baker, BSN
Greta N. Barling, BSN
Amy Nicole Barnes, BSN
Katherine Rose Barnthouse, BSN
Chea Lynn Belt, BSN*
Mishau Lee Benisch, BSN*
Katrina Julia Billings, BSN
Ashlyn Jean Black, BSN
Sarah Blosser, BSN*
Katherine M. Bolin, BSN
Elizabeth Josephine Bono, BSN
Dawn Alice Bradley, BSN
Madison Alice Bradley, BSN
Melissa Kay Briscoe, BSN*
Re bekah Lynne Brown, BSN*
Blake Stephen Bryant, BSN
Justine Amanda Bukovich, BSN
Cassandra Elyse Caedo, BSN
Alexis Rachelle Chaney, BSN
Katherine P. Clark, BSN*
Madison R. Cole, BSN
Julia Leigh-Ann Damman, BSN
Kelley Ann Ebeling, BSN
Madison Ehlers, BSN
Margaret Eliason, BSN
Ashley M. Elliott, BSN
Carolyn Grace Exline, BSN
Kathleen Ann Farlow, BSN
Sidney Flinn, BSN
Landy Magdel Flores, BSN
Leana Margaret Fox, BSN
Jessica Garcia, BSN
Simon George, BSN
Chelsea Danielle Gilmore, BSN
Lynn Ann Gockley, BSN
Wendy Gong, BSN*
Kylie Erin Goodell, BSN
Claire Rose Grant, BSN
Nadia Elaine Grayfer, BSN
John Randolph Grow, BSN*
Haley Beth Hammar, BSN*
Miranda Marie Hanchett, BSN
Josie Nicole Hanson, BSN
Erin Elizabeth Hastings, BSN
Molly Jean Hennessy, BSN
Catherine Hermesch, BSN*
Monica Esdeby Jimenez Hernandez, BSN
Amy Hess, BSN
Jenae Michelle Hesse, BSN
Emily Suzanne Hewitt, BSN
RaeAnn Marie Hill, BSN
Taylor K. Hinderer, BSN
Jill Marie Hinman, BSN
Jade Lea Holmes, BSN
Brittany E. Hutchens, BSN
Hayley Claire Janner, BSN
Rachel Erin Janssen, BSN
Grace Anne Johnson, BSN
Madison Annmarie Johnson, BSN
Carrie Jones, BSN
Marika Karas, BSN
Nataliya Kardash, BSN*
Jenna Marie Karlen, BSN
Ryan David Kaub, BSN*
Dennis Michael Kelley, BSN
Alyssa Marie Kershaw, BSN*
Katherine Kessler, BSN
Olivia Jane Kolar, BSN
Mary Anne Kucera, BSN
Joshua Keith Lading, BSN*
Jenny Beth Leitnaker, BSN
Rhiannon Caitrin Lloyd, BSN*
Elizabeth L. Lothamer, BSN
Andre Chandler Louis, BSN*
Maria V. Lupandin, BSN
Alexis Lyman, BSN
Maeve J. Markey, BSN
Esteban Marquez, BSN
Paige E. Matheny, BSN
Macy J. McKee, BSN
Lauryn Atta McLaughlin, BSN
Jena Renee McNail, BSN*
Molly Grace Meagher, BSN
Renae Michelle Meitler, BSN

School of Nursing
Allison T. Mellies, BSN  
Rachel Suzanne Merrick, BSN  
Elizabeth Marie Meyer, BSN*  
Molly Myrl Milbourn, BSN  
Christine Miller, BSN*  
Heather Marie Miller, BSN  
Olivia R. Miller, BSN  
Ellexis Ashley Miltenberger, BSN  
Logan R. Minkevitch, BSN  
Susan Mohrbacher, BSN  
Nicholas Moore, BSN  
Alexis Jo Morrison, BSN  
Monica Mutuo Muema, BSN  
Emily Glenn Nash, BSN  
Clarissa Jean Negrete, BSN  
Alicia Grace Nelson, BSN  
Kelly R. Nelson, BSN  
Melissa Jane Nemechek, BSN*  
Brigine Nichole Newman, BSN  
Nadia Niavarani, BSN*  
Kathryn Altha Noble, BSN  
Haley Elaine Orlowski, BSN  
Emma Perry, BSN  
Britta Nicole Peterson, BSN  
Ashley Elizabeth Pratt, BSN*  
Keeley Ann Pyle, BSN  
Jamie Ann Radakovich, BSN  
Jamie Mykala Redic, BSN  
Annaliese Janine Redondo, BSN*  
Sarah Margaret Regan, BSN  
Tambre K. Reichle, BSN  
Cassandra Lynn Remker, BSN  
Monica Lauren Reynolds, BSN  
Raquel Jean Roethler, BSN*  
Aaron Paul Rutledge, BSN  
Valissa Saez, BSN  
Anne Christine Sauber, BSN  
Alisa Marie Schemmel, BSN  
Angie Elizabeth Schieber, BSN  
Kristen Lynn Seufferling, BSN  
Dylan T. Severson, BSN  
Samantha Jo Shuster, BSN  
Rachelle Dawn Simmons, BSN*  
Brittany Elizabeth Wilhoit Smith, BSN  
Jordann Michaela Smith, BSN  
Nicole Ann Smith, BSN*  
Lauren Kathleen Soetaert, BSN  
Abigail D. Spare, BSN  
Abigail Alice-Haag Lund, MS*  
Daniel Marx, MS*  
Jaclyn Kathleen Moss, MS*  
Lynn Marie Murphy, MS  
Lani Briana Myer, MS*  
Sarah Anne Payne, MS*  
Manuel Rivendel P. Pecana, MS*  
Kelly Jean Rezac, MS  
Kelli Anne Rice, MS*  
Deborah Lynn Rodman, MS*  
Katrina Ross, MS*  
Natalie Saiisi, MS*  
Brenda Sue Salazar, MS*  
Michael Edward Selvage, MS  
Lindsey Anne Skinner, MS  
Lindsey Y. Smith, MS  
Erin Nicole Stephenson, MS  
Erin Turner, MS*  
Edna May Angela Whorton, MS*  
Lena L. Wohlner, BSN  
Ashley Suzanne Worrell, BSN  
Myranda Raeann Ybarra, BSN  
Katherine Anne Yungmeyer, BSN  
Leah Christine Zarich, BSN  
Kathi Corral, DNP*  
Georgette Maria Diggis, DNP*  
Aja Jaleel Greer, DNP  
Cathy J. Hostettler, DNP  
Gayla M. Huffman, DNP*  
Susan Danielle Ludwick, DNP  
Shelly Luger, DNP*  
Karina Ortiz, DNP  
Jane McGarey Robinson, DNP  
Carmen R. Stephens, DNP
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Dean Kenneth L. Audus

Banner Carrier
Max K. Sherard

School Marshals
Jim Backes
Robert Emerson

HONORS (tentative)

With Highest Distinction
Angela Christine Digan
Alaina Elizabeth Linafelter
Ashley Marie Martin
Melissa Corinne Norton
Jacqueline Marie Pyle
Tera Louise Raymond
Christopher J. Reynolds
Max K. Sherard
Jeceniah Bryce Spangler
Mary Elizabeth Stevens
Lydia Raychel Summers
Chelsea Lane Zipse

With Distinction
Matthew Mark Geidel
Margaret L. Hansen
Andrea Lynn Oyer
Angela Cathleen Sanders

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Pharmaceutical Studies
Camdon Wayne Akagi, BS
Lauren Anderson, BS
Samantha Maree Anderson, BS*
Bradley Ryan Badura, BS
John David Barnedt Jr., BS
Jonathan Beckloff, BS
Rachel Marie Berry, BS
Alexus Mishae Bishop, BS
Aimee Amphayvanh Boriboun, BS
Holly Nicole Brandt, BS
Niko Marie Brucks, BS
Zoe Bryant, BS
Kelsey Leanne Buuetow, BS
Travis Bunting, BS
Tyler M. Burkett, BS
Mercy Chepletning, BS
Austin Michael Chinberg, BS
Kelsey Taylor Clothier, BS
Molly Ann Connor, BS
Andrew Warren Corbin, BS
Randee Corns, BS
Lina Linn Couler, BS
Lauren Jo Davied, BS
Aaron T. Davis, BS
Austin Jon Degn, BS
Alexa Wymun Diec, BS
Donna Zoceyee Diec, BS
Nena Dietrich, BS
Brandon Gary Dittmar, BS
Daniel Austin Duclos, BS
Austin T. Durant, BS
McKayla I. Edwards, BS
Christine Dorothy Estivo, BS*
Dillian Lane Findley, BS
Kristen Michele Fischer, BS
Kelsie Marie Fiss, BS
Emma C. Fletcher, BS
Haley Anne Funk, BS
Courtney Gungnels, BS
Lynsey Nicole Gustafson, BS
Margaret L. Hansen, BS
Daniel Hazlett, BS
Elizabeth Hazlett, BS
Adam Wesley Henne, BS
Elizabeth A. High, BS
Kellie Nicole Hopp, BS
Rosibel Huerta, BS
Joseph Ramy Ibrahim, BS
Bailey Elizabeth Imm, BS
Suzannah E. Ingle-Nguyen, BS
Tatyana Michelle Izraiel, BS
Jason D. Jansen, BS
Kelsey Elizabeth Joliff, BS
Joshua H. Joo, BS
Manpreet Kaur, BS
Herve Bertrand Kengne Mbakam, BS
Kristin Leigh Kliethermes, BS
Kali M. Kohliho, BS
Javyn Krenzel, BS
Whitney Anne Last, BS
Phuong-Vy Ngoc Le, BS
Na Young Lee, BS
Dalton Lierz, BS
Mikayla Jo Linn, BS
Brianna Long, BS
Georgia Galanou Luchen, BS*
Paige Elizabeth Lueker, BS
Mark Steven Maas, BS
Carly B. McGuire, BS
Zachary Scott Mendenhall, BS
Cameron Lynn Mooney, BS
Tony Ali Moradi, BS
Kaitlyn Q. Morgan, BS
Melissa Louise Mulich, BS
Kayla Danielle Neal, BS
Jamie Nichole Nelson, BS
Carly N. Newberry, BS
Nguyen Thi Kim Nguyen, BS
Stacie Lynne Niehues, BS
Kami E. Nimitz, BS
Melissa Corinne Norton, BS
Amanda Numair, BS
Erin Lindsay O’Grady, BS
Adam James Olm-Shipman, BS
Jason Charles Patterson, BS
Amanda Penn, BS
Mai-Khoi Vu Pham, BS
Daniel James Pons, BS
Garrett Pretz, BS
Jacqueline Marie Pyle, BS*
Zachary J. Raphael, BS
Tera Louise Raymond, BS
Brice Reynolds, BS
Carli Jordan Riemer, BS
Melissa Kaye Rodriguez, BS
Angela Cathleen Sanders, BS
Daisy Sato, BS
Nolan R. Schmitz, BS
Megan Lynn Schwartz, BS
Khanh Luu Smith, BS
Tamela Renae Smith, BS
Taylor Lynnae Smith, BS
Eric C. Snyder, BS
Mary Elizabeth Stevens, BS
Kenzie Stoecklein, BS
Tyler Jordan Stone, BS*
Kyle Louis Stupca, BS
Mackenzey Dawn Sutcliffe, BS
Garrett B. Taylor, BS
Mary Elizabeth Thorne, BS
Nhat Luu Tran, BS
Christian Matthew Treat, BS
Kevin Trinh, BS
Ines Fomaga Tsoetoze, BS
Diem Trang Vo, BS
Harry H. Vu, BS
Nolan Young Whipple, BS
Hollie B. Wickham, BS
Emily M. Williams, BS
Evan Hunter Wilson, BS
Carolyn Grace Wolfe, BS*
Daniel Craig Younggren, BS
Katelyn Zink, BS
Farrah J. Zonoozi, BS

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Sanjeev Agarwal, MS*
Matthew Alexander Christopher, MS*
Laura Michelle Drbohlav, MS*
Mei Feng, MS*
Yue Hu, MS*
Benjamin David Mann, MS
Indira Prajapati, MS*
Melissa Marie Pressnall, MS*
Ninad Ramesh Varkhede, MS*
Yangjie Wei, MS*

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Anindita Chhibber, MS*
Yue Deng, MS
Chen Gong, MS*
Amanda Nicole Ladd, MS
Yusheng Li, MS
Kenneth Marvin McFarlin, MS*
Xunan Shen, MS

Pharmacy Practice
Angelica Alexis Costanzo, MS
Dusti Renae Henrikhs, MS
Jeffrey Alan Pizl, MS
Janelle Rychlick, MS

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Brett R. Ambler, PhD
Anuj Khandelwal, PhD*
Molly Marie Lee, PhD*
Huiyong Ma, PhD
Rakesh Harshukhbal Vekariya, PhD*
Ming-Hsiu Yang, PhD
August 2011

Wichita campus expansions
The Wichita branch of KU’s pharmacy school holds its first classes, and the School of Medicine-Wichita expands to a four-year program.

June 2012

World-class cancer center
The KU Cancer Center receives a National Cancer Institute designation, a milestone that brings clinical trials and world-class care to the region.
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

*Degrees granted since May 15, 2016

Presented by
Interim Dean Steve Kapp

Banner Carrier
Robert Steve Sagastume

School Marshals
Terri Friedline
Mary Kate Dennis

HONORS (tentative)

With Distinction
Tamara Lynne Arndt
Rachael Anne Eastlund
Nicole LaVonne Franklin
Jack Eugene Lanzrath
Mara Louise McAllister
Michael Bret Miller
Reve’ Megan Lynnette Montour
Bianca Marie Morlan
Jakob Lawrence Rose

CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Social Work
Shavonne Abella, BSW
Anjali Ahuja, BSW
Andrew A. Armstrong, BSW
Tamara Lynne Arndt, BSW
Felicia Iris Bagley, BSW
Victoria Lynn Bartholomew, BSW
Rylee Basler, BSW
Ann Renee Beletsky, BSW
Jacey L. Bishop, BSW
Skylar Lynn Blackburn, BSW
Thomas W. Blake, BSW
Caroline Boddington, BSW
Marion C. Boyd, BSW
Sheehan Murphy Byrne, BSW
Courtnee Maurine Cargill, BSW
Trinity Jane Rochelle Carpenter, BSW
Mohana Chakraborti, BSW
Candice Camille Chase, BSW
Jacob Thomas Coons, BSW
Shelby Christine Covey, BSW
Katharine Cowger, BSW
Yatziri Magali Cruz-Gomez, BSW
Rachael Anne Eastlund, BSW
Nicole LaVonne Franklin, BSW
Tatiana Fuentes, BSW
Jamie Gadd-Nelson, BSW
Taylor Givens, BSW
Matthew Evan Glaser, BSW
Catherine C. Grabow, BSW
Valerie Ortiz Guile, BSW
Emily Ann Gustafson, BSW
Kelsey R. Harwood, BSW
Latifa Hassanjani, BSW
Payton C. Herken, BSW
Abigail Caitlyn Jones, BSW
Kaitlin A. Jorgensen, BSW
Alexander James Kinkead, BSW
Stephen La Cour, BSW
Jack Eugene Lanzrath, BSW
Evan Elizabeth Lehr, BSW
Danielle Nicole Lickteig, BSW
Mackenzie Sarah Lomshek, BSW
Mara Louise McAllister, BSW
Chanelle Elise McChuer, BSW
Margaret E. McGilley, BSW*
Bethany Anne McMillen, BSW
Haley Marguerite McNally, BSW
Stefanie Christine Metzger, BSW
Michael Bret Miller, BSW
Brittani Kristine Minkler, BSW
Nicole A. Molinari, BSW
Reve’ Megan Lynnette Montour, BSW
Bianca Marie Morlan, BSW
Leah Vashit O’Brien, BSW
Oscar Orozco, BSW*
Eva Sage Powless, BSW*
Emma Rose Ramirez, BSW
Coleee Lafayette Riddle, BSW
Brooks Kevin Robertson, BSW
Jakob Lawrence Rose, BSW
Derion De’Nay Rusley, BSW
Robert Steve Sagastume, BSW
Megan Rae Schneapel, BSW
Ja Juan Smith, BSW
Drew M. Snider, BSW
Taylor Starling, BSW
Mekell Renee Stowe, BSW
Katherine Bailey Taylor, BSW
Guysu Tuval, BSW
Andrew Franklin VanSlyke II, BSW
Leshae Shanette Walton, BSW
Anne Elizabeth Wildgen, BSW
Halle K. Wright, BSW

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREE

Social Work
Kelly Dee Adkins, MSW
Christopher Marcotte Anderson, MSW
Joshua Levi Autry, MSW
Kelli Lynn Badgerow, MSW
Cheri Anne Ball, MSW
Sara Michelle Ballare-Jones, MSW
Maegan Elizabeth Ballew, MSW
Katie M. Barger, MSW
Daniel Barrera, MSW
Jimmy Lee Beason II, MSW
Drew G. Belanger, MSW
Morgan Diane Bell, MSW
Maria Cristina Bello, MSW
Sarah Jane Bloom, MSW
Chelsea Elizabeth Bohnstedt, MSW
Jersi Jane Broadbent, MSW
Erica Lois Bron, MSW
Brittany A. Brooks, MSW
Kellie Christine Brown, MSW
Lori Anne Brown, MSW
Amanda Jo Brunk-Grady, MSW
Christine Yvonne Burleson, MSW*
Andrew William Campbell, MSW
Lindsey Rae Chandler, MSW
Laura Childers, MSW
Alexandria Sarah Christian, MSW
Megan Marie Cizerne-Brown, MSW
Laine Marie Collier, MSW
Kelly Colvin, MSW*
Sarah Marie Corey, MSW
John Robert Dehaven, MSW
Killian James Derusha, MSW
Carrie Diallo, MSW
Bridget Dietz, MSW*
Ariel S. Dodson, MSW
Haley Doubrava, MSW
Amanda Mae Douglas, MSW
Abigail Suzanne Edwards, MSW
Amanda Gloria Enriquez, MSW
Jessica Marie Ermier, MSW
Jessica Diane Facklam, MSW
Lance William Faegengburg, MSW
Taylor Leigh Finnell, MSW
Eric Fitzmorris, MSW*
Madeline Dyan Ford, MSW
Melissa Ann Foree, MSW
Regina Leigh Franken, MSW
Lindsey Christine Frazer, MSW
Andrew Frosch, MSW

June 2013
NCAA outdoor track
and field champs
The KU women’s track and field team wins the 2013 NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championship, the first time in KU history.

October 2012
Largest grant
Researchers receive a five-year, $24.5 million grant to develop a national center to assist schools in educating general and special education students together. The grant, from the U.S. Department of Education, is the largest in KU history.
Erica Christine Geiger, MSW  
Kori Nicole Godinez, MSW  
Ashley Marie Granville, MSW  
Erica Francisca Gutierrez Ortiz, MSW  
Kathryn Ariel Halpert-Zimmerman, MSW*  
Kelsey R. Hamel, MSW  
Chelsea Cheyenne Harrington, MSW  
Day Lynn Harris, MSW  
Edie Diane Harrison, MSW  
Desiree Henery, MSW  
Tawnya Marie Herrington, MSW*  
Ali Taylor Hill, MSW  
Leslie Hines, MSW  
Jennifer Carre’ Holder, MSW  
Kimberly Marie Hollister, MSW  
Catelyn Joy Holmes, MSW  
Carly A. Ohmstede, MSW  
Tobin L. Kennedy, MSW  
Olivia Anne Johnson, MSW  
Kayla Kabrey, MSW  
Erin Leigh Kaminska, MSW  
Tobin L. Kennedy, MSW  
Lisa Marie Kent, MSW  
Krystal Renee Kershaw, MSW  
Marissa Kile, MSW  
Kristina B. Knight, MSW  
Morgan Melissa Kopp, MSW  
Vanessa K. Kresin, MSW  
Christina Ann Mohr Kring, MSW  
Grace Louise Lambert, MSW  
Erin Elizabeth Langhoder, MSW  
Kendra LeCluyse, MSW*  
Darcy Lynn Letourneau, MSW  
Elizabeth Marie Lewis, MSW  
Allison Courtnee Elizabeth Lile, MSW  
Laena Loucks, MSW  
Hannah Michelle Lujano, MSW  
Michael Stephen Maher, MSW*  
Jennifer Michelle Marcinkowski, MSW  
Michelle Allene Marron, MSW  
Brittany Marsh, MSW  
Benjamin Ray Martin, MSW  
Alli McGuinn, MSW  
Jamie Lee McMullan, MSW  
Mistie McReynolds, MSW  
Kimberly Ann Meeker, MSW  
Heather RaChEllie Meinking, MSW  
Blair Gilbert Millemion, MSW  
Brittany Brooke Miller, MSW  
Sara Beth Miller, MSW  
Jessica Louise Mitchell, MSW  
Laura E. Mizell, MSW  
Andrea Leigh Moskov, MSW  
Kayla Marie Neal, MSW  
Tashauna Nicole Neves, MSW  
Jamee Deane Nimmo-Horton, MSW*  
Elise M. Pavicic, MSW  
Cassandra Renee Peters, MSW  
Taniesha LaZette Ray, MSW  
Natalie R. Reeves, MSW*  
Heather C. Reikofski, MSW*  
Annie Dorothy Rae Ricard, MSW  
Aarion Christine Rideaux, MSW  
Casey Lynn Rittel, MSW  
Abigail Hardy Rives, MSW  
Pia Rix, MSW*  
Heather Michelle Roberts, MSW  
Hannah Beth Roland, MSW  
Marie C. Ruona, MSW  
Marcie Louise Ryan, MSW  
Victoria Vanne Sander, MSW  
Sally Jane Sanko, MSW  
Keena Nicole Schmidt, MSW  
Heather Giselle Scott, MSW  
Jennifer Janzen Scott, MSW*  
Aisha Shaw, MSW  
Brittany Ashton Sheets, MSW  
Kendal Brooke Smith, MSW*  
Turner M. Smith, MSW  
Kara Soph, MSW  
Brittney Soto, MSW*  
Amanda LeeAnn Spangler, MSW  
Andrea SpottedHorse, MSW  
Laura Jean Stallbaumer, MSW  
Stevie St.Clair, MSW  
Pamela Gail Steinmetz, MSW*  
Lyndi Lou Stokes, MSW  
Maria P. Strong, MSW  
Ariel Lynn Swartz, MSW  
Kathryn Jean Tanner, MSW  
Miles Keaton Tate, MSW  
Macy Ann Tillman, MSW  
Jill Tomlonson, MSW*  
Sarah Townsend, MSW  
Morgan Twidwell, MSW  
Talisa Christine Twillman, MSW  
Sierra Marteine Two Bulls, MSW  
Jennifer Renee’ Vaughan, MSW  
Julian Javier Villalobos, MSW  
Hunter M. Waldrop, MSW  
Ryan J. Wands, MSW  
DaKie Shyheen Ladaren Washington, MSW  
Alyce Victoria Weber, MSW  
Reanna C. Weidner, MSW  
Sara Jane Weingart, MSW  
Cali Welch, MSW  
Leslie Welch, MSW  
Kelsey Margaret Wendland, MSW  
Laurie Anne White, MSW  
Bri G. Williams, MSW  
Briana Williams, MSW  
Nicole Cathleen Williams, MSW  
Ashley Noelle Williamson, MSW  
Ashley Marie Wink, MSW  
Arreyll Levon Womble, MSW  
Kathleen Wysockczka, MSW  

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREE

Social Work

Susan Ileen Frauenholtz, PhD  
Margaret H. Lloyd, PhD  
Felicia Marie Mitchell, PhD*  
Alegnta F. Shibikom, PhD

January 2015

President Obama visits

Barack Obama is the fourth sitting president — and the first since 1911 — to speak at KU.

2016

Central District redevelopment

The university’s largest redevelopment project in almost 100 years takes shape, providing a new hub of science, research, and education at the center of KU’s Lawrence campus.

2016

Bidding farewell

Bernadette Gray-Little announces she will step down as chancellor at the end of the academic year.
Now it’s official. You’ve joined a 150-year history filled with Jayhawks whose dreams and ideas have changed the world.

Celebrate, and step into your future.
Crimson and the Blue

Far above the golden valley
Glorious to view,
Stands our noble Alma Mater,
Towering toward the blue.

CHORUS:
Lift the chorus ever onward,
Crimson and the blue
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater,
Hail to old KU.

Far above the distant humming
Of the busy town,
Reared against the dome of heaven.
Looks she proudly down.

(REPEAT CHORUS)

Greet we then our foster mother,
Noble friend so true,
We will ever sing her praises,
Hail to old KU.

(REPEAT CHORUS)

I’m a Jayhawk

Talk about the Sooners, Cowboys and the Bears,
Aggies and the Tiger and his tail.
Talk about the Wildcats, and the Cyclone boys,
But I’m the bird to make ‘em weep and wail.

CHORUS:
’Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
Up at Lawrence on the Kaw–
’Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
With a sis-boom, hip hoorah,
Got a bill that’s big enough
To twist a Tiger’s tail,
Rope some ‘Horns and listen
To the Red Raiders wail–
’Cause I’m a Jay, Jay, Jay, Jay, Jayhawk,
Riding on a Kansas gale.
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